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A B S T R A C T 
Members of the family Muridae represent the most 
successful group in the order Rodentia, not only in terms of 
numbers of genera and species/ but also population wise and in 
successfully adapting to a variety of habitats. 
Members of the genus Rattus, R. rattus and R. meltada, 
are grouped into two major categories based on the relationship 
with man. One is that of domestic or urban rats, Rattus rattus L., 
codimonly referred to as black rat or roof rat. Apparently it is 
distributed as wild animal on all lands and continents. In its 
habitats and long association w i^h human habitations/ it has 
become totally anthropocentric. It is adapted thus to all kinds 
of environments. The other category is of field rats* Rattus 
meltada , commonly called as soft furred field rat and more 
popularly known as metad. They launch an incessant onslaught on 
the crops from the stage of sowing to growth to ripening. 
The principal areas of human concern are disease trans-
mission and food destruction by ratS/ which can also be harmful 
as pests of stored food and instrumental in causing the 
structural damage to the infested habitats. 
India has always recognised the threat posed by these 
marauding pests and of late its devastating potential is being 
increasingly felt. Economic and hygienic problems continue to 
plague India and they demand immediate attention. The havoc 
caused due to infestation by rodent pests are to a large extent 
ingored and neglected. 
All operations to control or obliterate the pest, face 
seemingly insuperable obstacles. The prime difficulty being 
the selection of lethal baits. One population might devour 
certain type of food while other may not display the same 
likeness. Further, as in feeding, these species show great 
elasticity in other kinds of behaviour. Reactions to baits, 
additives of attractive taste and smells and responses to 
ppisoned baits are not likely to be always similar. As one 
moves from region to region the problems diversify and 
become more intricate. 
Dotailed ecoloqical and behavioural investigations arc, 
therefore, required Of different species and of each population 
separately. In this context the present observations of Rattus 
meltada and Rattus rattus assume great significance and are 
opportune too. The present data would be of help in any 
programme launched to check the rate of their proliferation. 
FOOD PRSFERBNCSS; 
Tested by original series of choice tests, metads are 
found to show contradictory choices and greater fl'exibility 
in choosing the diet. Whole cereals are selected in variable 
scheme, pulses and cereal flours are preferred in a linear 
order. Boile'd and moist foods are, however, found attractive, 
as are the foods mixed with sugar or the other additives, 
such as taste-less oils. 
Variability in choice is very likely because time and 
again field rats have to change food habits due to rotation 
of crops or cessation of all agricultural activity as in the 
summer months; while most near constancy of food supplies 
obtained in the urban environments necessiates no such change in 
case of commercial species. Further, with regular suoplies of 
foods assured, chances of the development of stable preferences 
and aversions are higher in case of commensal species rather 
than of field rats. 
Owing to great flexibility in choice, it is but difficult 
to decide about the particular food of an important kind as 
whole cereals that may be most preferred by metads. Of only 
the less important foods as dry pulses, it can be said that 
lentil is an item of first choice. Unlike roof rats thus, no 
marked preference is displayed by metads towards foods 
universally employed for baiting murid pests. 
Feeding behaviour of metads is apparently similar to 
that of other rodent species. 'Omnivory* or tendency to vary 
diet and 'sampling' or eating of foods of little value. 
characterise the feeding behaviour of metads. Of the factors 
that influence choice, texture has no marked influence on food 
preferences. Caloric requirements are also equivalent to requir-
ments o£ other rat species studied. It appears from results of 
choice tests that sugar or oils can be successfully used as 
additives to increase preference for baits deviced for metads. 
Given a choice, one of the two foods is clearly selected 
by roof rats; equivocal choices are seldom show. Selection follows 
in linear orders. They are not easily attracted to any but the 
most efficient baits, as groundnut oil increases preferences 
for inferior cereals, when used in moderate concentrations 
(5% weight/weight). The mixtures are, however, not preferred to 
cereals of superior texture, like semolina. Texture is evidently 
more important than nutritional value of foods in determining 
preferences of roof rats. 
Results obtained in our experiments are indicative that 
vegetables, like other wet foods, are ingested mainly for their 
extra water and also to their great roughage value which 
obviously comply their needs in aiding digestion. Yet there is 
much difference between vegetables and cereals, at least enough 
to induce selective feeding when conditions are favourable. 
Thus, the choice of roof rats for vegetables as a non-
nutritive bulk show that roof rats are the primary pests of the 
nutritive foods such as cereals and high energy fruits, in the 
absence of which they may also depend on non-nutritive food and 
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can thrive well without significant adversities. 
TASTE AVERSION LEARNING; 
Laboratory observations ot the effects of toxicosis/ 
clearly show that roof rats trapped from various localities 
in Aligarli city rapidly develop aversion to sweet taste (bait-
shyness) if drinking of sugar solution precedes 'toxicosis'/ 
but conversely show marked preference for sugar when it is 
offered afterwards/ during recovery from the effects of similar 
treatments. 
Both post aversion and its reciprocal (preference) have 
great adaptive value for rodents/ which are omnivores, 
specialized in seeking and testing new sources of food/ 
including many items which could be toxic. Associative 
l"arning of the type, has relevance for human subjects too. 
Consequently, places where food habits are very diverse and 
distresses of many kinds, preponderant, as in our country, 
the effects are expected to be not only very diverse but also 
important, 
RESPONSES TO SMELLS AND TASTES; 
Tested by original preference method,, roof rats are found 
to discriminate between offensive and attractive actions of 
tastes. Results obtained are thus, categorical in showing 
deterrent action of smells and tastes of substances tested, and 
reiterate their importance as repellents. Tastes also deterred 
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the rats; though when forced fed, butyric acid, clove oil 
and napthol were tolerated in the food. 
The rats were strongly attracted by banana essence but 
other types of commercial essences did not have effect. 
Mixtures of food and saffron were also not preferred. However, 
the attractiveness of substances either for their taste or 
smell, is clearly disproved with only one exception. Therefore, 
it is yet possible, as shown by the effect of banana essence 
that rats would respond positively to odours and tastes of 
foods that they are accustomed to eat in natural environment. 
The results imply that rats do have marked preferences 
to certain odours which is established at a much earlier age 
and not specifically attracted to the substances tested. Still, 
/• 
this can be nullified by hunger, classical dbnditioning, diss-
ociating the food-illness aversions and by active conditioned 
inhibitory trainings. 
Apparently search for more useful substances of either 
type ought to continue with more emphasis on ingredients of 
natural foods which can attract the rats, 
MITIGATING POISON AND BAIT-SHY BEHAVIOUR: 
Rats were poisoned with z.\nc pl-wsphide (4mg/l0g food) 
in different kinds of bait - millet flour, maize flour, and 
groundnut oil; mixtures of cereals (mille^t + maize; millet + 
maize + wheat flour) to which groundnut oil had also been 
added (5% weight/weight). The responses of the'rats to the 
same baits were measured after poisoning. 
Groundnut oil was found to retard the development of 
shyness in one important resp3?ct, it was not broadened to 
cereal mixtures or its components after poisoning in corres-
ponding mixtures containing oil. This suggests that probably 
the oil exerts a 'masking effect' on taste of cereal bases* 
which are not distinctly perceived by rats in oily mixture. 
Therefore, shyness is partially reduced . 
It appears that repeated treatments can be given in 
cereal mixtures and their components;, used previously as 
base with oil. The results from the field where zinc phosphide 
is U3''d in much higher concentrdtions (C, 50-500mg/10g food) 
are required to prove the utility of such baits in controlling 
shyness. 
EFFECT OF TASTE OF F'OOD ON BAIT-SHY BEHAVIOUR: 
Treatments with zinc phsphide in cereal + sugar; cereal + 
groundnut oil and plain cereal; make the rats not only averse 
to eating original baits, but each food is also rejected by 
them when offered separately in harmless form. 
Poisoning in sugar mixture resulted in a greater degree 
of avoidance than in oil mixture or plain cereal food, 
apparently on the basis of the distinct taste of each food; 
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w h i c h a r e thus c l e a r l y p e r c e i v e d i n a m i x t u r e . B o i l e d food 
d i d n o t c a u s e any a v e r s i o n b u t was m a r g i n a l l y p r e f e r r e d by 
them a g a i n . 
I t can t h e r e f o r e , be s a i d t h a t foods of s t r o n g and 
marked t a s t e , may n o t form t h e i d e a l b a i t s . Foods of a mixed 
o r weak t a s t e can g i v e b e t t e r r e s u l t s when u s e d a s b a i t s . 
I t a p p e a r s t h a t r e p e a t e d t r e a t m e n t s can be g i v e n i n b o i l e d 
f o o d s / where c o n d i t i o n s f a v o u r f o r a c h i e v e i n g b e t t e r r e s u l t s . 
RESPONSES TO WONDER TRAP: 
T r a p p i n g i s an e f f e c t i v e way t o r e d u c e r a t s i n c e r t a i n 
s i t u a t i o n s . I t i s s p e c i a l l y e f f e c t i v e a s a f o l l o w up a c t i o n 
a f t e r u s e of o t h e r c o n t r o l m e a s u r e s . The s t u d y of s u c h b e h a -
v i o u r h a s an a p p l i e d v a l u e , a s i t i n f l u e n c e s t h e e f f i c i e n c y of 
t he t r a p . 
R e s u l t s o b t a i n e d from p r e s e n t e x p e r i m e n t s do n o t show 
u n i f o r m i t y i n i n d i v i d u a l r e s p o n s e s tov/ards t h e t r a p . Most r a t s 
(81 •57%) became t r a p - s h y a s a r e s u l t of t r a p p i n g ; o n l y a few 
(18.42%) a c q u i r e d t r a p - h a b i t . T r a p - s h y n e s s and t r a p - h a b i t a r e 
two i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r s b u t more s p e c i f i c s t u d i e s a r e r e q u i r e d 
t o c l a r i f y t h e e f f e c t s of age and s e x on t r a p a b i l i t y i n t h e s e 
r a t s . 
P o s t o p e r a t i v e me thods f o r e l i m i n a t i n g s h y n e s s a r e n o t 
p r e s e n t l y knowD.New b a i t i n g schemes w i t h a c h a n g e i n p o i s o n i n g 
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schedule a re pursued. However, poisoning at intervals of 
three or six days, does not yield very positive benefits; 
as the rats develop shyness and are ought to consume smaller 
takes on the poison free days. 
It is possible to avoid shyness by adding oil to 
Various cereal bait components, as oils have a marked masking 
effect. Use can also be made of the probablity that they 
might develop aversion for sweet taste if sugar solutions 
precedes toxicosis. It must be borne in mind, that any 
bait component used to attract the rats, is abundantly found 
in their natural habitats. Repeated treatments with boiled 
rice might yield better results. Tests in fields are required 
to prove the utility of the methods explained. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rodents are cosmopolitan in distribution/ and have with 
human aid successfully negotiated the barrier between the Asian 
landmass and Australia, a feat not accomplished by any other 
living mammal (Tiwari and Biswas, 19 69). As a natural inference 
to their wide-spread distribution, rodents are considered to be 
one of the most successful groups in class Mammalia (Southwick, 
19 69). The adaptations they exhibit range f rem arboreal to sub-
terranean to acquatic, and some even have the ability to glide 
from tree to tree or tree to ground. Be it the snowy heights 
of 5790 meters or the coasts around the world, rodents exist, 
« 
but they are perhaps more abundant in the tropics than in 
temperate areas (Tiwari and Biswas, 19 69). 
Rodents comprise practically half of the known living 
forms of mammals in the world. Rough estimates indicate about 
6400 valid forms in the order Rodentia (Ellerman, 1963). Among 
these few are ubiquitous (Barnett and Prakash, 1975), while 
others exist in a particular geographical region like the 
native forms found in India (Tiwari and Biswas, 1969). The 
knowledge of taxonomical descriptions of the Indian rodent 
fauna has been greatly enhanced by intensive survey of the 
mammals undertaken during the last few decades. The earlier 
accounts provided glaringly incomprehensive biological 
information (Spillet, 19 68) . 
Based on these collections and a thorough revision of 
earlier preserved materials, the fauna within India's geograp-
hical limits comprises 6 families, 36 genera, 84 species and 
265 sub-species. In addition, there are 8 species and 30 sub-
species whose status is obscure (Ellerman, 1947; 1963; 
Tiwari and Biswas, 1969) . 
However, the family Muridae represents the most success-
ful family in the order Rodentia, not only in terms of numbers 
of genera and species, but also population wise and in succe-
ssful adaptations to a variety of habitat conditions 
(Southwick, 19 69), The Muridae is economically significant 
because many have linked their fortunes with those of humanity. 
This is particularly true of domestic or urban rats like 
Rattus rattus L., Bandicota benqalensis Gray/ and the mouse, 
Mus musculus L. They are highly organized members and are 
unquestionably the most successful of mammalso Of them only 
16 species have been considered economically most important 
(Barnett and Prakash, 1975), and R, rattus is one of them 
Members of the genus Rattus, of which Rattus rattus 
and Rattus meltada are its species, is a diverse group, which 
are grouped into two major categories based on the relationship 
with man. The domestic or urban rats, are those species which 
live as commensals with man. They are adapted to all 
environment from store houses to larders (Srivastava/ 1972) . 
The other category is that of field rats, where a large 
number of species including the commensal forms are grouped. 
Human enterprise, in all its phases, and human 
negligence have disturbed the nature in favour of these 
species; have afforded them an un-natural degree of protection 
from their enemies and they have prospered. They are now a 
menace to hiomanity. Unfortunately there is nothing that can 
be placed to the credit of Rattus rattus. Their activities 
as scavengers are no longer of slightest benefit to mankind. 
The debit account is long and deplorable (Hinton, 1968) . The 
principle areas of human concern are disease transmission and 
food destruction (Spillet, 19 68). They can also be harmful 
as pest of stored food and structural damage caused to 
infested habitats (Barnett and Prakash, 1975), 
i) Food destruction; Rattus meltada damage food crops 
by assaulting vegetative parts during the growing season and 
by iacsr2,+-ing the tillers. Infact, they launch an incessant 
on-slaught on the crops from the stage of sowing to growth to 
ripening (Barnett and Prakash, 1975). Of all the mammals which 
have become parasitic on man none are greater pests and more 
ruinous than rats. The magnutude of damage they wreck is 
collosal. According to rough estimates about a quarter of 
the food grown in India is destroyed by rodents (Spillet, 
19 58) . Fruits and vegetables are also not spared. 
ii) Pest of stored food; Rattus rattus poses a grave 
menace to stored foods. They not only demolish food in stores 
but also contaminate it with their excreta and hair. The 
quantity of food devoured is considerable but far more is 
ruined. Rat tainted food although apparently edible can pose 
serious health hazards. Handling or consioming things infected 
with the urine of rats having spirochaetes and leptospira/ is 
reported to cause 'veils' disease. Consumption of such sullied 
food can cause intestinal infections and amoebic dysentry 
(Pingale et al., 1968). Succinctly, every description of food 
for man or beast, either in course of production, store or 
use, is subject to the attack of rats. 
iii) Structural damage caused to infested, habitats; Abuses 
occasioned by rats to the urban decay are numerous. Rodent 
infestations cause sub-surface erosions by opening and 
'Ti=l''"''f5^tina the sewer spaces beneath streets, side walls and 
around sewers. Their aided erosions deteriorate sewers, causes 
street and side walk cave ins.. Their burrows lead to excessive 
silting in sewers and manholes. An exposed sewer brings 
forth its attendant health hazards. Electrical wires gnawed by 
rats can result in fire outbreaks in which humans may die. 
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They gnaw and disfigure furniture, doors, etc. Structural 
collapses occur due to rat burrows. Huge monetary losses can 
be attributed to their burrows under foundations, through 
walls, embankments, irrigation channels, river bunds, rail 
tracks, etc. In docks, warehouses and shops and while in 
transit by rail or sea massive quantities of merchandise 
are annually destroyed by rats. In a hospital, an infirm 
patient can suffer rat bites. They unwillingly attack poultry 
and regularly steal eggs. In certain circumstances, as when 
impelled by hunger, they can launch a frontal assault on 
humans. Cases of rat attacks on infants in their cribs in 
poorer sections of society, even in the U.S. are not unknown. 
Miners are subjected to rat attacks in mines. They gnaw at 
the affected limbs of lepers too weak to resist. They also 
mutilate corpses in a mortuary. 
iv) Disease-transmission: The financial losses owing 
to rats is indubitably very large. But it pales into insig-
nificance wnen we coiitss^iate th^ ^ gravity of the threat of 
disease, entailed by the presence of these noxious pests in 
our midst. The monetary loss affects perha5>s only a compara-
tively small number of people, many of them ignorant of its 
extent and quite indifferent to its cause. The menace to 
health is very real and it affects every member of the 
community (Hinton, 1968). Of numerous diseases transmitted 
from rodents to man, plague is certainly of paramount importance 
(Mitchell, 19 66; Patnaik, 1969). The great tragedies wrought 
by this disease are familiar to all. Reduced and eradicated to 
insignificance, it is by no means extinct. Plague is the 
disease of the respiratory and circulatory system, resulting 
from an invasion of a bacillus, Pasteurella pegtis. It occurs 
in two forms, bubonic and pneumonic, which differ merely in 
their mode of infection and symptoms. The species involved in 
plague epizootics and R» rattus, R. meltada, B. indica, M. 
musculus, while some others may be responsible for perpetuating 
this disease. Although plague rarely occurs now, it must be 
borne in mind, that it has been recorded that plague infection 
can lie dormant for years and flare up when conditions are 
favourable. Thus, it is imperative that all possible steps 
be taXen to keep the rat population in check and a rigid 
surveillance programme pursued to detect early cases of plague 
in domestic and field rodents. Rodents are accountable for the 
spread of a number of other dangerous diseases. Actually the 
rat-borne diseases ^sc fsr '1'='t<='cted and prevalent are not less 
than 50 (Patnaik, 1969; Barnett and Prakash, 1975) . They also 
carry 18 varried types of lice, fleas, ticks and mites. The 
most perilous and wide spread diseases they disseminate besides 
plague are rat-bite fever, toxoplasmosis, lymphocytic 
choriomeningitis, histoplasmosis, spirochaetal diseases. 
influenza/ salmonellosis, amoebiasis/ leishmaniasis —. 
cutaneous form, etc. The list increases as biological and 
medical studies proceed. Pew diseases are mentioned but 
they suffice to prove that humanity has no more deadly 
enemy than rats. The problem of rat menace is real and 
grave and warrants urgent attention. 
What could possibly be a realistic statement is that 
rats are capable of multiplying very fast and would then cause 
proportionately higher damage. They can wriggle through a 
hole no thicker than quarter of an inch, scale a brick wall 
as though it had rungs, they are able swimmers, can gnaw 
through lead pipes and cinder blocks with chisel teeth that 
exert an incredible 24,000 pounds pressure per square inch, 
can survive being flushed down a toilet and enter by the 
same route, and plummet five stories to the ground and 
scurry off unharmed (Thomas, 1977), For centuries India 
has been aware of the dangers of these ubiquitous pests 
and its magnitude is being increasingly felt. Only recently 
a slogan of 'war against rats' was raised in India. Despite 
popularisation the programme did not achieve its targets, 
primarily because of paucity of trained workers. There 
is a striking discrepancy between our technical development 
and the utter helplessness with which we face certain 
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animals. We are capable of sending satellites into the orbit 
of earth and are able to destroy atoms* but yet have not 
succeeded in solving the" economic and hygienic problems in 
our human settlements. Individual or local assaults which 
are sporadic cannot be effective. A systematic prograinme 
should be vigourously conducted in which every one should 
participate. Such a prograimTie perscrved honestly promises 
partial success/ but is still dependent on information 
about biological and behavioural aspectsof most common 
forms. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL RESUt^ 
The genus Rattus is the largest mammalian genus* 
containing more than 20 accepted species within Indian 
territory. They are economically important because many 
species have developed the domestic or commensal habit 
with man. Their successful adaptation to a variety of 
habitats and their predatory and depradatory habits have 
pronounced impact on human economy, but more grave than these 
is the spread of disease to man and his domestic stock 
(Southwick, 1969; Tiwari and Biswas, 1969; Srivastava, 1972). 
Rattus meItada pallidior (Ryley) - a common field rat 
found usually in cultivated fields, in bunds, grasslands 
and of^ clear patches. They may also inhabit gravely soils 
or cracks formed by the drying of moist clay in irrigated 
fields (Tiwari and Biswas 1969; Barnett and Prakash, 1975) , 
It ranges from Nepal to India and SriLanka (Prater, 1965) 
and is a serious pest of food crops. Commonly called as 
'soft furred field rat' and more popularly known as metads. 
However, two races of metads in India are recognised, of 
them meltada (gray) is prevalent more in south India 
(Ellerman, 1963; Bindra and Sagar, 1968; Barnett and 
Prakash, 19 75; Guraya and Gupta, 1977) . 
Rattus rattus (Linnaeus) - a common Indian rat. 
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apparently d i s t r i b u t e d as a wild animal in the la rger p a r t s 
of Ind ia ; introduced nearly throughout the world owing to 
i t s commensalism with man (Ellerman and Morrison, 19 51) . 
I t e x i s t s , however, in severa l color morphs, wild and 
commensal races occurring together ex tens ive ly . Of which 
about 14 sub-species are c u r r e n t l y known within the t e r r i -
t o r i e s of Indian union (P ra te r , 1965; Tiwari and Biswas.- 1969; 
Barnett and Prakash, 1975). There i s doubt less much i n t e r -
breeding between the white and dark b e l l i e d species Rattus 
r a t t u s rufescens , the commensal species are apparently most 
common types in Ind ia . They are grey black above, dark ashy 
beneath, s ides pa le r , some of the ha i r s with pale fulvous 
t i p s and ears an large rounded (Prakash, 1963; Bhattacharya, 
1973; Cowan and Prakash, 1977; Sterndale , 1982). 
Commonly ca l led as 'b lack r a t ' , e s s e n t i a l l y a ' roof 
r a t ' and more popularly a house or kalamus, i t i s so adaptable 
t ha t i t may almost be said to be domesticated. I t takes up 
i t s abode in hviraan dwellings and even breeds in l i t t l e 
d is turbed accumulation of rubbish . But they are l a rge ly 
a rborea l , t r e e -ho l e s , c rev ices in bu i ld ings , corners and 
hollowed wal l s , are i t s na tu ra l nesting s i t e s (Watson, 1954; 
Deoras and Gokhale, 1958; Rajagopalan e t a l . , 1970; Barnet t 
and Prakash, 1975) . Although typ i ca l l y a climbing r a t , i t i s 
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also able to burrow. Nesting has been recorded in unusual 
situations too (Sharma/ 19 66) . R. rattus is adapted to 
fields/ to store houses and larders but it appears to be more 
particular in its choice of food than the other forms. Like 
other commensal rodent pests, it has been found to be highly 
omnivorous in feeding habits (Deoras and Gokhale, 1958; 
Barnett and Prakash, 1975), The proportion of urban population 
in India from grains and seed godowns still largely contains 
this species (Harris, 19 69), but a change has, however, been 
noticed since early 60* s, specially in big cities, where the 
lesser bandicoot rat Bandicota benqalensis Gray, has success-
fully invaded and excluded it from environments (Rao, 1947; Seal 
196a, 1969; Deoras, 1960; 1969; Spillet, 1968; Seal and 
Banerjee, 1969; Deoras and Pradhan, 1977; Sood and Ubi, 1977), 
There is a close relationship between studies of food 
preferences and control measures (Chitty, 19 54), Thus, poisoned 
baits have to be eaten by rats in sufficient quantity, in 
order to be 'lethal*. However, to make them eat enough of it, 
not only efficient baiting procedures but attractive foods are 
required. These are 'vehicles' of poison which determine the 
results (Prakash, 1976). Thus, preference value of food is the 
basis of their selection as bait-bases (Barnett and Prakash, 
1975) . Some other properties may also be important, as 
adhesiveness of food, staying capacity in the fields, etc. 
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(Chitty, 1954; Barbehenn, 1962) . The cost obviously is an 
important consideration in poisoning. 
Such aspects of feeding of rodents have often been 
studied in the laboratory, though the drawbacks inherent in 
it are well known. Thus, the feeding habits vary widely; the 
Rattus spp,, are even more versatile than others (Harrison 
and Woodville, 1950; Spencer, 1953; Barnett/ 1956, 1966, 1969, 
1975; Chitre and Deoras, 1966; Jackson, 19 66). Literature on 
on the feeding patterns, feeding propensity and components of 
beljiaviour in rats have been reviewed by Parrack, 19 67 but more 
of it has since been added though by way of observations in the 
laboratory by Deoras, 19 68; Majumdar and Krishnakumari, 19 69; 
Brooks and Bowerman, 1973; Durairaj and Rao, 1977, 
Laboratory studies on bait preferences as regards to 
its appetite and dietary habit, rate of food consumption are 
now many. The Rattus spp., have principally been studied by 
Young, 1946; Barnett and Spencer, 1953^^ Harrison, 1954; 
Parrack, 1966; Prakash and associates, 1974,' Khan, 1974. The 
gerbils Tatera indlca and Meriones hurrianae have been 
studied by Prakash and associates, 1967, 1969, 1973, 1976; 
Bindra and Sagar, 1970. Information is also available on 
bandicoots (Spillet, 1968; Kamal and Khan, 1977); Rattus 
meltada (Jain et al., 1974; Siddiqui and Khan, 1982), 
squirrel, Funumbulus penanti (Khan and Khan, 1980) and also 
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some other forms. The subject has also been reviewed 
(Barnett, 1969; Barnett and Prakash^ 1975). There is a 
dearth of field studies, although most habitats it lives 
in, are ideally studied, by creating a semi-natural habitat 
for long term observations of its feeding (Majumdar et al., 
1966, 1969). Differences in affiliative behaviour of 
weanling rats selecting eating and drinking, social trans-
mission of food preferences and influence of early diet on 
adult food preferences have been observed by Bronson, 1966; 
Bennett and Galef, 1977; Barnett, 1978. 
Pertinent literature for Rattus meltada is available 
on its reproductive biology which includes its breeding 
habits and burrowing patterns (Bindra and Sagar, 19 68; 
Sagar and Bindra, 1970; Guraya and Gupta, 1977), Comparative 
information on its occurrence in desert area, their behavioural 
responses and possible control methods have also been observed 
(Prakash and Jain, 1967; Rana and Jain, 1978;Peshwani et al., 
1977; Padma, 1978; Rana and Advani, 1981; Advani 1983). 
Literature on ecology, biology, damage and control has been 
reviewed by Bindra and Sagar, 1977. Relevant liteature and 
comparative information is also accessible from different 
parts of the world on reproduction, sex-ratio, population 
dynamics, mortality of Rattus and Mub spp., A bibliography 
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study on such literature is also present (Southwick, 1955, 
19 58; Parrack, 19 67; Barbehenn, 1962). Reproduction/ mortality 
and growth have, however, been followed by considerable detail 
in the laboratory. A study on the copulatory behaviour of 
Rattus is also added by Bentley and Taylor, 1965; Southwick, 
1969; Spillet, 1968, Recent studies of the kind from India 
have been very few (Rajgopalan, 1971; Deoras, 1979) and large 
scale investigations are greatly required, 
S* J^ attus, the species of greatest economic signigicance 
to man, often acts as a natural reservior to many diseases and 
has a parasito-fauna similar to that of other sympatric species. 
A tentative list of disease causing agents supposed to be 
carried by the above two species includes about 18 different 
kinds of lice, fleas, ticks and mites, all ectoparasitic in 
nature. The list of internal parasities comprise mainly viruses 
bacteria, protozoa, nematodes, cestodes and trematodes 
(Prakash, 1959; Deoras and Tonpi, 1956; Aziz, 1965; Deoras, 
1965a, 1965b; Chandrahas and Krishnaswami, 1971; Dhar et al,, 
1972). Host specificity studies of ecotoparasites, especially 
fleas, showed high rate of infestations amon^ Rattus species 
(Pingale, 1966,- Chaturvedi and Deoras, 1972) • Meagre literature 
exists on the study of endoparasites. While their general role 
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as a r e se rv io r of plague i s well known they a lso can harm by 
disease transmission and in fec t ion disseminat ion to man and 
i t s domestic stock (Soman, 19 50; Pingale , 1966; Sharma e t a l . / 
1970), Yet, Rattus species seem to be l e s s suscept ib le than the 
bandicoots or the species replacing them (Deoras, 1960; Seal , 
1960; Nimbalkar e t a l . , 1971). Thus, there i s no great danger 
in the labora tory from these r a t s as far as r e - in t roduc t ion 
of plague i s concerned in t h i s country. Nevertheless a 
regular probe in epidemiological s tudies i s required which is 
continuously gaining firmness (Seal, 1960, 1961; Bhatnagar, 
1969; Nimbalbar e t a l . , 1971; Renapurkar, 1971; Krishnaswami 
e t a l , 1972; Nimbalkar e t a l . , 1973; Sur i , 1977). 
However, the ecology of Rattus spp , , has l a rge ly been 
studied in specia l environments of Rajasthan, Andhra,Gujrat 
and Karnataka (Barnett and Prakash, 1975; Rajasekharan and 
Dharmaraju, 1977; Guraya and Gupta, 1977; Raj an, 1977; 
Krishnakumari e t a l . , 1975; 1977; Deoras, 1979). Therefore, 
g rea ter a t t e n t i o n have obviously been drawn towards the 
control of these r a t s . Studies have successful ly been c a r r i e d 
out by adapting various techniques, by t ry ing modern and new 
roden t ic ides and by comparing the e f f i c a c i e s of d i f f e r en t 
b a i t compositions and roden t i c ida l a c t i v i t i e s (Krishnakumari 
e t a l . , 1962, 1963; Deoras, 1965a, 1965b; Muktabai e t a l . , 1 9 7 1 ; 
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Girish et al./ 1972, 1976; Renapurkar and Sant, 197'^^Srihari 
and Sridhar, 1978). A review of such work is available in the 
CFTRI mimeograph (Majumdar, 19 65) , Studies have also been 
carried out to find the susceptibility to different anticoa-
gulants/ variously defined to include bait shyness/ physio-
logical tolerance and even operator incompetence (Deoras, 
1965b, 1966, 1967; Krishnamurthy et al., 1968, 1974; 
Chaturvedi et al., 1977 ; Prakash and Mathur, 1979; Sood and 
Dilber, 1980; Rana and Mathur, 1980; Jackson et al., 1975; 
W.H.O. Report, 1970)^ though anticoagulant rodenticides have 
dominated in the field of rodent control for quite sometime, 
but development of resistance by rats has led to a search of 
new chemicals which are either natural or synthetic, thus, to 
follow effective control, some work has been done on fumigants 
and repellents (Majumdar, et al., 1964; Krishnakximari, 1964, 
1968, 1977; Krishnakumari and Jackson, 1974) . Convenient 
measures were also investigated and demonstrated in the rural 
areas and a large scale operations were undertaken in the 
fields by several authors (Tirumalarao, 1950; Deoras, 1965, 
Singh et al., 1965; Krishnamurthy et al., 1968, 1969, 1971 a, 
1971b; Mann and Bindra, 1974, Rao et al./ 1977; Dharmaraju, 
1977; Chaturvedi et al., 1977). On the basis of these reported 
findings, long term and short term strategies were formulated 
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and recommended for the control (Banerjee, 1977). 
Improvement in the acceptability of poi'sons in response 
to bait compositions/ effect of texture of food on bait-shy 
behaviour have been tested by (Krishnakumari et al., 1963; 
Bhardwaj and Khan, 1977, 1978, 1979a, 1979b; Muktabai and 
Krishnakumari, 1977). Similarly the shyness developed by 
poisons and baits has also been observed (Prakash et al., 
1975) , New object and new place reactions were discussed in 
relation to the development of the commensal habits of Rattus 
spp., by Cowan, 1976, 19 77. Trap responses of different rats 
were reported from other parts of the world (Gurnell, 1982; 
Spencer et al./ 1982; Van der Berk et al., 1984). Trapping is 
an effective way to reduce rats in certain situation. It is 
specially effective as a follow up action after use of other 
methods/ though very little has been achieved On these lines 
for practical use. Therefore, a study has been undertaken to 
fill the gaps. 
Certainly food may be located by its odour, and 
experience may teach a rat to accept or reject certain odours 
and tastes. An unpleasant physiological reaction may be 
associated with a particular taste or bait material, rat will 
develop bait shyness. Since the rodent poisons are to be used 
as bait material, the studies will naturally concentrate on 
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oral administration of the poison rather than on subcutaneous 
injection (Bentley, 19 58). Such behaviour of dissociation of 
taste and ddour in bait shyness, taste and post ingestion 
factors in specific hunger. Effective scale for odour prefer-
ences, the effect of non nutritive satiation on learning of a 
flavour preference and the role of taste and smell in the 
regulation of food intake by rats were mostly reported from 
the countries other than India (McCleary, 1953; Fergus and 
Hutchings/ 1960; Teitelbaum and Epstein, 1963; Barnett et al,, 
1967; Hankins et al., 1973; Rudy et al., 1977; Davidson et al., 
1982; Brown and Jefrey, 1983; Klein et al., 1984; Gamberling, 
1984) . 
Experimental bait shyness (taste aversion) has largely 
been studied in laboratory rats. (Kalat, 1971; Lindsey, 1973; 
Domjan et al., 1974; Garcia et al., 1968, 1974; Barnett et al., 
1975; Braveman, 1975; Mitchell et al., 1976; Holman, 1976; 
Danguir and Stylianos, 1977). However, in view of the various 
limiting factors for a wider application of any control method 
'bait-shyness' of every species has to be studied to promote 
the palatability of an effective bait, thereby enhancing the 
rodenticide potency. 
Little has been achieved on the lines of different 
component behaviours of practical importance, though 
excellent work on it have approved from elsewhere (Cowan and 
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Barnet t ' 1975). Real is ing the gaps as they e x i s t in study 
of these species in Ind ia , food preferences and ba i t - shy 
behaviour have been mainly s tudied. 
CHAPTER JII 
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The twentieth century has witnessed scientific growth 
which is unparalleled in the history of mankind. The human 
brain has toiled ceaselessly and scientific endeavours have 
achieved stupendous success. The ultimate purpose of all 
scientific research is to aid mankind. Man has been the focus 
of scientific research. Every sohere of human activity has 
attracted attention. Never before have scientists the world 
over, worked so zealously towards a comnon cause, the better-
ment of mankind. Scientists strive to make this world a safer 
and better place for humans. 
The giant strides in technology have led to massive 
increase in agriculture production. In spite of this, paucity 
of food is a major concern of the world. Many governments have 
been unable to provide one square meal a day of its citizen. 
Protecting man from various health hazards has been the 
prime concern of scientists. No doubt plague is the most 
lethal of all rodent inspired diseases buc there are others 
which are also harmful. India has over the years struggled to 
produce sufficient food for its people. Malnutrition or lack 
of nutrition continue to pose a major threat. "In such a 
situation every grain saved is a step to/ards progress. 
Rodents drain away the already meagre food resources. There 
is notable contrast with the locust, whose terrifying swarms 
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have been subjected to large scale and often successful 
research. Yet, rodentS/ who by their numbers, omnipresence 
and incessant activity have greater effect on food supplies, 
have not drawn the same attention. The knowledge on commensal 
rats is limited and demands greater attention. 
Research on the species of the genus Rattus, commensal 
with man, are noteworthy in many ways. The material about its 
feeding rates, feeding behaviour, fixing of habit rhythms 
and reactions to poisons is inextricably linked with the 
theory and practice of rat control. Of late it has increasingly 
attracted the attention of many workers, as is clearly evident 
from the literature incorporated in modern works of rodents 
in India (Barnett and Prakash, 1975). 
The variability of food habits of these species are a 
major concern to mammologists and pest control operators. Thus, 
interest in such factors regulating food selection and preference 
is evident. To avoid scruplous development of resistance to 
baits and poisons, more insight to different component 
behaviours and to other aspects in relation to their control 
has to be given. It is therefore, necessary- to find the 
alternating methods for an effective control. Little has been 
achieved on the lines of such components of practical 
importance, though excellent work on it has appeared from 
elsewhere (Cowan and Barnett, 1975). Realising the gaps as 
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they exist in study of these species in India/ food prefer-
ences and bait-shy behaviour have been mainly -studied. 
There is a close relationship between studies of food 
preferences and control measures. Poisoned baits have to be 
eaten by rats is sufficient quantity, in order to be lethal. 
To make them eat enough of it, not only efficient baiting 
procedures but attractive foods are also required. These are 
vehicles of poison, which determine the results. Rattus 
meltada, is a serious pest of food crops; losses due to it 
though, never satisfactorily assessed, are perhaps considerable. 
Information needed to formulate attractive "bait-bases" are 
generally lacking, various aspects of feeding of this species 
have not been sufficiently studied. In the present study, the 
author has endeavoured to conduct a large enquiry into its 
feeding behaviour. The main aim of the present investigation 
is to find out the basis of their food selections so as to 
formulate an ideal bait-base for their control. 
As the ecology of Rattus spp., has greatly been studied 
in different environments of various states. Its control is 
now receiving more attention. It is apparent from the litera-
ture that studies are being carried out by adapting various 
techniques, by trying modern and new rodenticides and by 
comparing the efficacies of different bait compositions and 
rodenticidal activities. The rodenticides have dominated in 
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the f i e l d of rodent control for quite some time, but 
development of r e s i s t ance by r a t s has led to a search of 
new methods. Very l i t t l e has been achieved on the l i ne s of 
ba i t -shyness and t a s t e aversion learning for p r a c t i c a l use 
and obviously for an e f fec t ive con t ro l . These are the two 
basic components of behaviour which prevent r a t s from ea t ing 
toxic food. Therefore, the presen t research i s an attempt to 
enquire in to such applied aspects of behaviour of roof r a t s , 
Rattus r a t t u s . Studies were mainly concentrated on the o ra l 
adminis t ra t ion of the po i sons . Their responses to various 
o l fac tory and gustatory s t imul i by the e f f ec t of a t t r a c t i v e 
and r e p e l l e n t odours and t a s t e s have also been subjected 
to close s c ru t i ny . 
In view of the various l imi t ing fac to r s for a wider 
appl ica t ion of any control method, ba i t - shyness of every 
species has to be studied to promote the p a l a t a b i l i t y of an 
e f fec t ive b a i t , thereby enhancing the potency of r o d e n t i c i d e s . 
The phenomenon of ba i t - shyness i s well e s t a b l i s h e d and has a 
great surv iva l value, though i t i s a t the same time disadvan-
tageous from an applied po in t of view. Thus, ba i t - shyness 
s tudies mer i t special a t t e n t i o n and keeping in view of the 
pauci ty of l i t e r a t u r e on the experimental ba i t - shy behaviour, 
the p resen t work deals in d e t a i l with t h i s . 
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Alterna t ive methods for mi t igat ing i f not e l imina t ing 
shyness have to be discovered. To mi t iga te shyness, an 
experiment to measure responses of r a t s to the same b a i t s 
a f te r poisoning was successful ly ca r r i ed ou t . Use of o i l y 
cereal mixtures were found to r e t a r d shyness in one respec t / 
and i t was not broadened to ce rea l mixtures or i t s components 
a f te r poisoning in corresponding mixtures containing o i l . 
Trapping i s an e f fec t ive way to reduce r a t s in c e r t a i n 
s i t u a t i o n s . I t i s spec ia l ly e f fec t ive as a follow up ac t ion 
af ter use of other cont ro l measures. During the course of 
l ive t rapping , the p resen t i nves t i ga to r came across an 
anomaly. The eyes of a s i zab le percentage of trapped r a t s 
were found to be opaque. Detai led examinations revealed 
tha t they were suffering from c a t a r a c t , a defeciency d isease 
and i t probably occured due to s ca rc i t y of food in the 
th ick ly populated co lon ies . An experiment was designed to 
study the responses of roof r a t s to wonder t r ap in an enclosed 
se t up. The individual r eac t ions of r a t s to t rap-shyness 
and t r a p - h a b i t was followed and thoroughly discussed in 
one of the chap te rs . 
Conclusions of a l l chapters are given b r i e f l y in the 
a b s t r a c t . Mater ia ls and methods, in t roduc t ion , r e s u l t s and 
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discussions of different chapters are mentioned separately. 
It is hoped that whatever has been accomplished by 
the present investigator would stimulate further research 
work in devising baiting schemes, or design baits which 
helps to eliminate shyness developed by rats. It must be 
borne in mind that such work should be cost operative and 
effective in the field. 
CHAPTER IV 
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LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS ON THE FOOD PREFERENCES OF SOFT FURRED 
FIELD RAT^RATTUS filELTADA .PALLIDIOR RYLEX 
INTRODUCTION 
R a t t u s m e l t a d a p a l l l d l o r " R y l e y ^ r a n g i n g from Nepa l t o 
t h e p e n i n s u l a of I n d i a , from t h e P u n j a b and U . P . s o u t h w a r d s t o 
W e s t e r n and S o u t h e r n I n d i a * t h e n t o S r i L a n k a ( P r a t e r , 1965) , 
i s a s e r i o u s p e s t of food c r o p s - w h e a t , p a d d y , m i l l e t , p u l s e s , 
and even c o t t o n . L o s s e s due t o i t , t h o u g h n e v e r s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
a s s e s s e d , a r e p e r h a p s c o n s i d e r a b l e . 
Mos t s p e c i e s of w i l d r a t s a r e o m n i v o r o u s and f o r a g e 
e x t e n s i v e l y i n t h e i r n a t u r a l e n v i r o n m e n t ( C o l e , 1 9 7 5 ) , However , 
s p e c i a l i z a t i o n i n c h o i c e i s a l s o o b v i o u s ; and f a c t o r s a s t a s t e , 
t e x t u r e and e n e r g y v a l u e i n f l u e n c e i t ( B a r n e t t and S p e n c e r , 
1953 ; B a r n e t t , 1 9 6 9 ) . Such i n f o r m a t i o n n e e d e d t o f o r m u l a t e 
a t t r a c t i v e ' b a i t - b a s e s ' f o r t h e c o n t r o l of me t a d s i s g e n e r a l l y 
l a c k i n g . V a r i o u s a s p e c t s of t h e ' f e e d i n g ' of t h i s s p e c i e s have 
t h u s n o t b e e n s t u d i e d , e x c e p t f o r t h e o b s e r v a t i o n on i t s food 
p r e f e r e n c e s from R a j a s t h a n ( J a i n e t a l . , 1 9 7 4 ) , 
The p r e s e n t e x p e r i m e n t s w e r e , t h e r e f o r e , d e s i g n e d t o 
s t u d y t h e food p r e f e r e n c e s o f m e t a d s c a u g h t from t h e c u l t i v a t e d 
f i e l d s a r o u n d A l i g a r h c i t y . Such i n f o r m a t i o n a r e o b v i o u s l y 
i m p o r t a n t f o r o u r e f f o r t s t o c o n t r o l them and a l s o have an 
a p p l i e d v a l u e i n d e s i g n i n g a t t r a c t i v e b a i t s c o n n e c t e d w i t h t h e 
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theory and practice of their control. 'Metads' housed singly 
or in bisexual colonies were offered foods/ usually two at a 
time, of different kinds. 
MATERIALS AND MEIHODS 
The ratS/ Rattus meItada pallldior Ryley, were trapped 
mostly from sugarcane'fields and from the nearby hedges of the 
irrigated fields. Locally made wooden traps with a spring 
controlled 'falling door* mechanism, were used. The traps were 
baited with home made fried bread or with moist commercial bread. 
Standard procedures were used in handling and housing 
them (Evans et al., 1968). The trapped animals were first 
housed in galvanized wire mesh cages of size 1.12 x 1.0 x 0.32 m; 
wooden nest boxes padded with cotton or straw were provided for 
nesting. They were fed on a laboratory diet and seasonal 
vegetables with ad lib water. 
After 2-3 weeks of acclimatization to the laboratory 
conditions/ the metads were weighed, sexed and grouped into 
bisexual colonies varying from 2 to 6 in numbers. Some were 
also caged individually. Description of colonies and indivi-
dually caged animals, is given in Table 1," 
The foods used for choice test were commercial varieties 
of cereals - whole seeds of millet (Pennisetum typhoideum), 
Sorghum (Sorghum yulgare) , wheat (Triticum aestivum), Barley 
(Hordeum vulgare), paddy (unhusked rice) and rice (Oryza sativa )• 
Table 1 
Description of individually caged metads and 
of their colonies used in the experiments. 
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Table - 1 
Description 
of colony 
Experimental 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
.8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Individuals 15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
No. 
Male 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
-
of Rats 
Female 
3 
3 
2 
3 
0 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Body weight 
Mean (g) 
43.80 
43.80 
50.20 
53.50 
56.50 
53.00 
56.50 
53.50 
56.66 
56.00 
60.33 
65.33 
58.00 
60.33 
60.00 
45,00 
58.00 
54.00 
65.00 
44,00 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
4.64 
4.31 
5.22 
5.33 
+12.04 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
i 
+ 
-
-
-
-
-
_ 
3.08 
5.38 
7.07 
3.35 
4,52 
0.50 
4.41 
4.83 
0,50 
i s.B. 
Range (g) 
36 - 62 
34 - 60 
38 - 60 
40 - 69 
45 - 68 
45 - 62 
40 - 72 
47 - 60 
49 - 62 
46 - 60 
59 - 62 
61 - 73 
54 - 62 
59 - 62 
-
-
-
-
-
. 
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and maize (Zea mays). Cereal flours included three forms of 
ground wheat, coarsely granulated semolina/ finely extracted 
white flour and unextracted wheat flour. And unextracted flours 
of millet and maize. Pulses offered in dry and soaked forms 
were whole black grains and cracked red seeds of lentil (Lens 
esculenta), whole and husked green gram (Phaneolus aureus), 
brown whole and cracked seeds of bengal grariB (cicer arietinum) , 
hard and husked black gram (Phaseolus radiatus), yellow 
cracked red gram (Gal anus indicus) . 
Commercial varieties of oils added were groundnut oil 
(Arachis hyooqea), coconut oil (Cocis nucifera)/ sesame oil 
(Seasamum indicum), mustard oil (Brassica campestrls). Finely 
ground cane sugar was added to cereal bases in concentrations/ 
which are most effective i.e., 5%, 10%T Boiled rice was also 
presented as described by Khan (1974). 
The choice usually consisted of two kinds of foods, 
weighed to nearest + 5g. Foods were given in metal containers 
(40 X 20 X 10 cm) or metal trays (25 x 20.5cm); the residue, 
including spillage was weighed the next day. Carte was taken to 
avoid the presentation of the same food in successive tests. 
Whole seeds and their flours were tested in all 
combinations. Each test was tried for a minimum of 7 days; 
the days were prolonged in few cases like paddy-rice, barley-
paddy because it was difficult to cite a clear preference. 
30 
Thus in a series of tests all the colonies and 
individuals received 21 combinations of cereals, 10 of cereal 
flours and 36 of pulses. Then moist or boiled foods compared 
to dry alteratives were tested in 12 combinations and that of 
oils with plain alternatives in 16 combinations. Bengal gram 
was hoarded by the colony receiving it, but it was checked 
daily, if any, and was added to the residue and the difference 
recorded. 
Caloric value of foods was read from Aykroyd's manual 
(1963); and that of mixtures of oils, boiled and sweet foods 
was calculated according to Khan (1974), Methods described by 
Bailey (19 59) were followed for statistical analysis of results. 
RESULTS 
The results are described below under separate sections. 
The obtained results are also illustrated from Figs. 1 to 10 
and summarised in Tables 2 to 5. 
1. Cereals and cereal flourst 
In the first series of whole cereal (grains) tests, the 
metads received millet in combination with either sorghum, 
wheat, barley, paddy or rice. Thus, millet was preferred by 
metads to all other foods except rice (P<0,05); which was 
eaten in almost equivalent amounts (Table 2) . It was even 
Table 2 
Relative consumption of cereal flours, whole 
cereals and of whole cereal and cereal flours 
in metad colonies. Percent consumption arid 
the calories equivalent is also given. 
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eaten in greater amounts than millet in some tests (Fig. i) , 
The combinations offered in the second series of tests 
were sorghum and paddy, sorghum and wheat, rice and barley, 
rice and paddy, wheat and barley. Rice and maize, sorghum and 
wheat were equally preferred (Fig, 2/ Table 2). While both 
were also preferentially eaten in comparison to rice, paddy, 
barley and maize (P<0.05; Table 2). Polished rice was selected 
when compared to barley and maize (P<0,05; Fig. 2) . It was, 
however, equally preferred to paddy. 
In the choice between barley and maize, the latter was 
more liked by metads (Table 2; Pig. 2) , However, they were less 
eaten when compared to millet and wheat. 
Amongst various kinds of cereal fours, maize flour was 
preferred over millet flour (P <0,05); while both were selected 
in comparison to wheat and white flour (Table 2/ Fig. 3). 
Semolina was much preferred to other cereals in ground 
from (Fig. 4) . 
2. Cereal flours and grains? 
In the choice test between the textural forms of the 
same cereal/ whole grains of both millet and maize were eaten 
in larger amounts than the corresponding flours. Semolina was, 
however, preferred to whole grains of wheat (P<0,05; Table 
2 ; Fig. 5) . 
Figs. 1 and 2 
Daily consumption of cereal grains by Rattus 
meltada pallidior Ryley. Mean daily consumption 
is illustrated by the bar in the upper portion 
of the graph. The grains were cross-tested in 
combination of two at a time. 
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Figs. 3 and 4 
Relative intakes of the cereal flours by metads. 
Mean daily food consumption is illustrated by 
the bar in the upper side of the graph. 
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Result of cross-tests between textural forms 
of the same cereal food. Only semolina was 
consumed in greater quantities by metads 
than alternative whole wheat. 
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3. Pulses: 
Whole grains of bengal gram were rejected. They were 
hoarded by the metads in large amounts, but after each test the 
amount recovered were compared and added to the total amounts 
of bengal gram recorded from the food tray. 
The first choice among pulses offered in dry form was 
shown for husked lentil, followed by whole lentil (Table 3; 
Fig, 6) . Then husked green gram was preferred to cracked 
bengal gram, and both to whole green gram (P<0,05; Pig6) , 
Husked black gram, whole black §ram and red gram were 
selected in the order named (Table 3) , 
4. Boiled and moist foods; 
Moist foods were generally preferred to dry alterna-
tives. Thus boiled rice was selected in comparison to polished 
rice or rice flour (P 0.05; Table 4; Fig. 7). Similarly moist, 
biscuits were preferred to wheat flour (Table 4), Pulses were 
also liked in moist form and were selected in the order cracked 
bengal gram>husked lentils husked green gram (Table 4, Fig. 7) 
5. Foods mixed with oil: 
The metads showed great liking for cereals mixed with 
oils, as of groundnut, sesame and coconut oil* Mixture of 
millet and these oils were consistently preferred to plain 
millet (P<0.05 ; Table 5; Fig. 8 and 9 ) 
Table 3 
Result of cross-tests between 36 combinations^ 
of pulses. First choice among them is for 
husked lentil as shown by consumption due 
to calories. 
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Table 4 
Choice of metads for moist or boiled foods 
when compared to dry alternatives. Selection 
of sweet food and comparison of preferred 
pulses in soaked form is also given. 
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Table - 4 
Rats^ Food Offered 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
4 
Wheat Flour 
Moist Biscuits 
Wheat Flour 
Dry Biscuits 
Boiled Rice 
Rice 
Boiled Rice 
Rice Flour 
Boiled Rice 
Wheat Flour 
Boiled Rice 
Boiled Rice + 10% Sugar 
Cracked bengal 
Whole lentil 
Cracked bengal 
Husked lentil 
Cracked bengal 
gram 
gram 
gram 
Husked green gram 
Whole lentil 
Husked lentil 
Whole lentil 
Husked green gram 
Husked lentil 
Husked green gram 
Mean Consumption/ 
lOOg body wt/day 
+ S.E. 
5.73 
7.07 
13.52 
4.04 
10.23 
4.04 
9.60 
5.41 
8.57 
9.20 
6.74 
9.81 
11.57 
9.85 
5.60 
5.20 
11.20 
8.35 
6.14 
4.87 
12.96 
10.05 
5.72 
5.51 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.61 
0.51-
0.75 
o.5i: 
0.73 
0.46 
0.83 
0.34 
0,51 
0.67 
0.93 
0.87 
0.21 
0.21 
0.40 
0.21 
0.30 
0.34 
0,15 
0.34 
0.21 
0.46 
0.40 
0.57 
Calories/ 
lOOg 
body wt. 
13,00 
28.30 
47.07 
16.18 
35.41 
13.99 
33.23 
18.74 
23.65 
32.62 
23.32 
34.93 
43,05 
33.69 
20,85 
17.64 
41.69 
23,30 
21,06 
16,51 
44,45 
35.27 
19.41 
19.35 
/^ Consum-
ption 
34.5 
65.4 
75.7 
24.2 
71.6 
28.5 
63.9 
36.0 
48.2 
51.7 
40.7 
59.2 
54.0 
46.0 
51.8 
48.1 
57.3 
42.6 
55.2 
44.7 
56.3 
43.6 
50.9 
28.3 
Table 5 
Consumption of oily foods by metads offerred 
with foods without oil in choice tests. 
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Fig. 6 
Mean consumption of pulses by metads in g/IOOg 
body weight/day, with standard errors of mean 
(^ S.E.) shovm as cross bars. 
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WHOLE 
BLACK GRAM 
Fig.6 
Fig. 7 
Soaked pulses and moist foods, were eaten in 
very large amounts than in dry forms by metads; 
Husked and cracked pulses are denoted by the 
letters H and C. 
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Mean Consumption g m / d a y i S E -
5 10 15 
I I 
15 
15 
Boiled Rice 
I M Rice Fl. 
Meon Consumption gm/doy i S E -
5 10 15 
Lentil-H 
! l ! ' ! ' ' . ' ! ' ! ' ! ' ! l ! 'TOGreen gram-H 
Lentil-H 
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• — . ^ " — o -
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Wheot Fl 
Moist Biscuits -^ v 
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•SUBI Lentil-H 
Fig.7 DAYS 
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Cereals mixed with mustard o i l were, however, r e j ec t ed 
(Table 5; F ig . 8 and 9 ) . In one t e s t , sesame o i l was also 
declined ( P < 0 . 0 5 ; Table 5 ) . Thus the addi t ion of o i l s 
increased the choice and the preference remained ef fec t ive 
in the given concentrat ions of 5% and 10%. 
6. Foods mixed with sugar; 
Much l i ke o i l y mixtures, ce rea l f lours mixed with sugar 
were p re fe r red to p l a in a l t e r n a t i v e s (Fig. 10) . Although the 
mixture and-sugar was r e j ec t ed in coiaparison to superior 
cereal a l t e r n a t i v e semolina (Fig. 10). Wheat f lour + sugar 
was pre fe r red to wheat f lour alone (P 0.05 7 F ig . 10) . Thus 
the addi t ion of sugar increased the choice for wheat but not 
to white f l o u r . 
Daily i n t a k e : 
Moist foods were eaten in grea te r amounts than ce rea l 
f lours or whole c e r e a l s . The t o t a l mean da i ly intake thus 
varied according to the choice of food offered, from 3.73g + 
0.61 to 13.52 9 + 0.75/100 g body weight / day. The mean d a i l y 
ca lo r i c intake varied from 13.00 to 47,07 c a l o r i e s / lOOg 
body weight / day (Table 4 ) . 
Consumption of food by ind iv idua l ly caged metads 
equalled about 7.02 to 8.19g dry foods / lOOg body weight / 
day or 24.60 to 28.66 c a l o r i e s /lOOg body weight/day. In 
Fig. 8 
Test comparing plain millet with mixture of 
millet and oil in concentration of 59^ . 
Gn - Groundnut (Arachis hvpoqea) 
Sn - Sesame (Sesame indicus) 
Cn - Coconut (Cocos nucifera) 
Mu - Mustard (Brassica cdmpestris) 
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Mean Consumption gm/doy iS -E -
10 20 30 
35 
25 
Q. 
z 
o 
o 
35 
25 
Mean Consumption gm/dayjtS-E-
10 20 30 
- I L-
Millet*Sn 0115% 
Millet 
Millet*SnOil 5V. ^ - « 
Millet*On Oil 5V. 
l!l!l!i|iil!|Millet 
Fig .8 
7 1 
DAYS 
1 1 > i •> - ' ^ 
Fig. 9 
Like moist foods, oily mixtures were also much 
preferred by the metads; but only of tasteless 
oils as groundnut (Gn), coconut (Cn) and to an 
extent sesame (Sn), the mixture of mustard oil 
(Mu) was rejected. 
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Mean Consumption g m / d o y t S E -
5 10 15 
35 
25 
15 
E 
0. 
in 
z 
o 
Mean Consumption gm/day t S E -
5 10 15 
_ i 
Wheat R.* Gn OH 5% 
Wheat Fi.*Gn Oil 5V. 
Wheat FU 
Wheat »Cn 0/15V. 
n . 
^^ Wheat FU Cn Oil 5V. 
•35 
Millet •Sn OiMOV. 
i!l|l{i!l',iil,'l!| Millet 
Wheot FUMu Oil5V. 
lI'lll'ili'ili'i'llTiliTillwheot Ft. 
Wheat Fl. 
Fig. 9 
Wheat Fl.* Mu Oil 5V. 
Fig. 10 
Mean consumption of sweet and plain foods. 
Standard errors of the mean ( — S.E, ) are 
shown as blank spaces below the bar. 
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t h e same s i t u a t i o n , however , m o i s t f o o d s were e a t e n i n l a r g e r 
amounts , on a d r y w e i g h t b a s i s from I7o90 t o 18 .27g / lOOgbody 
w e i g h t / d a y o r 53*23 t o 6 3 . 9 6 c a l o r i e s / lOOg body w e i g h t / d a y . 
I n mos t i n s t a n c e s , f o r t h e r e g u l a t i o n of food i n t a k e t h e 
e x c e s s food e a t e n was b a l a n c e d o f f w i t h l e s s e r i n t a k e s on t h e 
f o l l o w i n g d a y . 
DISCUSSION 
P r e f e r e n t i a l o r d e r s f o r f o o d s t 
Poods a r e n o t a lways s e l e c t e d by me t a d s , R. m e l t a d a , 
i n a l i n e a r o r d e r . Th i s i s a p p a r e n t from t h e a b s e n c e of 
h e i r e r c l i e l d i f f e r e n c e s i n c h o i c e shown f o r whole c e r e a l s 
( m i l l e t : r i c e >. whea t s sorghum >» r i c e : p a d d y > maize 
b a r l e y ^ ( T a b l e 2 ) ; t hough n o t f o r p u l s e s p r e s e n t e d i n d r y 
form ( L e n t i l > whole l e n t i l > h u s k e d g r e e n gram > c r a c k e d 
b e n g a l gram > whole b e n g a l gram >. whole g r e e n gram > h u s k e d 
b l a c k gram > whole b l a c k gram > c a r c k e d r e d gram (P ig 6 ) . 
L ike p u l s e s , c e r e a l f l o u r s t o o a r e c h o s e n i n an o r d e r l y manner 
(Semol ina > ma ize f l o u r > m i l l e t f l o u r > w h e a t f l o u r 
*JMI9GK > w h i t e f l o u r ( T a b l e 2 ) . C o n s i d e r a b l e v a r i a t i o n i n 
c h o i c e i s b u t a g a i n n o t i c e d be tween c e r e a l s o f f e r e d i n 
a l t e r n a t i v e t e x t u r a l s t a t e s ( T a b l e 2) . 
Such k i n d of v a r i a b i l i t y i n food c h o i c e s i s a l s o shown 
by o t h e r f i e l d r a t s , e . g . b a n d i c o o t s , B a n d i c o t a b e n q a l e n s i s 
(Gray) ( S p i l l e t , 1968 ; Kamal and Khan 1977) . U n l i k e them. 
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however, foods are preferred in definite sequences by urban 
rats, R. rattus L,, R, norveqicus Berkenhout; and also by 
other rodent species studied, as squirrels, Funambulus 
pennantl pennanti Wroughton; or gerbils, Tatera indica indica 
Hardwicke (Kumari and Khan, 1978; Khan and Khan 1981) . 
It is thus obvious that while choosing the diet 
greater flexibility is excercised by field rats compared to 
urban rats (Khan and Khan, 1981), This is Very likely because 
time and again field rats have to change food habits due to 
rotation of crops or cessation of all agricultural activity 
as in the summer months (Kamal and Khan, 1977) ; while most 
near constancy of food supplies obtained in the urban environ-
ments necessiates no such change in case of commercial species. 
Further, with regular supplies of foods assured, chances of 
the development of stable preferences and aversion are higher 
in case of commensal species rather than of field rats. Thus 
'metads* show contradictory choices between foods (Jain et al., 
1974) ; is,therefore, quite obvious (Tables 2, 3 and 5 ), 
Characteristic food choices; 
Owing to great flexibility in choic?, it is but difficult 
to decide about the particular food of an important kind as 
whole cereals that may be most preferred by the metads. Thus, 
although millet is much liked, polished rice is equally preferred 
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(Table 2; Fig, 1). Not much liking is seen for cereals in 
ground form either. Of only the less important foods as dry-
pulses, it can be said that lentil is an item of first 
choice (Fig. 6) . 
Unlike 'roof rats thus, no 'marked' preference (Khan 
1974) is displayed by metads towards foods universally 
employed for baiting murid pests (Prakash, 1976) ; e.g., 
millet, v/heat or cracked bengal gram (Chitty, 1954; 
Prakash, 1976) . 
Omnivory and sampling bel>aviour; 
Although food habits of metads differ from that of 
other Rattus species, their feeding behaviour appears similar 
to other rodent species studied (Barnett, 19 75) . Thus, while 
some of the less preferred 'alternatives' have been eaten in 
considerable amounts in some tests (Table 2; Figs. 1 and 2 ), 
they have been barely sampled in others (Tables.2 to 5; Figs. 
3 to 6 ). Obviously, therefore, both 'omnivory' or tendency 
to Vary diet and 'sampling', or eating of foods of little value, 
characterise the feeding behaviour of metads. 
The survival value of these bahavipural components has 
been thoroughly discussed by several authors (Barnett et al., 
1978). It can be added, however, that whereas omnivory perhaps 
helps the metqds to utilize diverse resources as food. 
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sampling behaviour enables it not only in finding new sources 
as food, but also in avoiding toxic alternatives. It may 
similarly protect it against poisoned baits/ or attempts to 
kill in its natural environment (Barnett et al., 1975). 
Factors affecting preference; 
Although the 'metads' are highly omnivorous/ the effect 
of some factors as texture, taste and energy value on choice 
is apparent from the results of tests reported. This omits 
reference to other two factors viz., (l) The type of food 
that is eaten by them in the natural environment which largely 
determines adult feeding patterns and (2) the effect of social 
factors on the development of preferences at an early age 
(Galef and Clark, 1972; Barnett, 1975) . Separate researches are 
obviously required to study their effdcts. 
Texture; 
It seems texture has no marked influence on foodjprefer-
ences of 'metads', thus, whole grains are selected by it in 
comparison to flours (Table 2; Fig. 5) ; when both R. norveqicus 
and R. rattus select the latter,or finely divided form to 
whole or undivided foods (Barnett and Spencer, 1953; Khan, 
1974) . Similarly, coarse foods as of paddy are eaten in larger 
amounts than smooth and soft grains of maize (Table 2; Figs .1 
and 2 ) . 
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Taste; 
That taste affected the choice, is obvious from the 
selection of foods mixed with sugar (Table 4; Pig. 7). Sele-
ction of sweet foods has also adaptive value, for in natural . 
foods bitter taste is associated with the occurence of toxic 
alkaloids, or poisonous foods,-while sweet foods indicate the 
presence of starch or carbohydrates (Garcia et al,, 1974), 
Mustard oil has acrid taste (Khan, 1974) and foods to 
which it is added, are therefore, rejected by 'metads* 
(Table 5; Figs.S and 9) . Cereals mixed with this oil are also 
rejected by 'black' rats and 'gerbils' (Khan, 1974; Kumari 
and Khan, 19 78). Conversely, tasteless oils are very efficient 
'additives' (Barnett and Spencer, 1953; Khan, 1974). Thus, 
•metads' also prefer groundnut oil, coconut oil or sesame oil 
mixtures (Table 5; Fi^.8 and 9 ) . Of them, sesame oil has 
probably some taste, and it is not always .liked (Table 5; 
Fig. 8) . 
Energy value: 
Energy value of foods clearly failed to influence the 
choice of metads for whole cereals; though .not for pulses 
(Table 3). However, the selection of oil mixtures suggests that 
foods of higher energy value are preferred to inferior alterna-
tives (Table 5; Figs.S and 9 ) . Consumption of such foods has 
also other advantage, as of a rapid gain in weight(Barnett, 1969) 
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P e r h a p s t h i s may have b e e n t h e most i m p o r t a n t c o n s i d e r a t i o n 
i n s e l e c t i n g o i l y f o o d s . 
Wate r c o n t e n t ; 
M o i s t f o o d s a r e g r e a t l y l i k e d by r o d e n t s b e c a u s e of t h e 
e x t r a - w a t e r , s p e c i a l l y so i n t h e t r o p i c s ( C h i t t y , 1954; 
B a r n e t t / 19 6 9 ) . Metads a r e t h u s a t t r a c t e d by m o i s t f o o d s , b u t 
d r y a l t e r n a t i v e s a r e a l s o e a t e n i n c o n s i d e r a b l e amounts 
( T a b l e 4 ; F i g . 6 ) . 
Ene rgy r e q u i r e m e n t s : 
R a t e of food c o n s u m p t i o n i n ' m e t a d s ' e q u a l s t h a t f o r 
o t h e r s p e c i e s , a s R a t t u s r a t t u s / b a n d i c o o t s o r g e r b i l s . Thus , 
i n t a k e s of 7 - 8 g / 1 0 0 g body w e i g h t / d a y a r e r a t h e r a c c u r a t e 
e s t i m a t e s , t h o u g h m o i s t f o o d s a r e o b v i o u s l y e a t e n i n l a r g e r 
a m o u n t s . ' M e t a d s ' a l s o r e g u l a t e t h a t d a i l y i n t a k e of f o o d s , 
e . g . by b a l a n c i n g i t o f f w i t h s u r p l u s e s e a t e n on p r e v i o u s d a y s 
S i m i l a r c h a n g e s c h a r a c t e r i s e t h e f e e d i n g of o t h e r r o d e n t s p e c i e s 
(Khan, 1 9 7 4 ; Kumari and Khan, 1978 ; Khan and Khan, 1 9 8 1 ) . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION . 
The ' s o f t - f u r r e d * f i e l d r a t , R a t t u s m e t a d a p a l l i d i o r 
R y l e y , r a n g i n g w i d e l y f rom N e p a l t o I n d i a and S r i L a n k a , i s a 
s e r i o u s p e s t of food c r o p s . I t s fo9d p r e f e r e n c e s a r e , h o w e v e r , 
n o t a c c u r a t e l y known. 
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Resul ts of labora tory experiments show'that metads 
excercise g rea t v a r i a b i l i t y in choice, l ike bandicoots e t c . 
While whole ce rea l s are se lec ted in va r i ab le mannerpulses 
and cereal f lours are prefe r red in a l i n e a r o rder . Boiled 
and moist foods are , however, found a t t r a c t i v e , as are the 
foods mixed with sugar or the other add i t ives , such as 
t a s t e - l e s s o i l s . 
Feeding behaviour of 'metads' i s apparent ly s imi la r to 
tha t of o ther rodent spec ies . Of the f ac to r s t h a t influence 
choice, tex ture has no e f f e c t . Caloric requirements are a lso 
equivalent to requirements of other r a t species s tudied. 
CHAPTER V:A 
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THE CHOICE OF ROOF RATS ( RATTUS RATTUS L. )A? FOR INFERIOR 
CEREAL FOODS AS WHITE FLOUR WITH GROUNDNUT OIL. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wild rats discriminate between a wide variety of foods 
by their distinctive tastes and textures; they even show 
marked aversion to highly extracted cereals as white flour 
(Barnett and SpencSr, 1953; Majumdar et al., 1969) o The range 
of selection of foods is specially wide in the case of omni-
vorous rodents as the roof rat, Rattus rattus L., which 
displays marked local differences in the choice of foods 
(Strecker et al., 1962, Khan, 1974). 
Wild rats often prefer soft or finely divided foods 
(such as wheat flour) to aarder or coarser ones. Oils with 
little or no taste, such as arachis oil make carbohydrate 
mixtures more acceptable. Thus, rats are accustomed to eating 
a moderately palatable food and they soon make a change if an 
opportunity is given to eat instead a more palatable mixture 
(Barnett, 1969) . 
White flour is, however, preferentially eaten when 
sweetened than superior cereals. Oils of no distinguished 
taste as arachis or groundnut oil are better additives than 
sugar or saccharine (Barnett and Spencer, 1953; Majumdar et al., 
19 69). It is not known however, whether oils would te ve an 
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e q u i v a l e n t o r g r e a t e r e f f e c t t h a n s u g a r i n r e v e r s i n g no rma l 
food p r e f e r e n c e s . 
MATERIALS AND I>1ETH0DS 
Cho ice was a n a l y s e d by t e s t s c o n d u c t e d on e n c l o s e d 
c o l o n i e s of ' r o o f r a t , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , C o l o n i e s of a d u l t s 
were s e t up w i t h r a t s c a u g h t i n r e g u l a r t r a p p i n g s around 
A l i g a r h c i t y . S t a n d a r d p r o c e d u r e s were u s e d i n h a n d l i n g and 
h o u s i n g of t h e r a t s . The c o l o n i e s were m a i n t a i n d i n cemen t 
t a n k s / w i t h w i r e mesh c o v e r s , m e a s u r i n g 1,8 x 1,5 x 1,2m and 
2 ,7 K 1.5 X 1.2m. Wooden n e s t boxes w i t h c o t t o n o r s t r a w 
were p r o v i d e d f o r n e s t i n g . 
Food we ighed n e a r e s t t o 5g was o f f e r e d t o them i n a 
s i x - c o m p a r t m e n t m e t a l l i c food t r a y s . The p o s i t i o n of f o o d s 
v a r i e d a t random when more t h a n one food was g i v e n . The 
r e s i d u e i n c l u d i n g s p i l l e d o v e r food was w e i g h e d on t h e f o l l o w i n g 
day and t h e d i f f e r e n c e r e c o r d e d . There was an u n l i m i t e d s u p p l y 
of w a t e r . The c o l o n i e s were r e p l a c e d on t h e w h e a t f l o u r - d i e t 
be tween t h e s u c c e s s i v e e x p e r i m e n t s . 
Food s t u f f s t e s t e d were t h e a v a i l a b l e c o m m e r c i a l 
p r e p a r a t i o n s of w h e a t . The t h r e e g round v a r i e t i e s of w h e a t 
u s e d were c o a r s e l y g r o u n d s e m o l i n a , w h e a t f l o u r and f i n e l y 
d i v i d e d w h i t e f l o u r . 
A c h o i c e u s u a l l y c o n s i s t e d of two k i n d s of f ood ; forms 
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of ground wheat without addi t ives were t e s t e d f i r s t and then 
the preferences were compared by adding groundnut o i l a t 
concentrat ion of 5%. Care was taken to avoid the presen ta t ion 
of the same foods in successive t e s t s . Consumption as c a l o r i e s 
was also found. Ca lor i f i c value of foods was read from 
Aykroyd's manual, (1963) and tha t of mixtures ca lcula ted 
according to Khan (1974). S tudent ' s ' t ' t e s t (Bailey, 1959) 
was used in t e s t i ng the s ignif icance of preferences observed. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Various forms of ground wheat without addi t ives were 
i n i t i a l l y compared. Semolina was prefer red to wheat f lour and 
white f l ou r . Wheat f lour as also se lec ted in preference to 
white f lour (Table 6 ) . The three foods obviously had the 
same t a s t e . Likeness for semolina fiiour can then be a t t r i b u t e d 
to i t s super ior t ex ture of large and smooth granules . White 
f lour may have been re jec ted for i t s n u t r i t i o n a l inadequacies . 
Groundnut o i l was then added (5% by weight) to white 
f lour . The mixture was compared to semolina and wheat f lour 
on two colonies of e igh t r a t s each. P la in foods were immedia-
t e ly se lec ted but on fourth day the mixture was preferred in 
both co lon ies . Semolina was then p e r s i s t e n t l y favoured over 
the mixture (Fig. 12) . In the other t e s t , however, preference 
Table 6 
Consumption of food by roof rats«Rattus rattus. 
Relative intakes are expressed in calories/day. 
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Fig. 12 
Intake of semolina and white flour + groundnut 
oil. Mixture was perferred on the 4th day and 
then semolina was persistently favoured. 
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for wheat flour was followed by a period of equivocal i n t a k e s -
day 11 to I7th (Fig. 11) . Then the choice was c l e a r l y reversed 
and mixture was cons i s t en t ly prefer red . Mean da i ly consumption 
of the a l t e r n a t i v e s was almost equal (Table 6 ) . Preference of 
the mixture was es tab l i shed a f te r a long delay. 
Like o ther mammals the r a t s possess the a b i l i t y to 
s e l e c t foods on the bas i s of t h e i r n u t r i t i o n a l va lue . I t is 
prominent among omnivores. Given a choice, r a t s can sometimes 
s e l e c t the more favourable of the two foods, or even the most 
favourable among severa l . This can be a t t r i b u t e d to the 
•d ie ta ry se l f - se lec t ion* which applies to the substances 
whose e f fec t i s rapid, and a l so se lec t ion i s aided i f the 
mixtures offered have a d i s t i n c t t a s t e . A r a t can, however, 
learn to dispense with the aid, from experience of making a 
choice. Evidently th i s behaviour i s an example of learning to 
ea t a p a r t i c u l a r food as a r e s u l t of appe t i t i ve movements 
and sampling (Barnett , 1969), 
Thus, energy value must have influenced the r a t s in 
se lec t ion of mixture which contained more c o l o r i e s / u n i t 
weight (4.01 color ies /g) than wheat floux(3.75 Calories/g) 
Preference for semolina f iour however, suggests tha t choice 
of omnivorous ' r o o f r a t s i s influenced more by texture than 
n u t r i t i o n a l value of food (Fig. 13) . 
Fig. 11 
Relative consumption of foods - white flour + 
groundnut oil and wheat flour by Rattus rattus, 
The choice alternated initially but then the 
mixture was selected from the 5th day onwards. 
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Fig. 13 
Mean daily consumption of Rattus rattus, 
presented with the choice between three 
ground forms of wheat and white flour + 
groundnut oil. 
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Social influences like previous experiences in 
determining the selection of food with regard to the 
specific effects of preference however, reversed by largely 
establishing the choice for foods having more caloric values 
and smooth textures. 
Thus it can be concluded that addition of groundnut 
oil, like sugar, increases the preference for inferior 
cereal foods; but it does not make them more attractive 
than superior foods, like semolina. 
SUI-MARY AND CONCLUSION 
Groundnut oil like sugar increases preferences 
for inferior cereals when used in moderate cncentrations 
(5% wt/wt) . The mixtures are, however, not preferred to 
cereals of superior texture, like semoline. Texture is 
evidently more important than energy value of foods in 
determining preferences. 
CHAPTER V:B 
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TliE CHOICE OF ROOF RATS ( RATTUS RATTUS L. ) B : VEGETABLES 
AS A NON-NUTRITIVE BULK. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rattus rattus L., a roof rat, apparently distributed as 
a wild animal on all lands and continents. In its habitats and 
long association with human habitations, it has become totally 
anthropocentric. (Rajagopalan et al,, 1970; Barnett and Prakash 
1975) . It is adapted thus to all kinds of environments, from 
fields to store houses, and larders, but it appears to be more 
particular in choice than the other forms. Such outstanding 
success apparently rests on its great adaptibility as of 
feeding habits, which vary correspondingly over great geogr-
aphical distances and between rural and urban areas (Harrison 
and Woodville, 1950; Khan, 1974; Barnett and Prakash, 1975). 
The proportion of urban population in India from grains and 
seeds godowns still largely contains this species (Harris, 
1969). In grain and vegetable storage facilities, these rats 
consume and contaminate large quantities of food. Thus, control 
of 'roof rats' is necessary both for economic and public 
health reasons. 
There are now many records of research on the feeding 
of these rats, which are mostly on the end products of feeding 
behaviour, usually they have bcjon on 'She ajnounts of 
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consumptions, chemical composition of foods, often observed 
before poisoning (Watson, 1954; Barnett, 1956)-. Inferences 
have also been drawn from examination of stomach contents 
(Harrison, 1954) and similarly from damage caused to crops 
or stored foods (Jackson, 1965, 1977; Barnett and Prakash, 
1975). Reports of serious damage inflicted by Rattus spp., 
to several varieties of tapioca tubers including vegetables 
and even fodder plants stored for livestock too exist (Rajan, 
1977). It conveyes as impression, besides of increasing 
infestation, that they thrive well on all kinds of vegetables 
and fruits and as a result extensive damages is expected. 
Althogh feeding of each species, thus requires separate 
study, yet barring some food habits of diverse origin, observed 
so far have not specifically been attended to analyse the 
behaviour of rats faced with a choice of vegetables and fruits, 
as a non-nutritive bulk. The qualitative differences between 
cereals and vegetables or fruits are, however, of the kind 
which might induce selective feeding in the natural environment, 
Comparatively cereals are of high energy value and the food 
value of vegetables is low, owing to their large amount of 
water content. Thus they rank next to cereals as a source of 
carbohydrate food (Prasad, 1954; Prakash, 1962) though, the 
roughage value of vegetables and fruits is increased greatly, 
however, by the presence "of the indispensable tissues aiding 
6S 
digestion (Aykroyd's manual, 1963). But it would still appear 
that cereals may be eagerly sought next to vegetables in 
terms of choice. 
However, to make them eat enough of it, not only 
efficient baiting procedures but attractive foods are required 
to be tested (Prakash, 1976). In formulating such baits for 
its control, it is also helpful to consider factors influe-
ncing its feeding behaviour (Advani and Mathur, 1982). Thus, 
examination of such aspects, as choice between foods of 
widely different nutritive value, as cereals and vegetables, 
and the study of the factors which induce their selection 
respectively, in the mixed diet of roof rats; are clearly 
required. Therefore, the choice was analysed by determining 
preference of cereal flours vegetables and fruits by the roof 
rats in captivity and the extent to which these are utilized 
in maintaining the body weight. The relative nutritive value 
was experimentally tested by restricting the choice to one 
of the foods, either cereal flour or vegetable or fruit 
available freely. The difference is selection has been judged 
on the basis of consumption and the consequences that followed, 
as loss or increase in body weight. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Roof rats, Rattus rattus L., were traoped in and around 
Aligarh city. Colonies of adults were set up with the rats 
caught in regular trappings from shops, hotels and storage 
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godowns. Standard procedures were used in handling and housing 
of rats. Thus/ subjects were weighed, sexed and housed in wire-
mesh cages measuring 1.2 x 1,0 x 0.3 and 2.7 x 1.5 x 1.2m. 
Wooden boxes stuffed with straw or cotton were given for nesting. 
Maintenance rationgiven to them included wheat (Triticum aestivum), 
cabbage (Brassica oleracea) and ocassionally buffalo's liver 
and Water was given ad lib . Six or more number of days were 
allowed for acclimatization to the laboratory conditions. At 
the start of experiments, pregnant females and juveniles 
( >'100g in weight) were excluded, and the adults left in 
colonies were weighed again and randomly grouped into bisexual 
colonies. They were also specifically marked for their 
identification. The description of the stable colonies used in 
the experiments is given in Table 8 and of foods in Table 7, 
Commercial varieties of wheat flour (Triticum aestivum), 
cucumber (Lagenaria sicharia), pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima)/ 
ridge gourd (Luffa acutangula)/ okra (Abelmoschus eseculentis), 
watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris) and coconut (Cocos nucufera), 
were used as'test foods (Table 7). Weighed amount of each 
food was presented in dissection trays (20 x 30 x 8 cm)/ care 
was taken to avoid the presentation of the same foods in 
successive tests. Consumption of wet foods was determined on 
dry-weight basis. 
Table 7 
Description of food materials tested. Calorific 
values and moisture percentage are also given 
in the table. 
Table - 7 
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Food Description 
% 
Moisture Calories/g 
'Ca labash Cuciimber' 
(Lagenaria s i c h a r i a ) 
• Pijxnpkin' 
(CuGurbita maxima) 
• Ridge gourd• 
(Luffa acutangula) 
'Okra' 
(Abelmoschus 
esculentus) 
'Watermelon' 
(Citrullus vulgaris) 
•Coconut tender' 
(Cocos nucifera) 
'Wholemeal' 
(Trit_icum vulgare) 
Local variety, 'Loki', 
green or v/hite with 
smooth skin,water 
content is high. 
Local, 'nhindi', green, 
finger like fruits 
bearing a hard and 
fibrous skin. 
Large fruit with reddish 
or pink pulp. Sweet & 
Juicy in nature. Smooth 
but hard rind. 
96,1 
Loc al,'Kaddu' ye1low 
Immature gourd fruits are 
used as vegetables. 
seeds are rich in fats & 
proteins, 92,6 
Local,'Turai' green 
fruit,contains lacy 
network of stiff curled 
fibres. Skin or rind is 
hard. 95.2 
89.6 
95.8 
Consists of a smooth rind 
and hard stony shell which 
encloses the seed. 90,8 
Indian, white, unextracted 
wheat flour, 12,0 
0,12 
0,25 
0,17 
0.35 
0,16 
2.68 
3,75 
Table 8 
Description of rat colonies used for choice 
tests. Specific marks for identification, 
weight and sex with record pf deaths that 
occurred are also expressed in this table. 
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Experiment 
NO. 
Experimental 
1 
Experimental 
2 
Experimental 
3 
Control 
Experimental 
4 
Experimental 
5 
Experimental 
6 
Table -
Description of 
Colony 
• 8 
Rats 
Mark Male 
Ear cuts^Rt. 
& left. 
Head and no 
mark 
Top Rt, ear 
Cut,Head, 
Rt.pinnae 
forked. 
Back, Head, Lft. 
ear cuts 
Earcuts, no 
mnrk,KMnO^markG 
Top left ear 
cut 
kMnO^marks 
Mark on head & 
kJ^ nO^ m^arks 
Rt. and Lft. 
ear cuts. 
no mark,Back 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Fem-
ale 
3 . 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
Body we 
Mean ' 
135.50+5.29 
129.00+5.99 
131.50+1.76 
13 4.50+2.40 
129.25+3.95 
136.50+1.76 
134.50+2.40 
ight q + S.E. 
Range 
120-150 
120-146 
128-136 
130-140 
120-140 
132-140 
130-140 
Deaths 
120g 
128g 
• 
-
-
-
132g 
-
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Experimental procedure; 
Maintained groups of bisexual colonies of rats were 
used to test the effects of different choices in all the 
experiments. Weighed amount of each food was offered and their 
consumption was recorded daily; spilled residue was also 
included in such records. Thus, access to wheat flour conti-
nued for 7 days then a vegetable or fruit for 10 days followed 
again by wheat flour for another 7 days. Body weights were 
taken at the start of experiment, then again after variable 
periods from 5th to 24th days i.e., till the termination of 
the experiments. Simultaneously controls were given only wheat 
flour but for the same number of days. Their body weights 
too were measured on similar days as that of experimental 
colonies. 
RESULTS 
Calo r i f i c value of foods was read from Aykroyd's 
mannual (1963); and the methods described by Bailey(1959) 
were followed for s t a t i s t i c a l analysis of the r e s u l t s . Thus, 
consumption, both by weight and in terms of c a l o r i e s , was 
ca lcu la ted and the r e s u l t s are summarised in Tables 9 and 10. 
Effect of cerea l f lou r : 
Wheat f lour (Triticum aestiv\am) was always eaten by 
r a t s in copious amounts; and preferred to a l l vegetables and 
f r u i t s . ( P < 0 . 0 5 ; Table 9 ) . Consumption of wheat f lour , in 
Table 9 
Mean consumption of the rat colonies presented 
with wheat flour and anyone of the four vege-
table* and two vegetable-fruits tested. 
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teritis of c a l o r i f i c value was, however, cons i s t en t l y higher 
in a l l the t e s t s , including t h a t of cont ro l s ' (Table 9; 
Fig. 14). Though the higher in takes ranging from 28,57g + 
1.99/day to 42.00 g+ 1.64 / day showed s l i g h t increase in 
body weights of r a t s for the f i r s t 7 days (Table 10), But the 
increase in body weights was s i gn i f i c an t during the l a s t 
week when the r a t s had access again to wheat f lour a f t e r 
remaining r e s t r i c t e d to vegetable food for 10 complete days 
e a r l i e r . However, few m o r t a l i t i e s have also been observed in 
th i s second phase, where 2 females and 1 male of d i f f e r en t 
colonies d ied . The deaths may be a t t r i b u t e d to the f a i l u r e in 
regula t ion of energy i n t a k e . On the cont rary , no mor ta l i ty was 
observed among the con t ro l s , which maintained a steady body 
weight with 0.5% to 2.30% increase (Table 10). 
Effect of vegetable foods: 
When the choice was r e s t r i c t e d to vegetables , some 
species were s t i l l eaten in large amounts e . g . , pumpkin, okra, 
ridge gourd. Similar increase was however, not observed in 
the consumption of cucumber (Table 9; F ig . 14), 
In s p i t e of excessive consumption pf some vegetables , 
a l l the r a t s , l o s t weight (Table 10). Maximum reduction in 
body weight was noticed on the choice of cucumber up to 8% 
los s , followed by pumpkin, okra and ridge gourd. (Table 10) 
However, the consumption of vegetables decreased as 
ca lo r i e s amounted to very l i t t l e (Table 9 ) . Thus the balance-of 
Fig. 14 
Amount of test foods eaten in experimental 
and control colonies. Wheat flour was always 
eaten by rats in copious amounts and its 
consumption in terms of calorific value was 
higher in all the tests. 
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Fig.U 
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most of the calories required in maintaining the body weight were 
obtained consuming cereal flour in large quantitites in the 
following days (Table 9) . 
Effect of fruit diets: 
Water melon and fresh coconut were consumed in variable 
amounts and v;ere always readily eaten. Coconut never produced 
^ny noticeable effect in the decrease of body weight of the 
rats (Table„ 10; Fig. 15) . Water melon effected a substantial 
reduction of body weight (Table 10), the loss in weight was evident 
up to 8% and one female even diedo Despite this the test continued 
with the remaining 3 rats of this colony and the relative intakes 
were recorded till the end of the experiment. 
DISCUSSION 
The choice of food may depend upon calorigenic content/ 
vitamin and salt requirements, constant availability, pal<'tability 
and behavioural components (Barnett, 1963), But one thing is 
certain that the maintenance of a steady weight or growth rate, 
by regulation of calorie intake, is a familiar phenomenon 
among rodents, which also depends on internal process of 
great complexity (Teitolbaun and Epstein, 1963). However, 
the choice of food is not always determined by need. Certain 
properties are attractive without regard to its nutritional 
value. Thus, the roof rats are versatile feeders and also 
display some specialization in choice of foods, though 
their feeding patterns may show obvious similarities 
Table IQ 
Changes in body weight of Rattus rattus when 
offerred with a choice of vegetables and fruits. 
Percent loss or increase in body weight is 
indicated by the arrows (f increase) and 
(I decrease or loss). 
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Fig. 15 
Relative intake of wheat flour and vegetable-
fruits by the colonies of Rattus rattus. 
Controls were offered only wheat flour 
throughout the experiment. 
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but the exact choice for foods tends to vary. This is obvious 
from the consumption of both the choices/ cereal and vegetables 
in the experiments. Though, vegetables having low energy value 
were not consistently preferred, both meal frequency and meal 
size were increased and the non-nutritive foods were thus 
eaten in larger amounts. 
Undoubtedly, omnivory or tendancy to vary diet enables 
the rats to utilize diverse sources of food and make rapid 
changes in diet when regular supplies disappear (Barnett and 
Prakash, 1975; Cole, 1975). Likely explanation for the change 
in preference is an increase in digestive effeciency on current 
diets, such changes in digestive effeciency will mean that the 
optimal food choice will vary with what the animal has recently 
eaten (Partridge, l98l) . Thus, the commensal rats appear to 
have taste patterns very similar to that of man. They will 
apparently select a balanced diet if given the opportunity. 
This ability was based largely on taste and texture. 
Vegetables and vegetable fruits constitute a large and 
Varied group of considerable importance in the country's 
commerce though, the food value of vegetables is comparatively 
low, owing to large amount of water present (60 to 95%). Even 
then theyrank next to cereals as sources of carbohydrate food. 
The roughage value of vegetables is increased greatly, however, 
by the presence of various tissues which aids in digestion 
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by stimulating the bowl movements. Thus, the vegetable species 
have been oreferred in the order pumpkin > okra > ridge gourd> 
cucumber. (Fig, 14). The preferential order does not indicate 
the choice in terms of energy value. It therefore, appears 
possible that vegetables, like other wet foods, are ingested 
mainly for their large watery content of which all the rodents 
have great need (Ba:5-nett and Prakash, 1975) . However, ridge 
gourd having a lacy net work of stiff curled fibers and okra 
yielding a unique fibrous material, were eaten in almost 
equivalent amounts. This might be attributed to their greater 
roughage value which obviously might have helped in aiding 
digestion. Cucumber, another gourd vegetable fruit in which 
water content is maximum Aykroyd, 1963) and very little food 
value was consumed the least in order of preference. Apart 
from omnivory and sampling, possibly taste and texture are 
also important though the effects of previous feeding experi-
ence are likely to be more significant in some situation as 
in natural environment (Barnett, 1969) . 
Effects of non-nutritive bulk on eating behaviour of 
laboratory rats was found to be varied, Teitelbaun, 1963 found 
out that rats maintain intake of substances of 25% to 33% 
nutrient value, whereas Smith et al., 1962 reported that rats 
eat large amount of food with less nutrient value and small 
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quan t i t i e s of food with high nu t r i en t va lue . But the bas i s 
of se l ec t ion may be d i f f e r e n t e . g . , energy value of ce rea l s 
and roughage and water content value of vegetables are also 
evident from the r e s u l t s of the experiments. However, there 
i s a d e f i c i t of ca lor ie consumption with r e s t r i c t i o n of choice 
to vegetables (Table 3) though^they are eaten in la rger amounts, 
Obviously, the stomach i s of l imi ted s i z e , and i t i s doubtful 
tha t any organism could or would ea t beyond a ce r t a in l i m i t . 
On the contrary dai ly minimum i s necessary (Barnett , 1975), 
t h i s may have r e su l t ed in hunger; the s eve r i t y of which then 
influenced the decrease not iced in body weights (William and 
Campbell, 196l) . However, r a t s are able to discr iminate 
between n u t r i t i v e and non-nu t r i t ive foods (Christopher and 
Bruning, 19 67) but when the r a t s are hungry, they accept the 
non-nu t r i t ive bulk to f i l l t h e i r stomach ra the r than to remain 
completely deprived. Similar r e s u l t s have been observed and 
the maximum loss of body weight occurred on the choice of 
cucumber, though i t was eaten in considerable amount but the 
loss was obvious owing to i t s low energy va lue . 
Stomach d i s t en t ion caused by water has a d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e f fec t on food (Moyer and Bunnel, 1962). In our experiments 
s imi lar e f f ec t s were not iced in r a t s given exclusive access to 
water melon, an annual f r u i t having large amount of water 
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present in its sweet or juicy pulp. The temporary weight 
losses felt by the rats may have been endeavoured to regulate 
by the larger intakes, which in one case disturbed the 
digestive efficiency and resulted in death too. But the make 
up for lower calorie value of fruit was regained by the rema-
ining rats of the colony when the choice of cereal flour was 
repeated. Coconut being of high energy value was preferenti-
ally eaten. It appears that coconut seeds are rich in fats 
and proteins, thus they may be the essential components of 
the diet and vegetables are not. What food is eaten is 
greatly depended upon its availability (Barnett and Prakash, 
1975) . The seasonal changes in diet are generally quite 
predictable and related to the availability of certain food 
items (Neal, 1984) . Hence vegetables may be eaten as much 
as cereals. Still P.nnivory has several other advantages 
besides allowing rapid change in diet or finding new sources 
of food (Barnett, 1969). Thus cereals or even seeds are not 
conplete diets in themselves (Barnett and Prakash, 1975) . 
Relevant results are also observed in our experiments, when 
three rats died on choice of both, though all of them did not 
die similarly thus the diversity of nutrients and extensive 
foraging is required to obtain a balanced diet (Prakash, 1962). 
Yet there is much difference between vegetables and cereals; 
atleast enough to induce selective feeding when conditions are 
favourable. 
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The results obtained from the experiments clearly show 
that the roof rats are the primary pests of the nutritive 
foods such as cereals and high energy fruits, in the absence 
of which they may also depend on non-nutritive food and can 
thrive well without significant adversities. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The choice of roof rats.Rattus rattus L,, for vegetables 
as a non-nutritive bulk was examined in laboratory tests. Roof 
rats were offered the restricted choice of foods of widely 
different nutritive values, as cereal flour and vegetables. The 
difference is selection has been Judged on the basis of consu-
mption and the consequences that followed, as loss or increase 
in body weight. Regulation of growth rate was maintained on 
the choice of cereal flour but in spite of excessive consumption 
of vegetables, all the rats, however, lost weight. Reduction in 
body weights when the choice was restricted to vegetables 
was obvious owing to their low energy value. Coconut was 
readily eaten; whereas watermelon produced effects similar 
to that of vegetables. Thus, the results obtained are indicative 
that the vegetables, like other wet foods, are Ingested mainly 
for their extra water and also to their greater roughage value 
which obviously comply their needs in aiding digestion. Yet 
there is much difference between vegetables and cereals; at 
least enough to induce selective feeding when conditions are 
favourable. 
CHAPTER VI 
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OCCURENCE OF CATARACT IN ROOF RATS ( RATTUS RATTUS L. ) 
INTRODUCTION 
The term cataract is used to mean the occurrence of an 
optical discontinuity in the lens of such magnitude as to cause 
a noticiable dispersion of light. In a more restricted sense it 
is an accumulation of irreversible coagulated lenticular 
protein. The begining of true cataract may be very insidious; 
thus the alteration in protein during cataract formation may 
present so many variations in morphology and be the result 
of many kinds of physical and biochemical disturbances. 
In Aligarh city, the 'roof* rat, Rattus rattus L., is a 
serious pest; infesting a wide variety of habitats like 
godowns, hotels, flour-mills and residential buildings. Over 
the years, the rats have been live trapped in wonder traps and 
autopsied in our laboratory for other behavioural studies. 
During autopsy, some of them have been found with glassy eyes. 
As a matter of routine, heads of all such rats were 
severed from the trunk and preserved in 70% alcohol with 
notes on data, place of capture, weight, sex, etc. 
The rats found with defects in the eyes having been 
diagnosed as 'cataract*, a detailed description of it is 
given here. 
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f4ETH0DS 
The h e a d s of a l l 46 r a t s w i t h g l a s s y e y e s were t a k e n 
t o l o c a l I n s t i t u t e of O p t h a l m o l o g y f o r d e t a i l e d e x a m i n a t i o n . 
A l l e y e s were examined on a ' s l i t l a m p ' (Model 900 , H a a G - S t r u t t , 
B e r n . S w i s s made) 
C o n d i t i o n of ' C o r n e a ' and of ' l e n s * i n e a c h eye was 
n o t e d s e p a r a t e l y . 
P r e v a l e n c e of t h e d i s e a s e a c c o r d i n g t o s e x , body w e i g h t 
o r age of r a t s , was a n a l y s e d a f t e r w a r d s . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The r a t s w i t h g l a s s y e y e s were t r a p p e d m a i n l y from 
'Raja* R e s t a u r a n t and a few shops n e a r b y i n t h e b u s i e s t p a r t 
of t h e c i t y ; t h a t i s from o n l y one of t h e t o t a l s e v e n l o c a l i t i e s 
t r i e d ( F i g . 1 6 ) . Most s u c h r a t s were a l s o t r a p p e d i n t h e f i r s t 
t r a p p i n g p e r i o d , from F e b r u a r y t o May. T h e r e a f t e r r a t s w i t h 
d e f e c t i v e e y e s were o n l y o c c a s i o n a l l y found i n t h e span of 
f o u r y e a r s of t r a p p i n g p e r i o d . None were e v e r t r a p p e d from 
any o t h e r l o c a l i t y . 
I n t h e f i r s t sample of 234 r a t s , 46 r a t s (19,6%) had 
g l a s s y e y e s ; 30 of them were f e m a l e s ( 2 2 , 3 % of t o t a l f e m a l e s ) 
and 16 were m a l e s (17 ,7% of t o t a l m a l e s ) . On ly one eye was 
a f f e c t e d i n 8 r a t s (17.4%) and b o t h e y e s i n 38 r a t s (82.6%) 
Fig. 16 
The figure represents the locations from where 
the rats, Rattus rattus were trapped. The rats 
with glassy eyes were trapped mainly from Raja 
Restaurant and few from shops denoted by the 
encircled black dots in the map. 
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Over the subsequent years/ the number of affected rats was 
less than 1% of the total. All were adult females. 
The histogram (Fig. 17) gives the weight distribution 
of rats of the first sample with glassy eyes. Apparently rats 
of all weight-groups were affected. Occurence was not confined 
to rats of any particular age. 
The glassy appearance of eyes, was detected by 'slit-
lamp' examination that condition of cornea varied widely from 
'cloudiness' to complete 'Opacity'. The opacity may have been 
developed due to decrease in the percent of water and by an 
increase in the percent o£ protein, a senesence change. Apart 
from this, many physical and chemical changes then follow 
affecting the active metabolism of the cells and results in 
accumulation of pigment and alteration in the lens (Watson, 1950) 
The lens in almost all cases examined was, however, 
found completely 'opaque' with no parasite or inclusions in 
vitreous or aqueous humour. The diagnosis of cataract was, 
therefore, confirmed. Acc6rdingly, the rats with glassy eyes 
were fully blind when trapped. 
As the city habitats provide optimum condition of 
living to rodent pests (Watson, 1950; Spillet, 1968), they 
are found to survive even gross physical infirmities as loss 
Fig. 17 
Weight distribution of the rats, Rattus rattus, 
of the first sample with glassy eyes. The rats 
of affected weight-groups are indicated by the 
darkened portion of the figure. 
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of limb (Barnett, 19 58). The present observation shows that 
loss of vision likewise in 'roof rats* does not affect their 
normal life or survival. 
It would appear that occurrence of 'cataract' was 
noted in a busy locality over-crowded with rats. Removal 
trappings/ therefore, resulted in marked reduction of the 
disease. Probably competition for limited resources of food, 
had earlier resulted in malnutrition. This probably caused the 
spread of 'cataract* in the population. Diets defecient in 
aminoacids are thus known to produce 'cataract' in laboratory 
rats (McCoy, 1962) . 
Although there are no such records of wild rats, specially 
the urban rats which eat large amounts of garbage and are 
healthier than rural rats (Davis, 1940)7 defeciency diseases 
as ^cataract' may yet occur in populations that outgrow their 
food supplies. Our observations fully prove this, 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: 
In a live trapping of 'roof* rat,Rattus rattus L,, many 
rats were found with glassy eyes. Detailed examination showed 
the prevalence of cataract in the population; which declined, 
however, because of removal trapping over the subsequent years. 
Deficiency disease as 'cataract' may yet occur in populations that 
outgrow their food supplies. 
CHAPTER VII 
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TASTE AVERSION LEARNING IM 'ROOF' I.ATS, RATTUS RATTUS L. 
INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of 'bait-shyness' was well established 
before its first clear description by Barnett (1975). It was 
thus known to farmers (and similarly to trappers and furriers) 
that rats (or foxes etc./) which survive a poisoning attempt, 
reject similar poisoned foods thereafter (Garcia et al., 1974). 
As a consequence, it also becomes more difficult to kill or 
exterminate tham (Garcia et al., 1974; Barnett and Prakash, 
1975), The behaviour has obviously great survival value 
(Barnett, 1975), though, it is at the same time disadvantageous 
from an applied point of view (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1979), 
Nevertheless, its study is important for our efforts to control 
rodent or even other vertebrate pests. 
In experimental analogue's of it as devised and widely 
used by experimental psychologists (Garcia et al., 1968 ; 
Green et al, 19 68). Laboratory rats given a flavoured fluid 
(Saccharin or Sugar solution) before being made 'sick' by 
diverse agents as ionizing radiation or chemicals, similarly 
decline to drink the same solution afterw'ards. However, if 
access of flavoured solution is given to a recuperating rat, 
it develops in contrast a marked preference for it. Such 
91 
• a s s o c i a t i v e l e a r n i n g ' i s r e m a r k a b l y d i f f e r e n t from o l d e r 
P a v l o v i a n c o n c e p t s , i . e . from ' C l a s s i c a l ' c o n d i t i o n i n g a s 
known b e f o r e t h e r e - d i s c o v e r y and a n a l y s i s of t a s t e - a v e r s i o n 
( G a r c i a e t a l . , 1 9 7 4 ) . Thus t h e b e h a v i o u r h a s r e l e v a n c e t o 
t h e u n d e r s t a n d i n g of ' l e a r n i n g ' i n a n i m a l s . 
E x p e r i m e n t a l ' b a i t - s h y n e s s ' ( t a s t e - a v e r s i o n ) h a s , 
however , l a r g e l y been s t u d i e d i n o b s e r v a t i o n s of l a b o r a t o r y 
r a t s . The e f f e c t s of t o x i c o s i s on w i l d r a t s have n o t b e e n 
m e a s u r e d . A c c o r d i n g l y i t s e f f e c t on d e v e l o p m e n t of t a s t e -
a v e r s i o n o r p r e f e r e n c e by ' r o o f r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , 
was s t u d i e d . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A d u l t r a t s , R. r a t t u s , were s e l e c t e d f rom a w i l d 
c a u g h t s t o c k m a i n t a i n e d i n t h e l a b o r a t o r y on r a t - d i e t w i t h 
ad l i b W a t e r . The r a t s were h o u s e d s i n g l y o r i n b i s e x u a l 
c o l o n i e s , i n w i r e - m e s h c a g e s , 0 . 7 6 x 0 . 3 x O.Sm; c o t t o n o r 
s t r a w was g i v e n f o r n e s t i n g ( T a b l e 1 1 ; F i g . 18) . 
L a b o r a t o r y - g r a d e p o i s o n s were u s e d f o r p r o d u c i n g 
s i c k n e s s . The dosage was t h e same as u s e d e a r l i e r on l a b o r a -
t o r y r a t s (Nachman, 1975) . 
I n e x p e r i m e n t 1, t h e r a t s were d e p r i v e d of w a t e r f o r 
24 h o u r s . They were c a u g h t and p u t i n t o a h o l d i n g cage ( F i g . 1 9 ) 
5 ml of 10% s u g a r s o l u t i o n was p u t i n t o t h e i r mouths by a 
Table 11 
Mean body weight with standard errors of mean 
(i S.E.) of rat colonies used in experiments 
1 and 2. 
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Fig. 18 
Wire-mesh cage (0,76 x 0.3 x 0.3 m), with 
a nest box having a sliding door at the back. 
Rg.18 
S3 
Fig. 19 
Holding cage (32.0 x 11.0 x 7.5cm) used for 
oral administration of the solutions. 
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syr inge wi th b lun t ed n e e d l e . Af ter 30 m i n u t e s , they were 
i n j e c t e d with any of the p o i s o n s s e l e c t e d e a r l i e r . C o n t r o l s 
were i n j e c t e d wi th d i s t i l l e d w a t e r . The r a t s were then r e t u r n e d 
to t h e i r c a g e s . P re fe rence of both c o n t r o l and expe r imen ta l 
r a t s between sugar s o l u t i o n and water was observed dur ing the 
fol lowing 7 days , according to methods d e s c r i b e d e a r l i e r 
(Bhardwaj and Khan, 1978) . 
The same methods were u t i l i z e d fo r exper iment 2, e x c e p t 
t h a t no sugar s o l u t i o n was used before t r e a t m e n t . Sugar 
s o l u t i o n was f i r s t o f f e r e d 2h a f t e r the r a t s were i n j e c t e d w i th 
the p o i s o n . 
Consumption of f l u i d s , s u g a r - s o l u t i o n or w a t e r , was 
recorded d a i l y . The r e s u l t s have been ana lysed according to 
methods d e s c r i b e d by Ba i l ey (1959) . 
RESULTS 
The results are summarised in Tables 12 and 13. The 
rats were injected with sub-lethal doses of poisons (sodium-
fluoroacetate, thallium sulphate, copper sulphate, potassium 
cyanide, strychnine sulphate, lithium chloride, arsenic oxide). 
In experiment 1, each rat had, however, tasted 10% sugar 
solution before receiving the dose. Alternatively or in 
experiment 2, it got access to sugar solution only after 2h 
of dosing. The dosages were, however, held constant. 
9G 
As per the procedures followed, the rats of experiment 
1. became averse to drinking of sugar, it was completely-
ignored (Table. 12; Fig. 20). The distaste persisted for as 
long as the experiment lasted, or 7 days. Sugar solution was, 
however, ingested in large amounts by the control rats of 
experiment 1. 
The rats of experiment 2, began to drink sugar solution 
in large amounts; or developed a marked 'preference' for it 
(more than the controls). This was not reduced •even - during 
the entire length of tests (Table 13; Fig. 21) . 
Thus/ the responses of rats of experiment 1 were 
completely obverse to the responses of rats of experiment 2. 
DISCUSSION 
First, an explanation of 'learning' in animals seems 
necessary. 
The definition of 'learning' runs as ' the changes in 
individual behaviour of animals due to stimulation (Barnett, 
1975) . But in actual practice, the term has been used 
indiscriminately to describe different sorts of behaviour 
(Thorpe, 1963; Manning, 1972). Of these, associative learning 
comprehends, only the phenomenon in which new links are 
established between one kind of 'cue' to a particular 
'response' (Barnett, 1975). It includes the simple 'conditional 
Table 12 
Consumption of sugar solution and water by 
rats that had tasted sugar solution before 
treatment with rodenticide. The body weights 
of control rats are given in parenthesis. 
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Table 13 
Consumption of sugar solution and water by rats 
that received the choice few hours after treat-
ment with rodenticides. The body weights of 
control rats are given in parenthesis. 
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Fig. 20 
Preference of both control and experimental rats 
for sugar solutions. The experimental colonies 
which had tasted sugar solution before receiving 
the poison dose had become averse to drinking of 
sugar solution, whereas controls ingested the 
sugar solutions in large amounts. 
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Fig. 20 
Fig, 21 
The experimental rats which had not tasted the 
sugar solution before the treatment have exhi-
bited greater preference to it in experiment 2, 
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r e f l e x e s ' / alongwith l inks induced by reward and punishment 
or responses learned by the animal by the method of ' t r i a l and 
e r r o r ' (Manning, 1972; Barnet t , 1975) . 
In order to be e f f e c t i v e , however, ' c l a s s i c a l c o n d i t i -
oning* of both types obeys ce r t a in ru les (l) as of a close 
temporal r e l a t i onsh ip between the events to be associa ted, 
(2) and the ' equopo ten t i a l i t y ' of s t imu l i , which spec i f i es 
tha t any percep t ib le stimulus can be converted into condi t ional 
one (Garcia, 1970; Garcia e t a l . , 1968, 1974). These are 
obviously universal in app l ica t ion ; making i t easy to dup l i c -
ate condit ioning phenomena (Garcia e t a l . , 1972). There i s 
however, a negative side to i t , as ' a s s o c i a t i o n s ' so e a s i l y 
made are a lso quickly l o s t duo to 'habi tua t ion* (Manning, 
1972; Burnet t , 1975) . 
'Ba i t - shyness ' or t a s t e -avers ion condit ioning i s , however, 
a notable exception in th i s regard. Here , the animal i s able 
to associa te consumption of a meal with i t s e f fec t s hours l a t e r 
(Domjan and Bowman, 1974; Garcia, e t a l . , 1974). Fur ther , 
there>is no ' equopo ten t i a l i t y ' of s t i m u l i ' , as the e f fec t s are 
associated only with t a s t e , and to no other, cue (o l fac tory , 
auditory, place) (Garcia e t a l . , 1968). This long-delay 
acquis i t ion of t a s t e -ave r s ion has s t imulated much research; 
and as a r e s u l t the t r a d i t i o n a l approaches to ' l e a rn ing ' have 
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been almost reformulated (Domjan and Bowman, 1974). 
The rec iproca l of t a s t e - ave r s ion , or another r e f l e c t i o n 
of the same kind of ' a s s o c i a t i v e l ea rn ing ' i s the "preference 
developed for ' t a s t e ' of a substance tha t i s consumed during 
' r e l i e f from an i l l n e s s , or ' r ecupera t ion ' (Garcia, 
1970; Garcia e t a l . , 1974) . The response i s s imi la r to ' d i e t a r y 
s e l f - s e l e c t i o n ' ; though in the l a t t e r the animal acquires the 
preference on i t s own, by t e s t i ng the foods which are benef i -
c i a l in general or in a p a r t i c u l a r s i t u a t i o n , as for example 
during defeciency (Rozin and Kalat , 1971; Garcia e t a l . , 1974; 
Barnet t , 1975) . 
Evidently, both pos t aversion and i t s rec iproca l 
(preference) have grea t adaptive value for rodents , which are 
omnivores spec ia l ized in seeking and t e s t i ng new sources of 
food, including many items which could be toxic (Garcia, 1970). 
Thus, as otherwise observed in domesticated forms, 
' r o o f r a t s , R. r a t t u s , s imi l a r ly become averse to consiiming 
a flavoured f lu id paired with ' t o x i c o s i s ' . Although the nature 
and sever i ty of ' i l l n e s s ' induced by substances used (Table 12) 
must have var ied e f fec ts in each case, or the response of r a t s 
was s imi lar (Table 12). Thus, a l l r a t s became ' b a i t - s h y ' , 
cons i s t en t ly and completely avoiding the sugar so lu t ions 
afterwards, or on a l l subsequent encounters . I t i s l i k e l y t h a t 
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treatment by milder doses/ may induce variable responses 
as according to severity of illness produced (Garcia et al./ 
1974); but this requires further investigations. 
The results of experiment 2 demonstrate the reciprocal 
responses, i.e., preference developed for sugar solution. The 
experience of sugar during recovery from the same kinds of 
illness obviously'induced' the likeness; as observed earlier in 
case of laboratory rats (Garcia, 1970) . However, the preference 
for sugar, unlike aversion, varied considerably (Table 13) . 
Apparently, severity of illness after 2 h when sugar was 
offered, affected the degree of preference developed (Garcia 
et al., 19 74); thus rats injected with potassium cyanide and 
strychnine sulphate showed greater preference than those treated 
with milder substances*like lithium chloride or thallium 
sulphate (Table 13X. 
Thus, 'associative learning' of this type follows the 
same principles in wild rats as analysed earlier in laboratory 
rats, and for obvious reasons (Garcia, 1970) . 
Both the processes have in^lications important for 
human beings as- well. Thus bouts of 'nause.ating illness' make 
people averse to eating foods that had been tasted before 
(Garcia et al., 1974); and conversely, likeness often develops 
for those foods consumed during 'recuperation'. Consequently, 
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places where food habits are very diverse and 'distresses' of 
many kinds preponderant -as in our country, the effects are 
expected to be not only very diverse but also important. This 
has however, not been investigated; but that this needs 
attention, is beyond question. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
'Roof' rats, Rattus rattus L., develop' aversion for 
sweet taste (bait-rshyness) if drinking of sugar solution precedes 
'toxicosis' but conversely show 'marked preference' for sugar 
when it is offered afterwards, during recovery from the 
effects of similar treatments. 'Associative' learning of the 
type, as also analysed earlier in laboratory rats, has 
relevance for human subjects too. 
CHAPTER VIII 
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RESPONSES OF ROOP RATS, RATTUS RATTUS L. / TO SMELLS AND TASTES 
INTRODUCTION 
Responses of roof rats to various olfactory and 
gustatory stimuli, as for example to substances effective as 
'attractants' or 'repellents', have been studied by several 
authors (Barnett and spencer, 1953; Welch, 1954; Majumdar et a l " 
1964; Srivastava et al., 1968). The practical importance of 
these studies needs little emphasis. The substances are useful 
thus in either 'attracting' more rats to baits offered or in 
'restraining' them from attacking property or stored food 
(Srivastava et al., 19 68); Muralidhara et al./ 1977). 
To establish an effective scale for odour preferences, 
the scale must indicate aversion as well as attraction to 
odours.This requires repeated tests with a set of potential 
odors (Brown and Jefrey, 1983). Although the list of 'potential' 
substances, that may be effective in either of the two ways/ 
can be very long; only those that are easily available and 
safe to handle, have obviously greater relevance. Thus, 
these alone can be widely used, to bring appropriate benefits 
to the users. Undoubtedly, the criteria enumerated have to be 
strictly adhered to, while choosing and testing them. The 
responses of 'roof rats^Rattus rattus L,,to both 'Attractants' 
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(Essence of rose, vanilla, banana, lemon, khus, and saffron) 
and 'Repellents* (butyric acid, carbolic acid, formaline, 
napthol, D.D.T., B.H.C., flit, malathion, clove oil, turpentine 
oil and peppermint oil) were studied in separate experiments. 
MATERIALS AND I'ETHODS 
a) The subjects: 
The roof rats, Rattus rattus L<,, were trapped around 
Aligarh in locally made wooden traps with a spring controlled 
trap door mechanism. The traps were baited with moist bread. 
Standard procedures were used in handling and housing 
of the rats. Housing consisted of wire mesh cages, 1.2 x 1,0 x 
0,32m; wooden nest boxes padded with cotton or straw were given 
for nesting. The rats were fed on a laboratory diet with ad lib 
water. 
Adult rats (body weight > lOOg) selected for the 
experiments were scxcd, weighed and grouped into bisexual 
colonies. Pregnant females and Juveniles were excluded (Table 14) 
W Test substances; 
Essences of various kings, rose, vanilla, banana/ lemon, 
khus and saffron were tested as attractants (Table 15; Pigs. 
29 to 32) . 
Repellent action for butyric acid, carbolic acid. 
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formaline/ napthol , t u rpen t ine , clove and pepperment o i l s ; 
i n sec t i c ides l ike D.D.T., B.H.C., f l i t and malathion was evaluated 
(Figs. 23 to 28) . 
c) Experimental procedure: 
c. 1. Measuring of responses to smells 
1. The 'o f fens ive ' act ion of smell of various substances 
was found by keeping c lo th or gauze soaked in t e s t - subs tances 
near food, and noting the amounts consumed each day. For 
comparison, the controls were provided with a c lo th or gauze 
soaked in water, lying near the food. 
Specia l ly designed food t r ays , p a r t i t i o n e d into three 
compartments by metal wal ls were used (Fig. 22) , The two narrow 
compartments a t e i t h e r ends were packed with c lo th or gauze 
t rea ted with t e s t material or water. The l a rge r middle compart-
ment was f i l l e d with food, maize, mi l l e t or wheat f l ou r s . 
Weighed amounts of foods were given in both experimental 
and control t r a y s ; the residue was measured next day. Consumption 
from the two t rays was recorded d a i l y . Pos i t ion of ' t r e a t e d ' and 
' u n - t r e a t e d ' food trays was a lso a l t e rna ted every day. 
2. The opposite act ion of smell in ' a t t r a c t i n g ' the 
r a t s , was found by the same method. The two t rays were packed 
with gauze or c lo th coaked in t e s t substances or water. The 
amount of food eaten from the middle compartments was noted d a i l y . 
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C.2 . Measuring responses to tastes: 
The 'offensive' or 'attractive' actions of tastes of 
various substances, was evaluated by a spraying over or mixing 
them in food. Another pile of same food was given without it. 
The foods were offered in dissection trays. Weighed 
amounts were given; residue was measured the next day. Position 
of trays containing 'treated' and 'un-treated' foods, was 
alternated daily. RESULTS 
The results were statistically analysed according to 
methods described by Baily (1959) and are illustrated in Figs. 
23 to 32. 
A. 'Deterrent' action of smells? 
Consumption of food from trays containing cloth or gauze 
treated with any of the substances as butyric acid, carbolic 
acid, napthol, formaline, clove oil, turpentine oil, peppermint 
oil and insecticides D.D.T., B.H.C., and malathion was less 
(Table 16; Figs. 23 to 28) . The food was mainly eaten from the 
alternative or 'control' trays packed with cloth soaked in 
water. 
Such under-consumption from 'treated' trays, was but 
clear evidence of the 'deterrent' action of odours of these 
substances. Relative effects as sV.own by differences obviously 
varied widely. The odour of formaline had the maximum effect 
followed by flit, D.D.T., B.H.C. and malathion (Table 16; Figs. 
23 to 2 5) . 
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In most tests, the treated clothes or gauze were often 
pulled out by rats and scattered in the cage. 
B« 'Offensive' tastes: 
Food sprayed with carbolic acid, napthol, formaline, 
turpentine oil, peppermLat oil, D.D.T,, B.H.C. or malathion 
was ignored by the rats. Some mixtures like turpentine oil, 
clove oil, carbolic acid and formaline were, however, eaten 
on 'forced feeding'; but most were persistently declined even 
then (Pig. 26). 
In these tests, considerable spilling of food by the 
rats was observed. 
C. 'Attractive' smells: 
Unlike the 'offensive' smells the odours of most 
commercial essences failed to produce any effect. Consumption 
from 'treated' and 'un~treated' trays was alternated regularly. 
Positive effect of banana essence, was increased consumption 
from 'treated' trays, was however quite evident (Table 15; 
Fig. 32) . 
D. ' A t t r a c t i v e ' t e s t s ; 
The r a t s showed no preference for foods mixed with 
saffron (Table 15; Fig . 32) ; though i t i s reported to increase 
preference for b a i t s (Barnett and Spencer, 1953). 
no 
DISCUSSION 
The results are categorical in showing the 'deterrent' 
action of smells and tastes of substances tested, and reiterates 
their importance as 'repellents'. Rats are known to avoid new or 
unfamiliar foods, this avoidance is overcome as a rule within 
few hours or days. Similarly some mixtures of offensive taste 
are however, eaten on forced feeding but persistently declined 
even then. It is evident that there is always an innate 
reaction and this not easily alterable aversion to certain 
olfactory and gustatory stimuli. Although malathion is 
generally used as 'repellent', formaline can be tried with 
greater success wherever conditions permit (Fig. 26). 
Exposures to peppermint oil, pine shavings and 
maternal odours to the infant rats for establishing an effective 
scale for odour preference, showed an attraction to maternal 
odour and an aversion to peppermint oil (Brown and Jefrey,, 
1983) . Corresponding aversive response was detected in one 
test of offensive taste for peppermint oil. Discernibly, 
scaling procedures will accurately detect odour aversions as 
well as attractions. The preference scales "are only altered 
by repeated exposures to odours but reitrating exposures to 
an aversive odour may ^Ar.c 1^ ad to reduction in the aversive-
ness of the odours. Thus, adaptive significance is apparent 
I l l 
for both mother and offspring to become averse to any novel 
flavours ingested prior to illness or gastro intestinal 
discomfort (Gamberling, 1984) . 
However, the 'attractiveness' of substances either for 
their taste or smell, is clearly disproved with only one 
exception. Therefore, it is yet possible, as shown by the effect 
of banana essence (Fig. 32) / that rats would respond positively 
to odours and tastes of foods that they are accustomed to eat 
in the natural environment. The substances tested were not of 
that type, and thus did not have the desired effectso The 
results imply that rats do have marked preferences to certain 
odours which is established at a much earlier age and not 
specifically attracted to the substances tested. Yet, this 
can be nullified by hunger, classical conditioning, dissocia-
ting the food illness aversions and by active conditioned 
inhibitory trainings (Hankins et al./ 1973; Rudy et al,, 1977; 
Taukulis and Samuel, 1975; Klein et al., 1984). 
Apparently search for more useful substances of either 
type ought to continue with more emphasis on ingredients of 
natural foods which can attract the rats. These studies can 
also compliment the work of feeding strategies adopted by the 
rats in the natural environment. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The 'roof' ratS/ Rattus rattus L., responded positively 
to odours and tastes of most substances tried. Odours of 
formaline, flit, D„D.T., B,H,C. and malathion had 'repellent' 
effect, in that order. Then 'tastes' also 'deterred' the rats; 
though when forced fed, butyric acid, carbolic acid, clove oil, 
napthol were tolerated in the food. 
The rats were strongly attracted by banana essence 
but other types of commercial essences did not have similar 
effect. Mixtures of food and saffron were also not preferred. 
Table 14 
Mean body weight ± S.E., and sex of the rats 
in the colonies with record of deaths that 
occurred following treatment. 
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Table 15 
Choice of laboratory colonies of black rats, 
Rattus rattus for different kinds of essences 
offerred with their plain alternatives. Table 
also gives the record of percent consumption 
and the length of test days. 
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Table 16 
Consumption of offensive substances and their 
plain alternatives tested. Length of test days 
and percent consumption is also given in the 
table. 
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Fig. 22 
Specially designed food trays (25.0 x 20.5cm), 
partitioned in three compartments by metal walls, 
were used in the experiments. 
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=FOOD 
=TEST-
SUBSTANCE 
F--FOOD 
W=WATEB 
Fig.22 
Fig. 23 
Consumption of millet flour and millet flour+ 
B.H.C. or D.D.T. Mean consumption is illustrated 
by the bar in the upper side of the graph. 
Number of rats in a colony is denoted by 'n'. 
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8 
t . . . 1 
Figs.24 and 25 
Foods treated with flit, malathion, peppermint 
and turpentine oils were tested as deterrents. 
Mean consumption g/day ± S.E. is illustrated 
by the bar in the upper section of the graph. 
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Fig. 26 
Mixtures of wheat flour and carbolic acid or 
formaline were eaten on forced feeding; plotted 
by a dotted line on the day 10th. Number of rats 
in a colony is mentioned in parenthesis and 
denoted by 'n'. 
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Figs. 27 and 28 
Food sprayed with Naphthol+Butyl alcohol, or 
Naphthol or Butyric acid was ignored by rats, 
The alternative foods were consistently 
preferred and eaten in copious amounts. 
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Fig. 29 
Millet flour + khus or lemon essences were 
cross-tested with plain millet flour. The 
choice alternated initially but then plain 
millet flour was selected finally. Mean 
consumption g/day + S.E. is shown by the 
bar in the upper side of the graph. 
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Figs. 30 and 31 
Essences of different types were tested as 
attractants. Mean consumption g/day jt S.E. 
is shovm by the bar in the upper portion of 
the graph. 
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Fig. 32 
Positive effect of banana essence is evident 
from the figure showing increased consumption 
than its untreated alternative; whereas 
vanilla essence was initially preferred 
but then declined from the 6th day onward. 
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MITIGATING POISON AND BAIT-SHY^JESS DEVELOPED BY ROOF RATS 
(RATTUS RATTUS L.l : USE OF OILY CEREAL MIXTURES. " 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been many studies on the 'bait-shy' 
behaviour of wild rats and other rodent pests (reviewed by 
Barnett, 1975). However, some aspects o£ the behaviour have 
not been paid adequate a'ttention. There are thus no methods 
to eliminate the later development cf shyness towards both 
poison and bait (Cowan, 1978). A change of both after every 
treatment, is obviously very disadvantageous from an applied 
view.-point (Barnett and Prakash, 1975). 
But it seems that shyness can be avoided by using the 
same cereal or pulse in alternative textural states as 
basis for successive treatments (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1978, 
1979a). Similarly, it may be suppressed by adding groundnut 
oil to original bases (Bhardwaj and Khan 1979b). However, 
development of ^yness is not affected by other schemes or 
regimes tried as poisoning at weekly intervals, in a mixture 
of foods or in a different bait on successive days of 
treatment (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1977, 1980; Cowan, 1978) . 
Yet, some possibilities have not"been explored. 
Thus if taste of foods by association with poisoning 
becomes the basis of avoidance (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1979a), 
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i t i s l i k e l y t h a t b a i t s o f marked and s p e c i f i c t a s t e wou ld 
be more s t r o n g l y a v o i d e d t h a n t h o s e w i t h a weak and g e n e r a l 
t a s t e . F u r t h e r , i f the l a t t e r a r e u s e d i n a m i x t u r e t o v ^ i c h 
g r o u n d n u t o i l i s a l s o added t h e r a t s may f a l l t o d i s c r i m i n a t e 
be tween t h e v a r i o u s c a n p o n e n t s . Then, s h y n e s s would be 
e l i m i n a t e d , and each component can be u s e d a g a i n f o r t r e a t m e n t . 
I n t h e f o l l o w i n g e x p e r i m e n t s , such p o s s i b i l i t i e s were 
i n v e s t i g a t e d by p o i s o n i n g r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , i n d i f f e r e n t 
k i n d s of b a i t s and i n c e r e a l m i x t u r e s t o wh ich g r o u n d n u t o i l 
had a l s o b e e n added , w i t h z i n c p h o s p h i d e (4 mg/lOg f o o d ) . The 
r e s p o n s e s of r a t s t o t h e b a i t s were m e a s u r e d a f t e r w a r d s . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The s u b j e c t s were w i l d - c a u g h t s t o c k . They were s e x e d , 
weighed and g r o u p e d i n t o b i s e x u a l c o l o n i e s and h o u s e d i n w i r e -
mesh c a g e s 1.2 x 1.0 x 0 . 3 2 , o r cement t a n k s 2 .7 x 1,5 x 1.2 o r 
1.8 X 1.2 X 1.2m. Only a d u l t r a t s (body w e i g h t y lOOg) were 
s e l e c t e d ; p r e g n a n t f e m a l e s and j u v e n i l e s were r e j e c t e d 
(Tab le 17) . A l a b o r a t o r y d i e t was o f f e r e d t o them b e f o r e t h e 
e x p e r i m e n t s s t a r t e d . W a t e r was g i v e n ad l i b . 
U n e x t r a c t e d f l o u r s of m i l l e t ( P e n n j s e t u m t y p h o i d e s ) 
whea t ( T r i t i c u m a e s t i v u m ) , m a i z e (Zea mays) , b e n g a l gram 
( C i c e r a r i e n a t u m ) , and e q u i v a l e n t w e i g h t / w e i g h t m i x t u r e s of 
c e r e a l s were u s e d as t e s t f o o d s . O i l of g r o u n d n u t ( A r a c h i s 
Table 17 
Number and sex of r a t s in each colony used in 
the experiments. 
Table - 1 7 
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D e s c r i p t i o n NO. of Rats 
of Colony ' 
Male Female 
Body weight + S.E. 
Mean (g) Range (g) 
Experimental 3 101.50 + 0.64 100 - 104 
Cont ro l 103.00 + 1.41 100 - 107 
Experimental 3 102.66 + 1.83 100 - 111 
Contro l 103.40 + 1.96 100 - 110 
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hypogea) was used in cereal mixtures in concentration of 
5% weight / weight. 
Weighed amounts of foods were given in metal containers 
and residue, including that spilled, was weighed the next day. 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Millet and maize flour were first compared separately 
to wheat flour for 2 days each. After this, millet + maize 
flour and then millet + maize flour + groundnut oil were 
each compared to wheat flour for the same duration. Zinc 
phosphide was then added to oily mixture (4mg/10g food) and 
this was available over the next 7 days with harmless wheat 
flour. After poisoning, the choice between the same foods 
was tested again as earlier. 
Controls were given the same foods, in similar order 
and combinations as experimental rats; but they were not 
given any poison. Consumption was measured daily for 23 days 
(Table 18) . 
EXPERIMENT - 2 
The same procedures as in experiment 1 were followed 
for experiment 2. But rats were given the choice between (i) 
wheat flour and gram flour (ii) millet flour and gram flour 
(iii) maize flour and gram flour (iv) between millet + maize + 
wheat flour and gram flour (v) and millet + maize + wheat flour + 
Table 18 
Daily consumption of maize flour, millet flour, 
cereal mixture, cereal mixture containing oil 
and toxic foods in the oil base by rats of 
experiment 1• 
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':'ablo 10 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
of Colony 
ExnerJ m e n t a l 
C o n t r o l 
Length 
of 
t e s t 
(rtays) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
7 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 1 
2 
2 
2 
Mean 
Poort I 
Maize F l . 
r ia lzd F l . 
M i l l e t P i . + Maize F l . 
M i l l e t P I . + Maize F l . 
+ O i l . 
M i l l e t P I . + Maize F l . 
+ O i l + Po ison(Zn2p2) 
M i l l e t F l . + Maize F l . 
1- O i l 
U a i z e t1. 
M i l l e t F l . 
MaJZf F l . 1- Hi Tint Fl . 
Har.'.o Fl 
M i l l ^ t F l . 
Maize F l . + M i l l e t F l . 
M,->1ze F l . + M i l l e t F l . 
+ O i l 
Maize F l . 
M i l l e t F l . 
Maize F l . + M i l l e t F l . 
<la i ly consuii int ion ^ 
Consnmptinn 
5 .33 + 0 . 1 1 
7 .70 + 0 . 4 1 
7 .55 + 1.00 
7 .79 + 1,51 
1.54 + 2 . 7 1 
0 .49 + 1.42 
4.1.0 + 1.00 
6 . 1 5 + 1.41 
4 . 7 6 + i . o n 
i . n n + 1.01 
5.GJ + 1.06 
5 .63 + 1.03 
f;,05 + 0 . 5 4 
4 . 8 5 + 1.00 
5 .63 + 1.00 
6 .01 + 1.00 
r foodsCg) /100o body w t + 3 . E . 
Food I I 
Wheat F l . 
Wiieat F l . 
v/heat F l . 
Wheat p l . 
Wheat p l . 
Wheat F l . 
Whent v l . 
Wheat p l . 
Wlioat F l . 
Who It- P l , 
Wh'^at F l . 
Wheat F l . 
Wh'-nt F l . 
Wheat F l . 
V7heat F l . 
Wheat F l . 
ConG'nn!)t Ion 
2 .46 + 1,01 
2 .29 + 1.01 
2 . 2 1 + 1.51 
1.88 + 1.51 
2 .29 + 1.00 
3 .11 + 1.00 
3 . 1 1 + 1,00 
2 . 4 6 + 0 . 0 0 
i . n n 1 1.00 
0 . 4 0 + 0 . 5 5 
0 . 8 7 _H 0 . 5 1 
1 .55 J; 0 . 0 1 
l.e^? + 0 . 4 5 
1.94 _H 0 .00 
l ,5 ! r + 0 .00 
1.74 + 1.01 
I n t a k e 
R a t i o 
of 
foods 
1 :0 .461 
1 :0 .294 
1 :0 .293 
1 :0 .242 
1 :1 .480 
1 :6 .339 
1:0.TS9 
1 :0 .400 
1tO,379 
1 :0 .124 
1 :0 .155 
1 :0 ,275 
1:0.27B 
1 :0 .399 
1 :0 .275 
1 :0 ,290 
Table 19 
Relative consumptions of cereal mixtures and 
mixtures with oil base by rats of experiment 2, 
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T,iblf> \9 
D e o c r i p - Loncjth 
t i o n of of 
Colony t o ^ t 
(days ) 
nean dni ly consujuiit lon of foods (<-))/100n l>otly u f ' l n h t i '",.E. 
Food I Consumntion Poo 1 TT iJon sumpt ion 
Intako 
Ratio 
of 
foods. 
E x o e r i -
me n t a 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Maize F l . 
l-Jhoat F l . 
Hi H o t F l , 
Majze + V/hoat + 
M i l l e t F l . 
5.09 H 1.51 
S.50 + 2 .01 
5 ,17 + 1 , 0 0 
5,09 + 0 , 1 1 
Gram F l o u r 
'^raM F l o u r 
Grain F l o u r 
Gran F l o u r 
0 .73 + 1.00 
0 ,49 + 0 .51 
0 ,57 J; 0 . 0 0 
0 .98 + 0 . 5 4 
Maize + Wheat + 
Millet Fl. + Oil 
Maize Fl.^ Wheat + 
Millet Fl. + Oil + 
Poison (Zn2P2) 
Wheat + Millet + 
Maize Fl.+ Oil 
Maize + Wheat + 
Millet Fl. 
5.58 + 0,51 
0.98 + 0.51 
0.32 + 0.00 
4.02 + 0.53 
Gram Flour 
Gram Flour 
Gram Flour 
Gram Flotir 
11 Maizo + whe.it i-
Mjllf^ t Fl. I- Oil. 
2 l l a lzo + ;hoa t + 
M i l l o t F l . 
2 
2 
2 
Maize F l . 
Wheat F l . 
M i l l e t r l 
7 .79 + 0 .15 
0 .02 + 0 .15 
7 .25 + 1.52 
(^.20 + 1.00 
7 . 5 4 + 2 ,51 
Gr.m F l o u r 
Gra'M F l o u r 
Gram F l o u r 
Gram F l o u r 
Gram F l o u r 
1.39 + 0 . 0 8 
2 . 3 1 + 1,00 
2.3R + 1.51 
1,14 + 0 , 5 1 
C o n t r o l 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Maize F l , 
.nio.il; F l . 
M l l l o t F l . 
Maize F l . 
Wheat F l . 
M i l l e t F l . 
I ia lzo 1- Wheat + 
M l l l o t F l . 
4 .76 
4 . 7 6 
4 . 7 5 
6 .28 
8 .41 
9 . 6 7 
0 . 4 1 
+ 
1-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1.00 
1.01 
1.00 
3 .51 
2 .41 
1.42 
2 .00 
Gra"! 
( ; r , i , , i 
Gram 
Gram 
Gram 
Gran 
fJram 
F l o u r 
r l i H U " 
F l o u r 
F l o u r 
F l o u r 
F l o u r 
F l o u r 
0 . 9 0 
1 ,23 
1.06 
0 .77 
1.35 
1.54 
1.45 
+ 
) 
+ 
l-
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 5 ? 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 5 5 
1.41 
1.00 
1.54 + 0 ,00 
1.3 5 _H 1.01 
1.74 + 1.00 
1.74 + 1.00 
1.16 + 1,01 
1 :0 ,144 
1 :0 ,002 
1 : 0 . 1 1 0 
l t O . 1 9 3 
1 : 0 . 2 4 9 
1 :2 . i50 
1 : 7 . 2 5 6 
1 :0 .285 
1 :0 .187 
1 i0,25.< 
1 .0 ,224 
1 :0 ,122 
1 : 0 . 1 6 0 
1 :0 .159 
1 :0 .172 
1 :0 .198 
1 : 0 . 1 6 8 
1 :0 .239 
1 :0 .276 
1 : 0 . 1 5 3 
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groundnut oil and gram flour, in tests of equivalent duration 
of 2 days each. Zinc phosphide v;as added to the oil bait. 
After poisoning for 7 days, the choice between the same baits 
as given before, was determined again. Controls were not given 
poison. Consumptions were measured daily for 27 days till the 
experiment lasted (Table 19). 
RESULTS 
Comparisons were made by paired ' t* t e s t s (Bailey^ 
1959), while avoidance was analysed by Mann-Whitney 'U' 
t e s t (Siegal , 1956) . 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Millet and maize flour mixture, as also the two compo-
nents separately, were preferred by the rats to wheat flour 
(P<^0.05; Fig. 33). Groundnut oil increased the preference 
for the mixtures only slightly, perhaps because of the short 
duration of the test (Table 18), 
Having ingested poison in oily bait-mixture, the rats 
consistently rejected it afterwards. However, the same 
mixture without oil and both millet and maize flours separately, 
were again preferred by the r^ ts to wheat flour (P^^O.OS; 
Fig. 33), The same choices were shown in corresponding controls 
besides, obviously their continued preference for the oily 
bait (P^'0,05; Fig. 33) . 
Fig. 33 
Mean daily consumption of foods offered to rats 
of experiment 1. The number of rats in a colony 
is denoted by 'n' . 
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EXPERIMENT 
The rats preferred each cereal (millet, maize and wheat 
flour ) separately, and the mixture of all these cereals, to 
gram flour (P<0.05/ Fig. 34). As in experiment 1, addition of 
groundnut oil increased the choice for mixture only 
slightly (Fig. 34) . 
r 
Poisoning resulted in aversion to eating of oily 
bait mixture; gram flour was preferred to it (P< 0.05; 
Fig. 34) . However, the mixture without oil, and each of 
three cereal foods added to it, were separately preferred 
by the bait shy rats to gram flou^ (P<0.05; Fig. 34). 
Controls also showed the same choices, while oily bait was 
also preferred by them (Table 19). 
DISCUSSION 
The rats in all experiments avoided the poisonous 
mixtures obviously because of the development of 'poison-
shyness' to zinc phosphide (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1977). Thus, 
the same foods were consistently preferred by the controls, 
as they were by experimental rats too before poisoning 
(Figs. 33 and 34). 
Zinc phosphide is, however, a slow-acting secondary 
poison, unlike aoomorphine sulphate or cyanides vh ich act 
Fig. 34 
Mean daily intake of foods (g/100g body weight/ 
day + S.E.) presented to rats of experiment 2, 
The number of rats in a colony is denoted by 'n*. 
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rapidly (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1979a). Therefore, the avoidance 
to a t t r a c t i v e foods mixed with poison develops gradual ly, 
while they are never completely ignored (Bhardwaj and Khan, 
1979 a) . 
Poisoning also caused, however, ' b a i t . s h y n e s s ' or 
r e j ec t ion of foods previously used as ' ba se ' (Bhardwaj and 
Khan, 1977, 1978, 1979a, b) . The r a t s of our experiments 
also became averse to ea t ing the foods in which they had 
ingested poison (bait-rshyness) . 
Of the b a i t s used, some were, however, more s t rongly 
avoided than o the r s . If t a s t e i s the bas i s of avoidance, the 
speci f ic t a s t e discriminated for example in sugar mixtures 
c l ea r l y causes grea ter avoidance, than t a s t e s perceived in 
cereal or o i l y mixtures (Chapter V). Obviously the develop-
ment of shyness i s influenced by qua l i t y and s t rength of 
t as te percieved in the b a i t . 
Apparently, the o i l y bai t -mixture used in experiment 1 
and 2 were discriminated d i s t i n c t l y by the r a t s from the i r 
components. Shyness was, therefore , not 'broadened* to the 
l a t t e r , or non-oily equ iva len t s . However, when the same 
mixtures are used without o i l , both the o r i g i n a l b a i t and 
i t s components are re jec ted (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1980) . 
Obviously/ the addit ion of groundnut o i l must have been 
responsible for the difference observed, as i t has a 
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• m a s k i n g ' e f f e c t on t a s t e of c e r e a l b a s e s (Bhardwaj and Khan, 
1979b ) . 
I f b e c a u s e of t h e g r o u n d n u t o i l s h y n e s s i s n o t 
b r o a d e n e d t o t h e componen t s a f t e r p o i s o n i n g i n o i l y - m i x t u r e , 
i t i s o b v i o u s t h a t t h e f o o d s added to i t can be used a g a i n 
f o r t r e a t m e n t . R e s u l t s from t h e f i e l d where z i n c p h o s p h i d e i s 
u s e d i n h i g h e r c o n c e n t r a t i o n (C.50 - 500 mg/lOg food) a r e , 
however , a w a i t e d t o p r o v e t h e u t i l i t y o f t h i s method of 
e l i m i n a t i n g s h y n e s s t o w a r d s t h e componen t s of such complex 
o i l y b a i t s . 
I t c a n , however , be c o n c l u d e d t h a t w h i l e c h o o s i n g 
b a i t s ; g r o u n d n u t o i l s h o u l d be added t o c c e r e a l b a i t s . I t 
i s a d v i s a b l e t h e n t o u s e g r o u n d n u t o i l f i r s t i n a m i x t u r e ; 
so t h a t f o o d s added t o i t can be u s e d a g a i n f o r s econd o r 
more t r e a t m e n t s . 
SUMI^RY AND CONCLUSION 
Roof r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , were p o i s o n e d w i t h z i n c 
p h o s p h i d e (4 mg/lOg food) i n d i f f e r e n t k i n d s of b a i t s - m i l l e t 
f l o u r , ma i ze f l o u r and g r o u n d n u t o i l ; m i x t u r e s of c e r e a l s 
( m i l l e t + m a i z e ; m i l l e t + maize + w h e a t f l o u r ) t o wh ich 
g r o u n d n u t o i l had a l s o been added (5% w t / w t ) . The r e s p o n s e s 
of r a t s t o t h e same b a i t s were measured a f t e r p o i s o n i n g . 
G r o u n d n u t o i l was found t o r e t a r d the d e v e l o p m e n t of 
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shyness in one important r e spec t , i t was not 'broadened' 
to cerea l mixtures or i t s components a f t e r poisoning in 
corresponding mixtures containing o i l . 
I t appears tha t repeated treatments can be given 
in cerea l mixtures and t h e i r component; used previously as 
•base' with o i l . However, the r e s u l t s from the f i e ld where 
zinc phosphide i s used in much higher concentra t ions 
(C, 50-500 mg/lOg food); are required to prove the u t i l i t y 
of such b a i t s in con t ro l l ing shyness. 
CHAPTER X 
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BFFECT OF TASTE OF FOODS ON DEVEL0P^4ENT OF'BAIT-SHY' 
BEHAVIOUR IN ROOF RATS, RATTUS RATTUS L. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wild r a t s tha t survive an exposure to poisoned b a i t s , 
cons i s t en t ly decline the same mixtures afterwards (Harnett , 
19 75). Such avoidance or ' shyness ' develops, however, for 
both poison (poison-shyness) and b a i t or foods used as base 
(bait-shynecs) ; (xTftarctwaj and Khan, 1977, 1978, 1979 b) , 
The behaviour p ro tec t s the r a t s in i t s na tu ra l environment 
and has survival values (Barnet t e t a l . , 1975); but i t i s 
also disadvantageous from an applied view poin t (Bhardwaj 
and Khan, 19 79 a) . 
The study of the behaviour i s , the re fo re , important, 
and considerable l i t e r a t u r e now e x i s t s on i t . I t has been 
found t h a t the t i s t e of food by assoc ia t ion with poisoning 
becomes the bas is of avoidance (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1979 b) . 
In experimental analysis of i t , or by t a s t e aversion condi-
t ioning s tud ies on labora tory r a t s too, the same conclusions 
have been drawn (Garcia e t a l . , 19 74). Taste and not odour, i s 
the cue to ' a s soc ia t ive l e a rn ing ' displayed (Garcia, 1970). 
But the t a s te of foods commonly employed as b a i t s 
d i f f e r widely, from spec i f i c to general and strong to weak. 
Avoidance responses developed as a r e s u l t of poisoning in 
1 4 1 
them a r e , t h e r e f o r e , l i k e l y t o v a r y i n q u a n t i t a t i v e t e r m s , 
i . e . i n t h e d e g r e e of a v o i d a n c e d i s p l a y e d . T h i s was t e s t e d by 
p o i s o n i n g ' r o o f r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , i n s e v e r a l d i s t i n c t i v e 
b a i t - c e r e a l s , c e r e a l and o i l , c e r e a l and s u g a r and b o i l e d f o o d s 
w i t h z i n c p h o s p h i d e (4mg/ l0g f o o d ) . The r e s p o n s e s of r a t s t o 
same b a i t s was measured a f t e r t h i s . 
r4ATERIALS AND METHODS 
The ' r o o f r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , were t r a p p e d a r o u n d 
A l i g a r h c i t y . They were s e x e d , w i e g h e d w i t h t h e h e l p of a 
s q u a r e w i r e - m e s h box ( F i g . 35) and g r o u p e d i n t o b i s e x u a l 
c o l o n i e s ; p r e g n a n t f e m a l e s and j u v e n i l e s were e x c l u d e d . The 
c o l o n i e s of a d u l t r a t s (body w e i g h t > 100 g) s e l e c t e d f o r 
t r e a t m e n t s w e r e housed i n w i r e - m e s h c a g e s o r a c o v e r e d cement 
t a n k m e a s u r i n g 1,2 x 1.0 x 0 .3m; wooden b o x e s and s t r a w were 
p r o v i d e d f o r n e s t i n g ( T a b l e 2 0 ) . They were f e d b e f o r e t e s t s 
on a l a b o r a t o r y r a t d i e t ; w a t e r was g i v e n ad l i b . -
U n e x t r a c t e d f l o u r s of m i l l e t ( P e n n i s e t u m t y p h o i d i s 
Burm) o r ma ize (Zea mays L . ) , m i x t u r e s of c e r e a l f l o u r s and 
g r o u n d n u t o i l ( A r a c h i s h y p o q e a L . ) b o i l e d r i c e (Oryza 
s a t i v a L . ) o r s u g a r were u s e d as t e s t f o o d s . Weighed amounts 
of f o o d s were g i v e n i n m e t a l c o n t a i n e r s and t h e r e s i d u e , 
i n c l u d i n g t h a t s p i l l e d , was we ighed t h e n e x t d a y . Consumpt ion 
of b o i l e d food was measu red a s d e s c r i b e d by Khan ( 1 9 7 4 ) . 
The r a t s were p o i s o n e d w i t h z i n c p h o s p h i d e a t t h e r a t e of 
4mg/10g f o o d . 
Table 20 
Description of the rat colonies used for taste 
experiments. 
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Table - 20 
Description 
of colony 
Experimental 
1 
Control 
Experimental 
2 
Control 
Experimental 
3 
Control 
Experimental 
4 
Control 
No. of RATS 
Male Female 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Body weight + S.E. 
Mean(g) Range (g) 
106 -
101 -
108 -
103 -
104 -
104 -
118 -
119 -
114 
118 
121 
119 
118 
119 
122 
123 
110.33 + 1.32 
110.66 + 2.19 
113.50 + 2.34 
111.66 + 2.60 
112.33 + 2.02 
111.16 + 2.86 
120.25 + 1.00 
120.75 + 1.15 
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In all experiments, the rats were offered plain 
baits for 7 days. Zinc phosphide was then added to one 
of the two foods and the poisonous mixtures with the 
harmless alternative was made available for the next 7 
days. Thereafter, the same foods, but without poison, were 
presented on the following 7 days. Controls were not given 
poison. Replicates were run simultaneously (Tables 21 
and 22). The methods described by Bailey (1959) were 
followed for statistical analysis of results. 
RESULTS 
Selection of test foods: 
The rats of both the experimental and control groups 
preferred millet flour to maize flour, and similarly, 
boiled rice to dry maize flour; oil and maize flour mixture 
to plain maize flour and maize flour + sygar to the same 
food without sugar (P<0.05; Table 21; Pigs. 36 and 37). 
The choices shown were similar to that described earlier 
by Khan (1974) . 
The preferred foods were, however, not eaten in 
equivalent amounts; the relative intakes infact differed 
wodely. Thus, the oil mixtures was consumed in greater 
amounts (74.46% of total daily intake; Table 21) than was 
either boiled rice (68.54%) in comparison to dry food, or 
sugar mixture (59.7%) in thcj presence of non-sweet 
Table 21 
Relative consumption of cereal flours and additives 
by roof rats, Rattus rattus. 
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Fig. 35 
Square wire-mesh box with a sxiding door used 
for weighing and carrying the black rats, 
Rattus rattus. 
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Fig.35 
Fig. 36 
Effect of poisoning of different kinds of bait. 
Standard errors of the mean are shown by the 
blank space below. 
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a l t e r n a t i v e (Tables 21 and 22). The minimum difference was 
found between the consumption recorded of the two c e r e a l s -
mi l l e t and maize f lours (55.7%, 44.3%, r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
Effect of poisoning: 
Poison was added to p re fe r red foods in a l l experiments. 
Therefore, on the f i r s t day of poisoning, o i l mixture, sugar.: 
mixture, bo i led r ice and m i l l e t f lour were each consumed by 
the r a t s in large amounts as on previous 7 days, i . e . before 
poisoning. The intake was, however, reduced on the following 
days, as t h a t of a l t e r n a t i v e foods was increased simultaneously. 
Eventually, the choices were reversed in experimental groups; 
or became obverse to t h a t of controls (Fig. 37) . 
Responses to b a i t s a f t e r poisoning; 
After poisoning, the r a t s of experiment 1 re jec ted o i l 
mixture to e a t p la in maize f lou r ; and of experiment 2 s imi-
l a r l y p re fe r red non-sweet food ins tead of sugar mixture while 
in experiment 4 maize f lour was se lec ted in preference to 
mi l l e t f lour ( P < 0 , 0 5 ; Table 22) . Thus the r a t s declined the 
foods in which they had ingested poison. Simultaneously, the 
same foods were, however, p refer red in con t ro l s as before 
(Pig. 36) . 
Boiled r i ce was, however, s l i q h t l y prefer red again; 
though i t was eaten in r e l a t i v e l y much l a rge r amounts by the 
controls (Table. 22). 
Table 22 
Consumption of boiled food and cereal flours. 
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Fig. 37 
Relative intakes of different kinds of bait. 
Number of rats in a colony is denoted by 'n' 
and standard errors of the mean are shown by 
the blank space below. 
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But while sugar mixture was eaten in small amounts 
(11% of t o t a l da i ly i n t a k e ) , o i l mixture and m i l l e t f lour 
were consumed in r e l a t i v e l y large amounts (20%) of t o t a l 
i n t ake . The former was s t rongly avoided by ba i t - shy r a t s 
than the l a t e r two foods (Tables. 21 and 225 
DISCUSSION 
The rats of all experiments avoided the poisonous mix-
tures, obviously because of the development of 'poison-shyness' 
to zinc phosphide (Bhardwaj and Khan, 19 77) . Thus, the same 
foods were consistently preferred by the controls, as they 
were by experimental rats before poisoning (Tables 21 and 22_} , 
Zinc phosphide is, however, a slow acting secondary 
poison unlike apomorphine sulfate or cyanides which act 
rapidly (Bhardwaj and Khan, 19 79 b). Therefore, the avoidance 
of poisonous mixtures develops gradually, becoming clear only 
from second day onwards, while they are never completely 
ignored (Fig, 37). in contrast apomorphine sulfate causes 
rapid avoidance, which is nearly total (Garcia, e't al .•, 1974) 
Poisoning also causes 'bait-shyness' or rejection of 
foods used previously as a 'base* (Bhardwaj and Khan, 1977, 
1978, 19 79 b) . Accordingly, the rats of our experiments 
became 'bait-shy' as oil and sugar mixtures and millet flour 
were clearly rejected (Tables. 21 and 22) . No shyness is. 
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however, known to develop for boiled foods (Chitty, 19 54); 
boiled rice was thus also slightly preferred by our rats 
(Table. 22) . 
Excluding boiled rice, it is, however, noticed that 
sugar mixture has been more strongly avoided by the 'bait-
shy* rats than either millet flour or oil mixture (Tables 21 
and 22) . If taste is the basis of avoidance (Bhardwaj and Khan • 
1979 b) , then specific taste discriminated as in sugar mixture 
(sweet) is apparently 'stronger' than general or weak tastes 
perhaps perceived in a cereal or oil mixture (Bhardwaj and 
Khan, 1978), Therefore, poisoning in former may result in 
greater degree of avoidance than poisoning in the latter two. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that foods of strong 
and marked taste, may not form the ideal baits. Foods of a 
'mixed' or 'weak' taste can give better results when used as 
baits in the field. 
SUMI^ ARY AND CONCLUSION . 
Roof rats, Rattus rattus L,, were poisoned in cereal + 
sugar, cereal + groundnut 6il, plain cereal and in boiled 
rice. Poisoning in sugar mixture resulted in a greater degree 
of avoidance than in 6il mixture or plain cereal food. Boiled 
food does not cause any aversion but was marginally preferred 
by them again. It appears that repeated treatments can be given 
in boiled foods for achieving better results. 
CHAPTER XI 
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RESPONSE OF ROOF RATS, RATTUS RATTUS h. , TO WONDER TRAP IN 
AN ENCLOSED SET UP. 
INTRODUCTION 
Prior knowledge of habit pattern is inherent for a 
trapping success. Thus, analysis for differences in trapability 
within and between species; effects of age and sex on trapa-
bility in wild rodents; the sexual composition of the rats in 
multiple captures; trap responses to previous experiences; and 
preferences to blank and control odour traps have been studied 
by various authors (Spencer, et al., 1982; Gurnell, 1982; 
Van der Berk et al., 1984) . 
Live-capture and multi-capture 'wonder* traps are widely 
used for catching 'roof rats, Rattus rattus L. However, 
individual reactions of rats towards it have not been examined. 
The study of such behaviour has applied value as it obviously 
influences the effeciency of the trap. 
Accordingly, in an experiment designed to study it, 
'roof rats living in an artificial enclosure were trapped by 
a large 'wonder' trap for 8 consecutive days. Individuals 
caught each day were identified and released again into the 
enclosure. Development of 'trap-shyness' axid 'trap-habit' in 
rats of the colony was thus followed. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The enclosures for the rats consist of three cement 
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tanks (2.8 x 1.5 x 1.2 m and 1.8 x 1.2 x 1.2 m each); in te rconne-
cted to each other but with separate wire-mesh covers f i t t e d 
with doors a t one end. The l a rge r f i r s t tank was provided 
with nest -boxes , food t rays and water dishes (Pig. 40) . The 
other two tanks were l e f t empty. 
The r a t colony; 
Thir ty r a t s trapped from Aligarh c i t y in loca l ly made 
wooden t r a p s , with a spring cont ro l led fa l l ing-door mechanism. 
The r a t s were then re leased in to the tanks to s t a r t a colony. 
The colony was l e f t undisturbed for three months; supplies of 
surplus wheat f lour , green vegetables and occasional ly buff-
a l o ' s l i v e r were replenished r egu la r ly . Water was always p resen t . 
Experimental procedure; 
Trapping was s t a r t e d with a large 'wonder' trap (0.65 x 
0.21 X 0.28m), having a counterbalanced en t rance . I t works by 
upset t ing a de l i c a t e balance when a r a t mounts on the counter-
poised door. Thus the l a t t e r opens and the r a t s get trapped 
af ter the door i s shut (Fig. 38). Such t rap was placed each 
day in the l a s t tank in the evening, and taken out the next 
morning. 
Rats caught on the f i r s t day were examined for sexual 
condit ion, weighed to the neares t Ig and marked by an improvised 
code (ear cu t s , toe cl ippings) for i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . After 
Fig. 38 
Wonder trap having counter-balanced entrances 
used to study the trap responses. 
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Fig. 39 
Sex and body weight of rats caught on eight 
"58 
consecutive days. All the^rats were trapped 
on the first day of trapping. Only one tat 
of 75g was caught on the last day. 
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Fig. 40 
The interconnected cement tanks in which a 
colony of roof rats was allowed to live for 
three months before trapping by 'wonder trap'. 
(F=food tray, N=nest box, T=wonder trap). 
1 CO 
Fig.40 
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marking all rats were released back into the tanks. Trapping 
was continued for another 7 daysj and individuals trapped each 
day were indentified before release. Records of capture of 
each individual were kept separately. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results were analysed according to methods described 
by Bailey (19 59) . The rats living in an enclosure had access to 
surplus food, space for nesting and an ample area for movement. 
This probably helped in their stabilisation as a colony which 
with breeding was found to have increased in numbers from 
original 30 to 38 rats after three months. 
Trapping record; 
All rats in the colony/ a total of 38, were caught 
on the first day of trapping. Fewer numbers of them were, 
however, caught on subsequent days (9, 5, 8, 7, 7, 5, 1 
successively on day 2 to 8; x = 182.94, P<0.001; Fig. 39). 
Similarly, while 20 rats caught but once on the first day; 18 
rats were trapped on more than one occasion, from 2 to maximum 
6 times in 8 days of trapping (8, 3, 3, 0, 4 rats respectively; 
2 %r = 140, P<0.001). On an average, 26% rats were caught daily 
with a difference of 3V2 times in recaptures. 
Thus, an increased relationship between (l) number of 
rats trapped and number of trappings, (2) number of rats 
recaptured and recapture frequencies, was quite evident. 
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Development of ' t r ap - shyness ' or trap-rhablt ' behaviour. 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p between numbers recaptured and recap-
ture frequencies/ i s also ind ica t ive of the individual r eac t ions 
of r a t s towards the t r a p ; i . e . of avoidance of t rap or ' t r a p -
shyness' and a t t r a c t i o n towards i t or ' t r a p - h a b i t * . Analysis 
of data shows t h a t the two behaviours are s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
2 d i f fe ren t (X = 39.8; P < O.OOl). Accordingly, most r a t s could 
have developed e i t h e r of the two behaviours; the remaining 
few the o the r . Evidently most r a t s are found to have become 
t rap-shy; while only few developed the ' t r a p - h a b i t ' . 
However, development of ' t rap-avoidance was also repor ted 
in free-ranging muskrats. Ondatra zibethic\:g^ where trapping 
success Was only 1.34% and the overa l l responses to d i f f e r e n t l y 
scented and blank traps differed n ign i f i can t ly (Van der Berk 
e t a l . / 1984). That most r a t s became•t rap-shy 'af ter only one 
experience, i s l i k e l y ; as the behaviour i s a lso inher i t ed 
(Taylor e t a l . , 1974). 
Thus, in our experiment 20 r a t s (52.6%) avoided the 
t rap c o n s i s t e n t l y af te r one experience of t rapping, 8 r a t s 
(22,6%) a f t e r two experiences; while ano.ther 3 r a t s (7.8%) 
developed trapshyness a f t e r three experiences of t rapping. 
Conversely, only few r a t s developed the t r a p - h a b i t . 
Thus, 3 r a t s came into the t rap four t imes ; but 4 r a t s came 
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s ix times in 8 days of t rapping. Perhaps as the a t t r a c t i o n 
towards the t r ap became s t ronger , the r a t s entered i t repea-
ted ly . No r a t was, however, caught for the seventh time or 
on a l l e igh t days of t rapping . Other reasons may have been 
responsible lo r t h i s ; as 'wear iness ' or denia l of food and 
water which trapping e n t a i l e d . 
I t can, therefore , be concluded t h a t in a colony of 
38 r a t s subjected to trapping by 'wonder' t r a p , 31 r a t s 
(81.578%) developed ' t r a p - s h y n e s s ' ; and only 7 r a t s (18.421%) 
acquired the ' t r a p - h a b i t ' . 
Role of soc ia l factors in development of t r a p - h a b i t . 
The t r a p a b i l i t y within and between the species of wood 
mice and voles s i g n i f i c a n t l y di f fered between breeding and 
non-breeding animals. However, marked responses to trap by 
adults shown higher t r a p a b i l i t y but sex r a t i o s in both the 
species s tudied were biased towards females in juveni les 
(Gurnell, 1982). The sexual composition of the animals in 
multiple captures of R. fulvescens s tudied consis ted more of 
heterosexual combinations and s i g n i f i c a n t l y fewer samesex 
combinations (Spencer e t a l . , 1982). As i t may appear, the 
r a t s which developed the t r ap -hab i t were e i t h e r immature 
females or mature males. Other kinds of ind iv idua ls did not 
acquire th i s hab i t . 
In a colony of r a t s dominated by adul t males, females 
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t h a t a r e n o t s e x u a l l y r e c e p t i v e o r m a l e s t h a t d i s p u t e 
dominance c a n a lways be a t t a c k e d ( B a r n e t t , 1975) . Someth ing 
s i m i l a r may have happened i n o u r c o l o n y ; so t h a t such i n d i v i -
d u a l s when c h a s e d , e n t e r e d t h e t r a p s t o e s c a p e a t t a c k e s . Thus , 
t r a p - h a b i t was p o s s i b l y a c q u i r e d b e c a u s e of s o c i a l t e n s i o n s ; 
u n l i k e t r a p - s h y n e s s w h i c h may have b e e n m o s t l y i n^ j i e r i t ed . 
(Davis and E m l e r , 1956; T a y l o r e t a l . , 1 9 7 4 ) . T r a p - s h y n e s s and 
T r a p - h a b i t a r e two i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r s b u t more s p e c i f i c s t u d i e s 
a r e r e q u i r e d t o c l a r i f y t h e e f f e c t s of age and s e x on t r a p a -
b i l i t y i n t h e s e r a t s . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Roof r a t s , R a t t u s r a t t u s L . , l i v i n g i n an a r t i f i c i a l 
e n c l o s u r e , w e r e t r a p p e d by a l a r g e ' w o n d e r ' t r a p f o r 8 
c o n s e c u t i v e d a y s . R a t s c a u g h t e a c h day were i d e n t i f i e d b e f o r e bein^i 
r e l e a s e d back i n t o t h e e n c l o s u r e . 
I n d i v i d u a l r e s p o n s e s t o w a r d s t h e t r a p were n o t u n i f o r m . 
Most r a t s (81.57%) became ' t r a p - s h y ' a s a r e s u l t of t r a p p i n g ; 
o n l y a few (18.42%) a c q u i r e d t h e ' t r a p - h a b i t ' . On an a v e r a g e 
t h u s , o n l y 26% r a t s were c a u g h t d a i l y w i t h a d i f f e r e n c e of 
3/2 t i m e s i n r e c a p t u r e . 
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Food Preferences o£ Soft Furred Field Rat 
Rattus meltada pallidior Ryley 
By JAWEED A . SIDDIQUI and JAMIL A. KHAN 
(With 7 figures) 
Introduction 
Raitus meltada pallidior Ryley, ranging from Nepal to India and 
Sri Lanka (PRATEE, 1965), is a serious pest of food Crops-Wheat, 
paddy, millet, pulses, and even cotton (BAHNETT and PKAKASH, 1975). 
Losses due to it, though never satisfactorily assessed, are perhaps 
considerable. 
However, informations needed to formulate at tract ive 'bait-bases ' 
for its control (CHITTY, 1954; KAMAL and KHAN, 1977) are generally 
lacking. Various aspects of the 'feeding' of this species have thus not 
been sufficiently studied; except for one observation on its food pre-
ferences from Rajasthan (JAIN et al., 1974). 
The present experiments were, therefore, designed to study the food 
preferences of metads caught from cult ivated fields around Aligarh 
City. The results are reported here . 
Methods 
The rats, R. meltada pallidior, were trapped mostly from sugar-cane 
fields in locally made 'wooden traps' with spring controlled falling-door 
mechanism. The traps were baited with moist bread. 
Standard procedures were used in handling and housing them (EVANS et al., 
1968). Housing consisted of wire mesh cages, 1.2 X 1.0 X 0.32 m; wooden 
nest-boxes padded with cotton or straw were provided for nesting. They 
were fed on a laboratory rat diet with ad lib water. 
After 2 - 3 weeks of acclamatization, the metads were weighed, sexed 
and grouped into colonics; some were caged individually (Table 1). 
Commercial varietes of foods were used for choice tests. The choice usually 
consisted of two kinds of foods, weighed to nearest ± 0.5 g. Foods were 
given in metal containers; the residue, including that spilled, was weighed 
the next day. Each combination was tried for a minimum period of 7 days. 
Care was taken to avoid presentation of the same foods in successive tests. 
Calorific value of foods was read from AYKBOVD'S manual (1963); and of 
boiled and sweet foods was calculated according to KHAN (1974). Methods 
described by BAILEY (1959) were followed for statistical analysis of results. 
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T a b l e 1 
Individuals 
and 
Colony No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Male 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
Sex 
Fema le 
3 
2 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Mean body we igh t 
(g ± S.E.) 
body weight g 
49.833 ± 
52.800 ± 
52.560 ± 
55.000 ± 
57.500 ± 
60.250 ± 
67.666 ± 
52.500 ± 
59.500 ± 
65.250 ± 
55.000 ± 
60.000 ± 
56.333 ± 
68.000 ± 
71.000 -
61.000 -
68.000 -
59.000 -
63,000 -
54.000 -
3.860 
3.122 
4.020 
5.944 
11.597 
0.763 
2.972 
6.519 
0.707 
2.842 
10.000 
1.000 
2.345 
2.645 
Range 
(g) 
3 5 - 6 0 
4 3 - 6 2 
4 2 - 6 3 
4 1 - 6 9 
4 6 - 6 9 
5 9 - 6 2 
6 2 - 7 2 
4 6 - 5 9 
5 9 - 6 0 
5 9 - 7 1 
4 5 - 6 5 
5 9 - 6 1 
5 2 - 6 0 
6 2 - 7 3 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
Results 
Results are summarised and illustrated in Fig. 1 to 7. The results 
are described below under separate sections. 
1. C e r e a l s : In whole cereals (grains), millet was preferred by 
metads to all other foods except rice (P < 0.05); which was eaten in 
almost equivalent amounts. In some tests, however, it was even eaten 
in greater amounts than millet (Fig. 1). 
Wheat and Sorghum were equally preferred; but both were pre-
ferentially eaten in comparison to rice, paddy, barley and maize 
(P<0.G5; Fig. 1). 
Polished rice was selected when compared to barley and maize 
(P < 0.05; Fig. 1). It was, however, equally preferred to paddy. 
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Fig. 1. Figure shows the daily consumption of cereal grains by 'metads', 
The grains were cross-trested in combinations of two at a time. 
Ill the choice between barely and maize, the la t ter was more liked 
by the metads (P < 0.05; Fig. 1). 
2. C e r e a l F l o u r s : Amongst various kinds of cereal flours, 
maize flour was preferred over millet flour (p < 0.05), while both were 
selected in comparison to wheat and white flour (p < 0.05; Fig. 2). 
Between the lat ter , wheat flour was clearly selected (P < 0.05; Fig. 2). 
3. C e r e a l F l o u r s a n d G r a i n s : In the choice between the 
textura l forms of the same cereal, whole grains of both millet and 
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cross-tests between cereal grains and 
flours; only semolina was consumed in 
greater amounts by metads than alter-
native whole wheat. 
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maize were eaten in larger amounts than the corresponding flours. 
Semolina was, however, preferred to whole grains of wheat (P<0.05; 
Fig. 3). 
4. P u l s e s : Of pulses offered in dry form, husked lentil was 
most preferred; followed hy whole lentil (P < 0.05; Fig. 4). Then 
husked green gram was preferred to cracked gram, and both to whole 
green gram (P<0.05; Fig. 4). Husked blackgram, whole blackgram 
and red gram were selected in the order named (Fig. 4). 
Although dry 'Bengal' gram was rejected, it was hoarded by the 
metads in very large amounts (unpublished observation). 
5. M o i s t F o o d s : Moist foods were generally preferred to dry 
alternatives. Thus boiled rice was selected in comparison to polished 
rice or rice flour (p<0.05; Fig. 5). Similarly moist biscuits were pre-
ferred to wheat flour (P < 0.05). Pulses were also greatly liked in 
moist form, and were selected in the order cracked gram > Husked 
lentil > Husked greengram (Fig. 5). 
In one test, however, the metads consumed more wheat flour than 
the alternative boiled rice. 
6. S w e e t f o o d s : Cereals mixed with sugar were preferred to 
plain alternatives (Fig. 6). Although the mixture of inferior white 
flour and sugar was rejected in comparison to superior cereal alter-
native semolina; wheat flour + sugar was preferred to it (P < 0.05). 
Thus the addition of sugar increased the choice for wheat but not white 
flour. 
7. O i l y F o o d s : The metads showed great liking 'for cereals 
mixed with oils, as of ground nut, sesame and coconut oil. Mixtures 
of millet and these oils were consistently preferred to plain millet 
(P<0 .05 ; Fig. 7). 
Cereals mixed with mustard oil were, however, rejected (Fig. 7). 
In one test, sesame oil mixture was also declined (Fig. 7). 
R e g u l a t i o n of f o o d i n t a k e 
Consumption of food by individually caged 'metads' equalled about 
7.02 to 8.19 g dry foods/100 g body wt./day or 24.60 to 28.66 calories/ 
100 g body wt./day. In the same situation, however, moist foods were 
eaten in larger amounts, on a dry weight basis from 17.90 to 18.27 g/ 
100 g body wt./day or 53.23 to 63.96 calories/100 g body wt./day. 
In most instances, excess food eaten was balanced off with lesser 
intakes on the following days. 
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Fig. 6. The metads selected sweet and 
moist food, in preference to plain alter-
natives. 
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Fig. 7. Like sweet foods, oily mixtures were also much preferred by the 
metads; but only of taste less oils as groundnut (Gn), coconut (Co) and to an 
extent sesame (Sn), mustard oil (Mu) mixtures were rejected. 
Discussion 
P r e f e r e n t i a l o r d e r s f o r f o o d s 
Foods are not always selected by metads in a l inear order. This 
is apparent from the absence of hierarchical differences in choice 
shown whole cereals (Millet: rice > wheat : sorghum > rice: paddy > 
maize > ibarley); though not for pulses presented in dry form (lentil > 
whole lentil > husked greengram > cracked Bengal g ram > whole 
Bengal gram > whole green gram > husked black gram > whole black 
gram > cracked red gram; Fig. 4). Like pulses, cereal flours too are 
chosen in an orderly manner (semolina > maize flour > millet flour > 
wheat flour > white flour); considerable var ia t ion in choice is but 
again noticed between cereals offered in a l ternat ive textural states. 
Such kind of variabil i ty in food choices is also shown by other field 
rats , as bandicoots, Bandicota bengalensis (Gray), (SPILLET, 1968; KAMAL 
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and KHAN, 1977). Unlike them, however, foods are preferred in de-
finite sequences by u r b a n rats, R. Rattus, R. norvegicus and also by 
other rodent species studied, as squirrels, Funambulus -pennanti pen-
nanti Wroughton; or Gerbils, Tatera indica indica Hardwicke; (KUMARI 
and KHAN, 1978; KHAN and KHAN, 1980). 
It is thus obvious that greater flexibility while choosing the diet 
is exercised by field ra ts compared to urban rats (KHAN and KHAN, 
1980). This is very likely because t ime and again field ra ts have to 
change food habits as wi th rotation of crops or cessation of all 
agriculture activity during the summer months (KAMAL and KHAN, 
1977). Almost near constancy of food supplies obtaining in the u rban 
environments necessiates, however, no such change in case of com-
mensal species. Therefore, with regular supplies of foods assured, 
chances of the development of stable preferences and aversion are 
higher in case of commensal species ra ther than in field ra ts . That 
'metads ' show contradictory choices between foods (JAIN et al., 1974); 
is, therefore, quite obvious. 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c f o o d c h o i c e s 
Owing to great flexibility in choice, it is but difficult to decide about 
the par t icular food of an important kind as whole cereals tha t may be 
most preferred by the metads. Thus, although millet is much liked, 
polished rice is equally preferred (Fig. 1). Not much liking is seen 
for cereals in ground form either. Of only the less impor tant foods 
as dry pulses, it can be said that lentil is an item of first choice 
(Fig. 4). 
Unlike ' roof ra ts thus, no 'marked ' preference (KHAN, 1974) is dis-
played by metads toward foods universally employed for bait ing 
murid pests eg: millet, wheat or cracked Bengal gram (CHITTY, 1954; 
PRAKASH, 1976). 
O m n i v o r y a n d S a m p l i n g b e h a v i o u r , 
Although food habits of metads differ from that of other Rattus 
species, its feeding behaviour appears similar to theirs or of other 
rodent species studied (BARNETT, 1975). Thus, while the less preferred 
'a l ternatives ' have been eaten in considerable amounts in some tests 
(Fig. 1), they have been bare ly sampled in others (Figs. 2 & 4). Ob-
viously, therefore, bo th ,Omnivory', or tendency to vary diet, and 
'Sampling', or eating of foods of little value, characterise its feeding 
behaviour. 
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The survival value of these behavioural components has been 
thoroughly discussed by several authors (BARNETT et al., 1978). It can 
'be added, however, tha t whereas omnivory perhaps helps the metads 
to utilize diverse resources as food, sampling behaviour enables it 
not only in finding new sources as food, but also in avoiding toxic 
al ternatives. It may similarly protect it against poisoned baits , or 
a t tempts to kill it in its na tura l environment (BARNETT et al., 1975). 
F a c t o r s a f f e c t i n g p r e f e r e n c e 
Al though the 'metads ' are highly omnivorous, the effect of some 
factors as texture , taste and energy value on choice is apparent from 
the results of tests reported. This omits reference to other factors viz. 
(1) The type of food that is eaten b y them in the na tura l environment 
which largely determines adult feeding pa t te rns and (2) The effect 
of social factors on the development of preferences at an early age 
(GALEF and CLARK, 1972; BARNETT, 1975). Separate researches a re ob-
viously required to study their effects. 
T e x t u r e 
It seems texture has no marked influence on food preference of 
'metads ' . Thus, whole grains are selected b y it in comparison to 
flours '(Fig. 3); when both R. norvegicus and R. rattus select the lat ter , 
or finely divided form, to whole or undivided foods (BARNETT and 
SPENCER, 1953; KHAN, 1974). Similarly, coarse foods as of paddy are 
eaten in larger amounts than smooth and soft grains of maize (Fig. 1). 
T a s t e 
That taste affected the choice, is obvious from the selection of foods 
mixed wi th sugar (Fig. 6). Selection of sweet foods has also adaptive 
value, for in na tu ra l foods, bi t ter taste is associated with occurrence 
of toxic alkaloids, or poisonous foods, while sweetness indicates the 
presence of starch or carbohydrates (GARCIA et al., 1974). The la t te r 
form the major component of their diet (BARNETT and PRAKASH, 1975). 
Mustard oil has acrid taste (KHAN, 1974) and foods to which it is 
added, are, therefore, rejected by 'metads ' (Fig. 7). Cereals mixed with 
this oil are also rejected by 'black' ra ts and 'Genbils' (KHAN, 1974; 
KUMARI and KHAN, 1978). Conversely, tasteless oils are, very efficient 
'additives ' (BARNETT and SPENCER, 1953; KHAN, 1974). Thus, 'metads ' also 
prefer groundnut oil, coconut oil or sesame oil mixtures (Fig. 7). Of 
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them, sesame oil has probably some taste, and it is not always 
liked (Fig. 7). 
E n e r g y V a l u e 
Energy value of foods clearly failed to influence the choice of metads 
for whole cereals; though not for pulses. However, the selection of oil 
mixtures suggests that foods of higher energy value are preferred 
to inferior al ternat ives (Fig. 7). Consumption of such foods has also 
other advantages, as of a rapid gain in weight (BARNETT, 1969). Per-
haps this may have been one important consideration while selecting 
oily foods, the other undoubtedly is the ease with which such foods 
can be eaten (BHARDWAJ, 1982). 
W a t e r C o n t e n t 
Moist foods are great ly liked by rodents because of the ext ra-water , 
specially so in the tropics (CHITTY, 1954; 'BARNETT, 1969). Metads are 
thus at t racted by moist foods, but dry al ternatives are also eaten in 
considerable amounts (Figs. 5 & 6). 
E n e r g y r e q u i r e m e n t s 
Rate of food consumption in 'metads ' equals that for other species, 
as 'Roof rats , Bandicoots, or Gerbils. Thus, intakes of 7 - 8 g/100 g body 
weight/day are r a the r accurate estimates, though moist foods are ob-
viously eaten in larger amounts. 'Metads ' also regulate the dai ly in-
take of foods, e.g. by balancing it off the surpluses eaten on previous 
days. Similar changes characterise the feeding of other rodent species 
(KHAN, 1974; KUMARI and KHAN, 1978; KHAN and KHAN, 1980). 
Summary 
The 'soft-furred' field rat, Rattus meltada pallidior Ryley, ranging widely 
from Nepal to India and Sri Lanka, is a serious pest of food crops. Its foods 
preferences are, however, not accurately known. 
Results of laboratory experiments show that it exercises great variability 
in choice, like other field rats as Bandicoots. While whole cereals are 
selected in variable manner, pulses and cereal flours are preferred in a 
linear order. Boiled and moist foods are, however, found attractive, like 
the foods mixed with sugar or the other additive as taste-less oils. 
Feeding behaviour of 'metads' is apparently similar to that of other rodent 
species. Of the factors that influence choice, texture has no effect. Caloric 
requirements are also equivalent to requirements of other rat species 
studied. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Die „Weichpelzige" Feldratto, Rattus meltada pallidior, die von Nepal 
ilber Indien bis nach Sri Lanka verbreitet ist, ist ein ernst zu nehmender 
Sdiadling an Erntegiitern. Welche Nahrung sie bevorzugt, ist jedoch noch 
nicht genau bekannt. Laborversuclne zeigen, daB das Wahlvermogen der 
Ratte weit gefachert ist, wie es dies andero Feldratlen, wie z. B. Bandicoots 
audi haben. Bevorzugt wird Vollkorngetreide. Gekodite und feuchte Nah-
rung wird besonders gesdiatzt, jedodi audi Koder mit Zudcer und anderen 
Zusfitzen, wie gesdimadssfreie Ole. 
Die Nahrungsgewohnheiten der „nietads" sind offenbar ahnlidi wie die 
anderer Nagetiere. Die Nahrungswahl wird dabei kaum von der aulieren 
Besdiaffenheit der Koder beeinlluBt. Der Kalorienbedarf ist ebentalls aqui-
valent dem anderer Rattenarten, iiber die Untersudiungen vorliegen. 
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Die Zeitschrift fur angewandte Zoologie bringt Originalabhandlungen, Kleine 
Mitteilungen und Budibesprechungen aus dem Gesamtgebiet der angewand-
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EFFECT OF TASTE OF FOODS ON DEVELOPMENT OF 'BAIT-SHY' 
BEHAVIOUR IN 'ROOF' RATS. RATTUS rattus L. 
JAWEED A. STDDIQUI and JAMIL AHMAD KHAN 
Department of Zoology, Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh, (U.P.) India. 
ABSTRACT 
•Roof rats, Rattus rattus L , were poisoned in cereal + sugar, cereal + groundnut 
oil, plain cereal and in boiled rice. Poisoning in sugar mixture resulted in a greater degree 
of avoidance (bait-shyness) than in oil mixture or plain cereal food. Boiled foo'd was not 
avoided. 
INTRODUCTION 
wild rats that survive an exposure to poisoned baits, consistently decline the same 
mixtures afterwards Barnett ( 2 ). Such avoidance, or 'Shyness' develops, however, for 
both poison (poison-shyness) and bait or foods used as base bait-shyness; Bhardwaj and 
Khan, (4, 5, 6), The behaviour protects the rats in its natural environment and has 
survival value Barnett and Prakash (3) but it is also disadvantageous from an applied 
view point Bhardwaj and Khan (6). 
The study of the behaviour is, therefore, important, and considerable literature now 
exists on it. Of that, it has been found that the taste of food by association with poiso-
ning becomes the basis of avoidance Bhardwaj and Khan, (6). In experimental analogies 
of it, or by taste aversion conditioning studies on laboratory rats too, the s?me conclusi-
ons have been drawn Garcia (8). Taste and not odour is the cue to 'associative learning' 
displayed Garcia (7). 
But the taste of foods commonly employed as baits differ widely, from specific to 
general and strong to weak. Avoidance responses developed as a result of poisoning in them 
are, therefore, likely to vary in quantitative terms, i.e-, in the degree of avoidance displa-
yed. This was tested by poisoning 'roof rats, Rattus rattus L., in several distinctive baits-
cereals, cereal and oil, cereal and sugar and boiled foods, with zinc phosphide (4 mg/10 g 
food). The responses of rats to same baits were measured after this. The results are disc-
ussed here. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The 'roof rats, Rattus rattus L., were trapped around Aligarh city. They were sexed, 
weighed and grouped into bi-sexual colonies; pregnant females and juveniles were excluded. 
The colonies of adult rats (body weight > 100 g) selected for treatments were housed in 
wire-mesh cages or a covered cement tank, measuring 1.2 x 1.0 x 0.3 m; wooden boxes and 
straw were givcii for nesting. They were fed before tests on a laboratory rat diet, water 
was given ad lib. 
Unextracted flours of millet (Pennisetum typhoides Burm) or maize (Zea mays L.), 
mixtures of cereal flours and ground nut oil {Arachis hypogea L.) or sugar or boiled rice 
(Oryza sativa L.); were used as test foods. Weighed amounts of foods were given in metal 
containers and the residue, including that spilled, was weighed the next day. Consumption 
of boiled food was measured as according to Khun (9). The rats were poisoned with zinc 
phosphide at the rate of 4 mg/10 g food. 
In all experiments, the rats were off"ered plain baits for 7 days. Zinc phosphide was 
then added to one of the two foods ; and the poisonous mixture with the harmless 
alternative was available for the next 5 days. Thereafter, the same foods, but without 
poison, were presented on the following 7 days. Controls were not given poison. 
RepHcates were run simultaneously. The methods described by Bailey (1) were followed 
for statistical analysis of results. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Selection of Test Foods : 
The rats of both the experimental and control groups preferred millet flour to 
maize flour, and similarly boiled rice to dry maize flour, oil and maize flour mixture to 
plain maize flour and maize flour + sugar to the same food without sugar (P<0.05, 
table 1). The choices shown were similar to that described earlier by Khan (9). 
The preferred foods were, however, not eaten in equivalent amounts ; the relative 
intakes in fact differed widely. Thus, the oil mixture was consumed in greater 
amounts (74.46% of total daily intake ; Table I) ; than was either boiled rice 
(68. 54%) in comparison to dry food, or sugar mixture (59.7%) in the presence of 
non-sweet alternative (Table 1). The minimum difference was found between the 
consumption recorded of the two cereals-millet and maize flours (55.7%, 44.3% 
lespectively). 
Effect of Poisoning : 
Poison was added to preferred foods in all experiments. Therefore, on the first day 
of poisoning, oil mixture, sugar mixture, boiled rice and millet flour were each eaten by 
the rats in large amounts as on previous 7 days, i.e., before poisoning. The intake was. 
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however, reduced on the following days, as that of alternative foods was increased 
simultaneously. Eventually, the choices were reversed in experimental groups; or 
became obverse to that of controls (Table 1). 
Responses to baits after Poisoning : 
After poisoning, the ratsofexpt. 1 rejected oil mixture to eat plain maize flour; 
andofexpt. 2 similarly preferred non-sweet food instead of sugar mixture while in 
expt. 4 maize flour was selected in preference to millet flour (P<0.05 ; Table 1). Thus 
the rats declined the foods in which they had ingested poison. Simultaneously, the same 
foods were, however, preferjed in controls as before (Table 1). 
Boiled rice was, however, slightly preferred again ; though it was eaten in relatively 
much larger amounts by the controls (Table 1). 
But while sugar mixture was eaten in small amounts (11 % of total daily intake), oil 
mixture and millet flour were consumed in relatively large amounts (>20%) of total 
intake. The former was strongly avoided by bait-shy rats than the later two foods 
(Table 1). 
The rats of all experiments avoided the poisonous mixtures, obviously because of the 
development of 'Poison-shyness' to zinc phosphide Bhardawaj and Khan (4). Thus, 
the same foods were consistently preferred by the controls, as they were by experimental 
rats before poisoning (Table 1). 
Zinc phosphide is, however, a slow acting secondary poison ; unlike apomorphine 
sulfate or cyanides which act rapidly Bhardwaj and Khan (6). Therefore, the avoidance 
of poisonous mixtures develops gradually, becoming clear only from second day onwards ; 
while they are never completely ignored (Table 1). In contrast, apomorphine sulfate 
causes rapid avoidance, which is nearly total Garcia (8). 
Poisoning also causes, however, 'bait-shyness'; or rejection of foods used previo-
usly as a 'base' Bhardwaj and Khan (4, 5, 6). Accordingly, the rats of our experi-
ments became 'bait-shy' as oil and sugar mixtures and millet flour were clearly rejected 
(Table 1). No shyness is, however, known to develop for boiled ^oods ; boiled rice was 
thus also slightly preferred by our rats (Table 1). 
Excluding boiled rice, it is, however, noticed that sugar mixture has been more 
strongly avoided by the'bait-shy' rats than either millet flour or oil mixture (Table 1). 
If taste is the basis of avoidance Bhardwaj and Khan (6), then specific taste discri-
minated as in sugar mixture (sweet) is apparently 'stronger' than general or weal tastes 
perhaps perceived in a cereal or oil mixture Bhardwaj and Khan (5). Therefore, 
poisoning in former may result in greater degree of avoidance than poisoning in the 
latter two. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that foods of strong and marked taste, may not form 
the ideal baits. Foods of a 'mixed' or 'weak' taste can give better results when used as 
baits in the field. 
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CHOICE OF WILD RATS (RATTUS rattus L.) FOR OILY FOODS 
JAWEED A. SIDDIQUT and JAMIL AHMAD KHAN 
Dspartment of Zoology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202001, India 
ABSTRACT 
Groundnut oil like sugar increases preference for inferior cereals when used in mode-
rate concentrations (5% w/w). The mixtures are, however, not prefered to cereals of 
superior texture, like Semolina. Texture is evidently more important than energy value 
of foods in determining preferences. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wild rats show marked aversion to highly extracted cereals as white flour 
Barnett (2) ; Majumdar (3). It is however, preferentially eaten when sweetened than 
superior cereals Barnett (2). Oils of no marked taste asaiachis or groundnut oil are 
better additives than sugar or saccharine Barnett (2) ; Majumdar (3). It is not known, 
however, whether oils would have an equivalent or greater effect than sugar in reversing 
normal food preferences. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Choice was analysed by tests conducted on enclosed colonies of house rats (Rattus 
rattus L). The rats were maintained in pans with wire mesh covers measuring 2.16 x 
2.8x2.4 m. Foods weighed 1o the nearest 5 gm was presented to them in a six-
compartment metallic food tray. The residue was weighed on the following day and the 
difference was recorded. There was an unlimited supply of drinking water. 
Only commercial preparation of wheat were used. Groundnut oil was used at 
cone, of 5%. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Forms of ground wheat without additives were initially compared. Semolina flour 
preferred to wholemeal and both to white flour (Table 1). The three foods obviously 
had the same taste. Likeness for Semolina flour can then be attributed to its superior 
texture of large and smooth granules. White flour may have been rejected for its. 
nutritional inadequacies Barnett (2). 
Groundnut oil was then added (5% by weight) to white flour. The mixture was 
compared to Semolina and wholemeal on two colonies of eight rats each. Plam foods, 
were immediately selected but on 4th day the mixture was preferred in both colonies. 
SemoUna flour was then persistently favoured over the mixture (Table I). In the other 
test, however, preference for wholemeal was followed by a period of equivocal intakes^ 
day 'n to 17th (Figure 1). Then the choice was clearly reversed and mixture was 
consistently preferred. Mean daily consumption of the alternatives was almost equal 
(Table 1). Preference of the mixture was establij-hed after a long delay. This happens-
to be a characteristic feature of choice tests Barnett (2). 
Like other mammals the rats possess the ability to select foods on the basis of their 
energy value Barnett (1). This must have influenced the selection of mixture which 
contained more calories unit weight (4.01 calories/gm) than wholemeal (3.75 
calories/gm). Preference for Semolina flour however, suggests that choice of omorlvorous. 
black rats is influenced more by texture than nutritional value of food Barnett (2). 
Additional of groundnut oil like sugar thus increases preference for inferior cereals. 
The mixture is, however, not preferred to cereals of superior texture. 
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TABLE 1 : Consumption of foods by rats in g/day rfc S. E. (Standard errors of 
mean). 
No. of Length of Food Offered Consumption Calories/ 
Rats* Tests Days , gms/day day 
5 10 
6 10 
8 24 
8 27 
*Only adult rats, body weight >100g (Pregnant females excluded), 
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White fllour 
Semolina flour 
White flour 
Wholemeal 
White flour + Groundnut oil 
Semolina flour 
White flour + Groundnut oil 
Wholemeal 
4.1 + 1.2 
43.0+3.3 
6.0+1.0 
61.5+1.7 
41.0+3.4 
62.0+3.2 
57.1+9.9 
68.0+9.8 
15.3 
161.2 
21.9 
230.6 
160.3 
232.5 
223.2 
217.5 
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Mitigating Poison and Bait-Shyness Developed by Wild Rats 
(Rattiis rattus L.) 
II. Use of Boiled Foods and Oily Cereal Mixtures 
By D. BHARDWAJ, JAWEED A. SIDDIQUI & JAMIL AHMAD KHAN 
(With 3 figures) 
Introduction 
There have been many studies on the "bait-shy" behaviour of wild 
rats and other rodent pests (reviewed by HARNETT, 1975). However, some 
aspects of the behaviour have not been paid adequate attention. There 
are thus no methods to eliminate the later development of shyness 
towards both poison and bait (COWAN, 1978). A change of both after 
every treatment, is obviously very disadvantageous from an applied 
view-point (BARNETT & PRAKASH, 1975). 
But it seems that shyness can be avoided by using the same cereal 
or pulse in alternative textural states as bases for successive treatments 
(BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1978, 1979 a). Similarly, it may be suppressed by 
adding groundnut oil to original bases (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1979 b). How-
ever, development of shyness is not affected by other schemes or re-
gimes tried as poisoning at weekly intervals, in a mixture of foods or in 
a different bait on successive days of treatment (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 
1977, 1980; COWAN, 1978). 
Yet, some possibilities have not been explored. Thus, if taste of foods 
by association with poisoning becomes the basis of avoidance (BHARD-
WAJ & KHAN, 1979 a), it is likely that baits of marked and specific taste 
would be more strongly avoided than those with a weak and general 
taste. Further, if the latter are used in a mixture to which groundnut 
oil is also added the rats may fail to discriminate between the various 
components. Then, shyness would be eliminated, and each component 
can be used again for treatment. 
Such possibilities were investigated by poisoning rats, Rattus rat-
tus L., in different kinds of baits and in cereal mixtures to which 
groundnut oil had also been added, with zinc phosphide (4 mg/10 g 
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food). The responses of rats to the baits were measured af terwards. The 
resul ts are discussed here. 
Materials and Methods 
The subjects were wild-caught stock. They were sexed, weighed and 
grouped into bisexual colonies and housed in wire-mesh cages, 1.2 X 1-0 x 
0.32, or cement tanks, 2.7 X 1.5 X 1.2 or 1.8 X 1.2 X 1.2 m. Only adult rats 
(body weight > 100 g) were selected; pregnant females and juveniles were 
rejected. A laboratory rat diet was offered to them before the experiments 
started. Water was given ad lib. 
Unextracted flours of millet (Permisetum iyphoides Burm.), wheat {Triti-
cum aestivum Linn.), maize {Zea mays Linn.), Bengal gram {Cicer arienatum 
Linn.), boiled rice (Oryza sativa Linn.) and equivalent wt/wt. mixtures of 
cereals were used as test food. Oil of groundnut {Arachis hypogea Linn.) was 
used in cereal mixtures in concentration of 5 % (w/w). Sugar was added to 
cereals in the same amounts. 
Weighed amount of foods were given in metal containers and the residue, 
including that spilled, was weighed the next day. Consumption of boiled 
food was determined according to KHAN (1974). 
Experiment 1 
The rats belonging to separate colonies were given the choice between (i) 
millet and maize flour (ii) boiled rice and maize flour (iii) oil and maize 
flour mixture and maize flour (iv) or sugar and maize flour mixture and 
maize flour. Consumption was noted for 7 days, and then zinc phosphide 
was added to the preferred food (4 mg/10 g food). The poisonous food and 
harmless alternative were available over the next 5 days. After this, the 
same foods, but this time without poison, were presented for another 
7 days. Daily consumption was followed as before. Controls were not given 
poison. 
Experiment 2 
Millet and maize flour were flrst compared separately to wheat flour for 
2 days each. After this, millet + maize flour + groundnut oil were each 
compared to wheat flour for the same duration. Zinc phosphide was then 
added to oily mixture (4 mg/10 g food) and this was available over the next 
7 days with harmless wheat flour. After poisoning, the choice between the 
same foods was tested again as earlier. 
Controls were given the same foods, in similar order and combinations as 
experimental rats; but they were not given any poison. Consumption was 
measured daily for 23 days. 
Experiment 3 
The same procedure as in Experiment 2 was followed for experiment 3. 
But rats were given the choice between (i) wheat flour and gram flour 
(ii) millet flour and gram flour (iii) maize flour and gram flour (iv) between 
millet + maize + wheat flour and gram flour (v) and millet + maize + wheat 
flour + groudnut oil and gram flour; in tests of equivalent duration, of 2 days 
each. Zinc phosphide was added to the oily bait. After poisoning for 7 days, 
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tlie dioice between the same baits as given before, was determined again. 
Controls were not given poison. Consumption was measured daily for 
27 days that the experiment lasted. 
Statistical Analysis 
Comparisons were made by paired "t" tests (BAILEY, 1959); while avoidance 
was analyzed by Mann-Whitney "U" test (S/EGAL, 1956). 
Results 
E x p e r i m e n t 1 
The rats preferred millet flour to maize flour, boiled rice to maize 
flour, and similarly oil and maize flour mixture or sugar and maize 
flour mixture to al ternat ive plain maize flour (P < 0.05 in each case. 
Fig. 1). Thus, they showed the same choices as described earlier by 
KHAN (1974). 
DAYS 7 
Fig. 1. Effect of poisoning rats in different kinds of bait. Sugar mixtures are 
strongly avoided, but boiled food is again preferred. 
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However, the relative intakes of foods in different tests differed 
widely. The minimum difference was noticed between consumption of 
millet and maize flour (55'/o and 440/0 respectively). The oily mixture 
was, however, eaten by the rats in maximum amounts (74 Vo total daily 
intake) followed by boiled rice (68 "/o of total) and sugar mixture (59 "/o 
of total). 
Poisoning reversed the choice ("U"-test, p < 0.05), so that maize flour 
was selected in preference to millet flour, while non-oily food and non-
sweet food were preferred over oily and sweet equivalents (P < 0.05, 
Fig. 1). Boiled rice was, however, slightly preferred by the rats again 
(Fig. 1). 
But while sugar mixture was eaten by the bait-shy rats in small 
amounts (11 Vo of total daily intake), oily mixture and millet flour were 
consumed in considerable amounts (daily intake > 20 */o of total). Thus, 
sugar mixture was strongly avoided by the 'bait-shy' rats in compari-
son to oily mixture or plain cereal. Unlike them boiled food was not 
rejected. 
Reversal of choice was not observed in controls (Fig. 1). 
E x p e r i m e n t 2 
Millet and maize flour mixture as also the two components separately, 
were preferred by the rats to wheat flour (P < 0.05; Fig. 2). Groundnut 
oil increased the preference for the mixture only slightly, perhaps 
because of the short duration of the test. 
Having ingested poison in oily bait-mixture, the rats consistently 
rejected it afterwards. However, the same mixture without oil and both 
millet and maize flours seperately, were again preferred by the rats to 
wheat flour (P < 0.05; Fig. 2). The same choices were shown in cor-
responding controls; besides, obviously their continued preference for 
the oily bait (P < 0.05; Fig. 2). 
E x p e r i m e n t 3 
The rats preferred each cereal (millet, maize and wheat flour) sepa-
rately, and the mixture of all there cereals, to gram glour (P < 0.05; 
Fig. 3). As in expt. 2, addition of groundnut oil increased the choice for 
mixture only slightly (Fig. 3). 
Poisoning resulted in aversion to eating of oily bait mixture; gram 
flour was preferred to it (P < 0.05; Fig. 3). However, the mixture with-
out oil, and each of three cereal foods added to it, were separately 
preferred by the bait-shy rats to gram flour (P < 0.05; Fig. 3). Controls 
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also showed the same choices, while oily bait was also preferred by 
them. 
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Fig. 2. Mean Daily consumption of foods offered to 
rats of Expt. 2. The oily cereal food mixture was 
rejected after poisoning in it; but it's components 
without oil were preferred by the rats. 
Discussion 
The rats of all experiments avoided the poisonous mixtures obviously 
because of the development of 'poison-shyness' to zinc phosphide 
(BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1977). Thus, the same foods were consistently pref-
erred by the controls, as they were by experimental rats too before 
poisoning (Fig. 1 to 3). 
Zinc phosphide is, however, a slow-acting secondary poison, unlike 
apomorphine sulphate or cyanides which act rapidly (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 
1979 a). Therefore, the avoidance to attractive foods mixed with poison 
develops gradually, while they are never completely ignored (BHARD-
WAJ & KHAN, 1979 a). 
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Poisoning also causes, however, "bai t -shyness" or rejection of foods 
previously used as 'base ' (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1977, 1978, 1979 a, b). The 
rats of our exper iments also became averse to eating the foods in which 
they had ingested poison (bait-shyness). Such marked aversion did not 
develop, however , towards the boiled food used, as also noted ear l ier 
(CHITTY, 1954). 
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Fig. 3. Mean Daily intake of foods (g/day ± S. E.) presented 
to rats of Expt. 3. The responses of rats were similar to 
that of Expt. 2; poisoning caused aversion to eating of oily 
cereal mixture but not to the same mixture without oil or 
it's components. 
Of the baits used, some were, however, more strongly avoided than 
others. If taste is the basis of avoidance (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1979 a), the 
specific taste discriminated for example in sugar mix tu re clearly 
causes greater avoidance, than tastes perceived in cereal or oily mix -
tures. Obviously the development of shyness is influenced by quality 
and s t rength of taste perceived in the bait. 
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Evidently, the oily bai t -mixtures used in experiments 2 and 3 were 
discriminated distinctly by the rats from their components. Shyness 
was, therefore, not 'broadened' to the lat ter , or non-oily equivalents. 
However, when the same mixtures are used without oil, both the orig-
inal bai t and its component are rejected (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1980). Ob-
viously, the addition of groundnut oil must have been responsible for 
the difference observed, as it has a 'masking ' effect on taste of cereal 
bases (BHARDWAJ & KHAN, 1979 b). 
If because of the groundnut oil shyness is not broadened to the com-
ponents after poisoning in oily mixture , it is obvious that the foods 
added to it can be used again for t rea tment . Results from the field 
where Zinc phosphide is used in higher concentration (C. 50 - 500 mg/ 
10 g food) are, however, awaited to prove the uti l i ty of this method of 
el iminating shyness towards the components of such complex oily baits. 
It can, however, be concluded that while choosing baits, boiled foods 
should be given preference, while groundnut oil should be added to 
cereal baits. It is advisable then to use the la t ter first in a mixture ; so 
tha t foods added to it can be used again for second or more t rea tments . 
Summary 
"Roof" rats, Raitus rattus, were poisoned with zinc phosphide (4 mg/10 g 
food) in different Icinds of baits — millet flour, maize flour and groundnut 
oil mixture, maize flour and sugar mixture, boiled rice and in mixtures of 
cereals (millet + maize flour; millet + maize + wheat flour) to which 
groundnut oil had also been added (5 Vo wt./wt.). The responses of rats to 
the same baits were measured after poisoning. 
The rats developed stronger aversion for sugar mixture than other baits; 
while boiled food was marginally preferred by them again. Groundnut oil 
was found to retard the development of shyness in one important respect; 
it was not "broadened" to cereal mixtures or it's components after poison-
ing in corresponding mixtures containing oil. 
It appears that repeated treatments can be given in boiled foods and in 
cereal mixtures, and their components, used previously as "base" with oil. 
However, the results from the field where zinc phosphide is used in much 
higher concentrations (c, 50-500 mg/10 g food), are required to prove the 
utility of such baits in controlling shyness. 
Zusammenfassung 
Hausratten (Raitus rattus) wurden mit Zinkphosphid (4 mg/10 g Koder) 
bekampft, das verschiedenen Grundkodern beigemischt war. Nach der Gift-
legung wurde die Reaktion der Ratten auf den gleichen FraBkdder ohne 
Gift beobachtet. 
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Die Ratten entwickelten eine starkere Aversion gegenuber Zucker, wah-
rend gekodhte Kbder noch angenommen wvirden. ErdnuBol konnte eine 
Kdderscheu weitgehend verhindern. 
Es zeigte sidi, daB Glftkoderlegungen wiederholt werden konnten, wenn 
die Cerealien des Frafikoders vorher gekocht und mlt 01 (5 »/o) versetzt wur-
den. 
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Die Zeltscbritt fiir angewandte Zoologie bringt Originalabhandlungen, Klelne 
Mitteilungen und Buchbesprechungen aus^em Gesamtgebiet der angewand-
ten Zoologie. Sie erscheint mit vier Helten jahrlidi. 
Den Originalbeitragen sollten stets kurze Zusammenfassungen in deutscher 
und in englisdier Sprac±ie (zusammen hochstens eine Seite lang) angefiigt 
werden. 
Die Manuskripte werden in Maschinenschrift auf nur einseitig beschriebenen 
Slattern erbeten. Vorgesehener S p e r r d r u c k (Texthervorhebungen) moge 
mit durchbrochener Unterstreichung, Kursivdruck (wissenschaftlidie Art- und 
Gattungsnamen) mit geschlangelter, Halbfettdruck (Uberschriften) dutch dop-
pelte Unterstreichungen und Satz in KAPITALCHEN (Autorennamen, auBer hin-
ter latein. Artnamen) durch GROSSBUCHSTABEN Oder durdi Unterstrei-
chen in griiner Farbe gekennzeichnet werden. 
Es muB dringend gebeten werden, den Text so knapp wie moglidi zu halten 
und weniger widitige Telle (Methodik, Protokolle u. dgl.) durc±i | einen senk-
rediten Stridi am llnken Rand fiir Kleindruck vorzusehen. Die Beigabe von 
Tabellen, Kurven und Abbildungen sollte auf das unbedingt Notwendige be-
schrankt werden. Dabei miissen sidi die Autoren entscheiden, ob sie das 
Ergebnis ihrer Untersuchungen durch eine Tabelle O d e r Kurve belegen wol-
len; beide Darstellungsarten sind nur in Ausnahmefallen zulassig. Seiten-
hinweise im Text sollten tunlichst vermieden werden. 
Die Abbildungsvorlagen miissen sich zur Wiedergabe durch Strichatzung (Fe-
derzeichnung in Tusciie) Oder durch Autotjrpie (moglichst scharfe, kontrast-
reiche Fotos, evtl. auch „flxierte" Bleistift- und Halbton-Tuschezeidinungen) 
eignen. Sie sind vom Text gesondert einzuliefern und sollten auf der Rijck-
seite den vorgeschlagenen VerkleinerungsmaBstab sowie den Namen des Ein-
senders tragen. Die Abbildungsunterschriften (Legenden) sind auf besonde-
ren Blattern zusammenzustellen. 
Die Verfasser werden — auch in ihrem eigenen Interesse — gebeten, die 
Korrektur der Fahnenabziige mit auBerster Sorgfalt und so bald wie moglich 
durchzufiihren und keine grSBeren Anderungen gegenuber dem Manuskript 
vorzunehmen. Der Verlag ist bereditigt, dem Autor die Korrekturkosten in 
Redinung zu stellen, soweit sie 10 % der Satzkosten ubersteigen. Beim Kor-
rekturlesen wird empfohlen, die Im „Duden" veroffentliditen, genormten 
Korrekturzeichen zu verwenden. Die Revision der Umbruchabziige wird, wenn 
es vertretbar erscheint, von der Sdiriftleitung vorgenommen. 
Die Mitarbeiter erhalten 40 Sonderdrucke unentgeltlidi. Weitere Sonder-
drucke konnen gegen Berechnung geliefert werden, wenn sie reditzeitig 
(spatestens bei Riicksendung der Fahnenkorrektur) beim Verlag bestellt 
werden. 
Einsendung von Besprechungsexemplaren selbstandig ersdieinender Werke 
aus dem Gebiet der angewandten Zoologie ist wunschenswert. 
Das Verlagsredit an alien Beitragen geht mit der Veroffentlichung auf den 
Verlag uber. 
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D U N C K E R & H U M B L O T / B E R L I N 
Conditional Effects of Poisoning on Choice for Sucrose 
Solution in 'Roof Rats, Rattus rattus L. 
Jaweed A. Siddiqui & Jamil Ahmad Khan 
Zoology Deparlmeni, AMU, Aligarh 
Condilional effects of poisoning 
on choice for a test solution of 10% 
sucrose in water were studied in 
'roof rats, Rattus rattus. Adult 
rats (body weight> lOOg) trapped in 
Aligarh city, were housed individu-
ally in wire-mesh cages; and maint-
ained on a laboratory diet wilh ad lib 
water. 
In expt. I, the rats (n= 14; 2 for 
each test) were given a taste of 10% 
sucrose; and 30 min after it, injected 
in hip muscles with a semi-lethal 
dose of any one poison-sodium 
flouride, thallium sulphate, copper 
sulphate, potassium cyanide, strych-
nine sulphate, arsenic oxide or lithi-
um chloride. In expt 2. the ia(s(n = 
14) were first poisoned by the same 
method and poisons; and only 2 
hours after poisoning given access 
to sucrose solution. Controls of both 
experiments (n — 28) were injected 
with distilled water. 
Following treatments, each rat's 
intake of sucrose and water given in 
measured amounts in seperate glass 
dishes in home cages was measured 
daily for 7 days. Consumption of 
alternative fluids was calculated in 
percent of total daily intake. Results 
were statistically analysed. 
The rats of expt 1 became comp-
letely averse to consuming sucrosfe 
(P< 0.05) though it was preferred to 
water by corresponding controls 
(P< 0.( 01). In contrast, rats of expt 
2 developed an increased preference 
for sucrose; and it was ingested thus 
in relatively larger amounts than by 
the controls (P< 0.05). However, 
rats treated with potassium cyanide 
and strychnine sulphate developed 
greater choice for test solution than 
rats treated with other poisons. 
Thus, unlike 'aversion' developed 
by rats of expt 1, reciprocal respon-
ses of 'increased preference' were 
acquired as a result of poisoning 
by rats of expt 2. 
It may be concluded that 'roof 
rats, R. rattus, readily learn to 
associate taste cues with poisoning 
or to relief from its effects. The 
response which follow^ is of 'avoid-
ance' as in expt lor of'increased' 
preference as in expt 2 (taste-aver-
sion conditioning and appetizing 
conditioninig respectively). 
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